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THE ELEPHANT WISH 
Schwartz & Wade

On Eliza Prattlebottom’s eighth birthday, she wishes for an elephant to take 
her away from her boring life. Two days and six hours later, an elephant in 
a black floppy at comes trumpeting down Bunthmather Street, lifts Eliza 
onto his back, and carries her to a magical jungle. Though her parents 
dream of her walking with a family of elephants, they don’t know where 
she’s gone. It is only Adelle, a 97-year-old woman with perfect posture, 
who is able to convince Eliza of the importance of returning home, and 
of enjoying her childhood while it lasts.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All Rights

DREAM DOG 
Schwartz & Wade

Harry wants a dog, and, instead of getting one, his parents try to placate 
him with a pet that's decidedly less interesting - a lizard. So Harry takes 
matters into his own hands and places his X-35 Infra-Rocket Imagination 
Helmet on his head, and soon something - with paws! a tail! a wet nose! - 
pops into the world. Sure, nobody else can see the dog named Waffle, 
but that doesn't matter to Harry.
Rights (text only): Eden Street: Audio, Performance, Commercial 
Schwartz & Wade: All others
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ABIGAIL ADAMS: WITNESS TO A REVOLUTION 
Simon & Schuster

The wife of one president and the mother of another, Abigail Adams was an 
extraordinary woman in her own right. The letters written by Abigail Adams to her 
friends and family bring the Revolutionary period alive, mingling details of everyday 
life with the momentous events of her time. Abigail Adams is given her own place 
in history in this award-winning biography, which captures the personality of its 
subject and the time in which she lived.
Rights: Simon & Schuster: All rights

BREAKING TRADITION: THE STORY OF LOUISE NEVELSON 
Atheneum

A biography of the woman considered by many to be the finest living 
American artist of our time.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

COUNTDOWN TO INDEPENDENCE 
Atheneum

For fifteen years between 1760 and 1775, before a drop of blood was shed at 
Lexington and Concord, ideas were the weapons with which Americans and 
Englishmen waged a revolution. Focusing on the period from the ascendance 
of George III to the throne of Great Britain until the approval in the Conti-
nental Congress of the Declaration of Independence, acclaimed biographer 
Natalie S. Bober presents a bi-focal view of the events leading to the Revo-
lutionary War -- telling the story through the eyes of the heroes and 
rebels involved on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
Rights: Simon & Schuster: All rights

MARC CHAGALL: PAINTER OF DREAMS 
Jewish Publishing Society

Traces the life of the noted painter, from his birth in Russia to his death 
in France, with an emphasis on his Jewish background.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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ILLIAM WORDSWORTH: THE WANDERING POET
T. Nelson

A biography of the English romantic poet whose relationship with 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge was a source of great inspiration to him. 
Rights:  Eden Street: All rights

RESTLESS SPIRIT: THE STORY OF ROBERT FROST 
Henry Holt

Too shy to attend school, Robert Frost did not read a book by himself until the 
age of 14. Yet, by the time he was 15, he had already published his first poem 
and was convinced he wanted to be a poet. This lavishly-illustrated biography 
includes over 20 complete poems and excerpts from more than 25 others. 
Rights: Henry Holt: All rights

NATALIE BOBER

W

THOMAS JEFFERSON: DRAFTSMAN OF A NATION 
University of Virginia Press

Thomas Jefferson’s was one of history’s greatest voices for the importance of in-
dividual freedom. And yet, Jefferson presided over a society that depended on 
slavery and was himself the holder of numerous slaves. How are students of 
history to reconcile this contradiction in the third president? Now celebrated 
biographer and historian Natalie Bober presents a life of Jefferson that does not 
evade this difficult question. This book faces the fact that Jefferson was a flawed 
human being—and insists that this does not disqualify him as a hero.
Rights: University of Virginia Press: All rights

PAPA IS A POET
Christy Ottaviano Books/Henry Holt

When Robert Frost was a child, his family thought he would grow up to be a baseball 
player. Instead, he became a poet. Told from the point of view of Lesley, Robert 
Frost's oldest daughter, this is a story of how a lover of language found his voice. 
Rights: Eden Street: Graphic Novel, Audio, British (non-exclusive), Foreign, 
Film, Merchandise
Henry Holt: all others
Short Film licensed to Weston Woods
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LIZI BOYD

BABY'S JOURNAL 
Chronicle

Untie the ribbons of  this colorful journal to find a wealth of  wonderful sur-
prises. Inside both covers are pockets filled with treasures. One holds a pack 
of  adorable postcards to announce Baby's arrival, and the other holds a growth 
chart so Baby's height can be measured month by month. The journal itself  is 
filled with bold, vibrant illustrations and lots of  room to chronicle Baby's firsts: 
first smiles, first words, first steps, and all the wonderful moments in between.
Rights: Chronicle: All rights

BLACK DOG, RED HOUSE 
Little, Brown

A black dog and his human friend explore the world of  color inside and out-
side a red house, in a book that introduces young readers to everyday objects 
and their colors.
Rights:  Eden Street: All rights

BLACK DOG GETS DRESSED 
Little, Brown

Wouldn't it be fun to trade places with your pet? A little boy tries the idea on for 
size with the help of  a multi-layered outfit and an obliging black dog.

Rights: Eden Street: All rights

INSIDE OUTSIDE
Chronicle

What is happening outside today? Peek through the windows to find 
out. What is happening inside? Peek again! Whimsical die-cuts 
throughout lead to charming and surprising reveals with every turn of 
the page. Filled with fun details (can you find the two mice playing 
throughout?), this deceptively simple book is one readers will visit again 
and again.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance
Chronicle: All others
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LIZI BOYD

FLASHLIGHT
Chronicle 

Inside a tent it's cozy. But what is going on outside? Is it dark? Is it scary? 
Not if you have your trusty flashlight! Told solely through images and 
using a spare yet dramatic palette, a masterful exploration of night, nature, 
and art. Both lyrical and humorous, this visual poem—like the flashlight 
beam itself—reveals that there is magic in the darkness. We just have to 
look for it.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance
Chronicle: All others
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BIG BEAR, LITTLE CHAIR
Chronicle

In this artful and deceptively simple book, master book creator Lizi Boyd is at 
it again. Using her inimitable style to expand upon a familiar concept, she has 
created a compendium of unexpected opposites that is also a charming and 
emotionally warm story about Big Bear, little bear, and the stories that bring 
them together.

Rights: Eden Street: Performance
Chronicle: All others

BIG BEAR, LITTLE CHAIR

by lizi boyd 
www.liziboydpapers.com

Published by Chronicle Books 
October 2015

Grades: preschool and up 
Size:  6” x 12”, 36 pages

In this artful and deceptively simple book, master book creator Lizi Boyd is 
at it again. Using her inimitable style to expand upon a familiar concept, she 
has created a compendium of unexpected opposites that is also a charming 
and emotionally warm story about Big Bear, little bear, and the stories that 
bring them together.

lizi boyd has written and illustrated many children’s books. To learn more 
about Lizi and to see her papers, ribbons, cards, and other works of  delight, visit 
www.liziboydpapers.com. Lizi lives in Vermont, where Olive and Zuli, her dogs, 
assisted in the making of  this book.

Rights:  
Eden Street: Performance 
Chronicle: All others
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MOUSE IN A HOUSE 
Little, Brown

A cloth mouse, a cardboard house, colorful pieces of  felt and an illustrated 
instruction booklet. The brightly-colored house folds out into four separate 
rooms connected by die-cut holes in the walls and a jaunty rhyming text along 
the floors. The kit presents many creative possibilities.

Rights: Eden Street: All rights

I LOVE GRANDMA 
Candlewick

What’s not to love? When a small child visits with Grandma, she has the best 
time eating pretend breakfast in bed, doing headstands in yoga, and exploring 
the flowers in the garden.

I LOVE GRANDPA 
Candlewick

When a little one is with Grandpa, he has lots of  adventures: learning to make 
a grass whistle, burying treasures in the sand, and making up stories together.

Rights: Eden Street: Film and Dramatic 
Candlewick: All others

I LOVE MOMMY 
Candlewick

What’s not to love? When a small child is with Mommy, she feels cozy and has 
the best time- drawing, building a fort, twirling to music, or snuggling in for a 
story.

I LOVE DADDY 
Candlewick

What’s not to love? When a little one is with Daddy, he has lots of  adventures, 
flying a kite, resting in a hammock, or making a berry pie.

Rights: Eden Street: Film and Dramatic 
Candlewick: All others
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I WROTE YOU A NOTE
Chronicle

In this deceptively simple storybook, readers will delight in following a note’s 
unexpected journey and encountering a cast of charming characters along the 
way. The spare text is filled with the kind of repetition and rhythm that make 
for a captivating read-aloud, while the humor and childlike cadence will engage 
readers who are beginning to decipher books on their own. The brilliantly 
colored paintings share the gentleness of the text but also bring a joyous exuber-
ance to this celebration of nature, curiosity, imagination, and friendship.

Rights: Eden Street: Performance
Chronicle: All others
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www.alyssasatincapucilli.com

BISCUIT
HarperCollins

In picture book, gatefold and 
anthology format, join Biscuit  
and the little girl for additional  
adventures and the celebration  
of Biscuit’s first
holidays...
Picture Book and
Novelty (Stickertivity, Pet & Play,  
Activity, Lift-the-Flap)
Full-color illustrations
Rights (text only):
Eden Street: Audio, Film, 
Commercial
HarperCollins: All others
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ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI

BISCUIT’S CHRISTMAS STORYBOOK COLLECTION 
HarperCollins

Merry Christmas, Biscuit! This storybook collection brings nine of 
your favorite Biscuit titles together for the first time ever! The collec- 
tion includes Biscuit’s Snowy Day, Biscuit Gives a Gift, Biscuit’s Christmas Eve, 
Biscuit’s Show and Share Day, Biscuit Wants to Play, Biscuit Visits the Big City, 
Biscuit and the Lost Teddy Bear, Biscuit’s Christmas, and Biscuit Goes to 
School. With full-color illustrations and delightful stories, this 
Christmas collection is the perfect holiday gift.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
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Biscuit’s Christmas, and Biscuit Goes to School. With full-color 
illustrations and delightful stories, this Christmas collection is the 
perfect holiday gift.

In BISCUIT VISITS THE PUMPKIN PATCH, what will Biscuit find 
in the pumpkin patch? The perfect pumpkin, and some friendly 
surprises!

In BISCUIT'S SNOWY DAY, there is soft, powdery snow 
everywhere! It's the perfect day for snow angels, sledding, and 
snuggling up with someone you love.

In WHAT IS LOVE, BISCUIT? Biscuit is a lucky little puppy. He 
loves his bones, his bed, and his best friend. The little girl teaches 
her yellow puppy that love is sharing and helping and learning. 
And it's also having a sweet puppy like Biscuit. 

In BISCUIT IS THANKFUL, Biscuit is thankful for his bone, his 
biscuits, and lots more, too. Sweet puppy!

Rights: (text only):
Eden Street: Audio, Film, Commercial 
HarperCollins: All others
Rights Sold: 
English Audio in Korea: JY Books 
Hebrew: Am Oved Publishers
Afrikaans: Anansi Uitgewers
Chinese Simplified: Anhui Children's Publishing 
Greek: Modern Times
Turkish: Pegasus Yayincilik
Korean: Samsung Publishing 1717

ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI
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ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI

BISCUIT MORE PHONICS FUN
HarperCollins

Phonics is fun with Biscuit! Based on the latest research about children 
learn to read, these twelve full-color books feature repeated examples of  
short vowel sounds and common sight words. The simple stories about 
the little yellow puppy will make the process of  learning to read fun.

12 Mini-books, Full-color illustrations
Rights:  HarperCollins: All rights

The Biscuit Series 
HarperCollins

In BISCUIT, the first book of  the series, it’s Biscuit’s bedtime, but this 
little yellow puppy doesn’t want to sleep! He thinks it’s time to play. Be-
fore Biscuit gets into bed he wants one more thing—a snack, a story, a 
hug, a kiss. When will Biscuit fall asleep?

In BISCUIT FINDS A FRIEND, Biscuit findsan adorable lost duckling.  
When Biscuit helps the duckling find its parents, the fun begins and a 
friendship is born.

BISCUIT’S FUN TREASURY: 4 Biscuit titles.

In BATHTIME FOR BISCUIT, this little yellow puppy would rather 
roll in the mud and play with Puddles than get clean!

In BISCUIT’S NEW TRICK, Biscuit is too busy playing with his bone 
and chasing Daisy the cat to learn a new trick—until the ball lands in a 
gooey mud puddle. Then, nothing can stop him!

In BISCUIT WANTS TO PLAY, Biscuit meets two little kittens and 
shows them what a good friend he can be.

In BISCUIT GOES TO SCHOOL, Biscuit joins the little girl in going 
to class, eating in the cafeteria and reading in the library. What will hap-
pen when the teacher discovers him?

In BISCUIT’S BIG FRIEND, Biscuit’s newest friend is Sam, but it 
sure is hard for a little puppy to keep up with such a big dog!

In BISCUIT WINS A PRIZE, it’s the first day of  the pet show, and 
Biscuit has to look his best. All his old friends are there, and he sees so 
many new friends that he can’t sit still—even for the judge!

8
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In BISCUIT AND THE LITTLE PUP, Biscuit finds a little pup 
in the park and wants to play with him. But is the little pup lost?

In BISCUIT TAKES A WALK, Biscuit is walking to Grandpa’s 
house and he’s having a wonderful time!

In BISCUIT’S MEETS THE CLASS PET, there’s someone new at 
Bis-cuit’s house—Nibbles, the class pet, has come for a visit.  

In BISCUIT AND THE BABY, Biscuit wants to meet the new 
baby. But the baby is sleeping, and Biscuit must be patient–and 
quiet! It’s not easy hav-ing to wait, but at last the curious puppy 
gets to meet the baby, and make a brand new friend!

In BISCUIT VISITS THE BIG CITY, the city is a big and busy 
place for a little puppy--there are tall buildings, honking cars, and 
all kinds of new friends to make!

Rights Sold: 
BISCUIT FINDS A FRIEND, BISCUIT GOES TO SCHOOL, BISCUIT'S NEW TRICK, 
BISCUIT WANTS TO PLAY, BISCUIT'S BIG FRIEND, BATHTIME FOR BISCUIT: 
English Audio in Korea, Moonjin
Chinese Simplified: Anhui Children's Publishing
Greece: Modern Times

In BISCUIT'S DAY AT THE FARM there is so much to do, from 
feeding the hens and the goats to encouraging a little piglet who 
wants to roam to stay in his pen instead. 
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In BISCUIT PLAYS BALL, the game is about to begin! 
Biscuit is excited to be at the ball game, but no dogs are 
allowed in the game itself. He doesn’t want to just watch, 
though—Biscuit wants to play ball, too! 

In BISCUIT IN THE GARDEN, Biscuit is excited to explore 
the garden. From the prettiest flowers to the smallest bugs, 
there’s so much to see. And the little puppy even finds his 
own special way to add to the garden’s bounty!

In BISCUIT LOVES THE LIBRARY it's Read to a Pet day at 
the library! From books to recordings to story-time puppets, 
there is so much for a little puppy to enjoy!

In BISCUIT GOES CAMPING, from tents and flashlights to 
frogs and fireflies, there are so many new things to discover 
when you're sleeping outdoors. But are those rain clouds in 
the sky? How will Biscuit go camping now?

In BISCUIT AND THE LOST TEDDY BEAR, Biscuit has 
found a lost teddy bear.  But who does it belong to?  None of 
his friends is missing a bear.  Can Biscuit find the teddy 
bear’s owner?
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In BISCUIT FLIES A KITE, it seems like the perfect day to 
fly a kite, until—oh, no!—the wind begins to blow it away! 
Join Biscuit, everyone’s favorite pup, and his friend Puddles 
as they put their furry heads together to save the day. Woof, 
woof! Bow wow!

In BISCUIT AND THE BIG PARADE, the parade is here, 
and Biscuit can’t wait to see the fire trucks, jugglers, and even 
clowns! But when will it be his turn to march?
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In BISCUIT FEEDS THE PETS, from guinea pigs and fish to 
kittens and puppies, each animal gets their own special food. 
What happens when playtime gets in the way of mealtime? 
Biscuit might just find a new way to make sure everyone gets 
what they need. . . .
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KATY DUCK—READY-TO-READ

KATY DUCK, FLOWER GIRL
Simon & Schuster

Katy Duck dances her way down the aisle at her aunt’s wedding in this 
cheerful story for beginning readers. When Katy Duck’s Aunt Ella de-
cides to get married, she asks Katy to be the flower girl! Katy can hardly 
wait. She practices her “flower girl” moves: swaying like a daffodil in the 
wind, stretching like a tulip in the sun. But then Katy learns that instead 
of  dancing as a flower, she will be tossing petals at the wedding. So she 
decides to turn to turn her supporting act into more of  a starring role!     

KATY DUCK AND THE TIP-TOP TAP SHOES
Simon & Schuster

Tip-top-tap!
There’s a new student in Mr. Tutu’s dance class! When dancing diva Katy 
Duck meets Alice, she thinks Alice has forgotten her ballet slippers! In-
stead, Alice is ready to make some noise in a pair of  tip-top tap shoes! 
Together, Katy and Alice learn that sharing can be fun…and that there 
is always more to learn!

KATY DUCK MEETS THE BABYSITTER
Simon & Schuster

Dancing diva Katy Duck is none too pleased when her parents inform 
her that she will be staying home with a babysitter while they attend a 
party. Boo! Katy knows that parties are much more fun than staying 
home! But when Mrs. Duncan arrives, she shows Katy that spending 
time with the babysitter may be much more entertaining than she ex-
pected…With carefully worded, easy-to-read text and bright, friendly 
illustrations, this Level 1 Ready-to-Read is sure to keep beginning read-
ers laughing!

Rights:  Eden Street (text only): Performance and 
Merchandise 
Little Simon: All others
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STARRING KATY DUCK
Simon & Schuster

“Tra – la-la.  Gulp Gulp!”

Everyone’s favorite dancing duck tackles a serious case of  stage fright in 
this Level l Ready-to-Read.  Everyone knows Katy Duck loves to dance, 
but will this little duck overcome her shyness in time to perform in Mr. 
Tutu’s class recital? Young readers are sure to giggle as Katy conquers 
her fears and learns to dance in the spotlight!

KATY DUCK MAKES A FRIEND
Simon & Schuster

When Katy Duck and her family get new neighbors, Katy can hardly 
wait to show off  her dance moves. She is ready to curtsy, twirl and leap! 
Tra-la-la. Quack, quack! But when Katy’s new neighbor turns out to be 
a rough-and-tumble boy named Ralph, this dancing duck diva starts to 
wonder if  she and Ralph will ever be able to have fun TOGETHER 
with interests that are so far apart.

Rights:  Eden Street (text only): Performance and 
Merchandise 
Little Simon: All others
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to dance in the spotlight!

KATY DUCK MAKES A FRIEND 
Simon & Schuster

When Katy Duck and her family get new neighbors, Katy can hardly wait to 
show off her dance moves. She is ready to curtsy, twirl and leap! Tra-la-la. 
Quack, quack! But when Katy’s new neighbor turns out to be a rough-and-
tumble boy named Ralph, this dancing duck diva starts to wonder if she and 
Ralph will ever be able to have fun TOGETHER with interests that are so far 
apart.

KATY DUCK'S HAPPY HALLOWEEN 
Simon & Schuster

No one has a costume like Katy's, but when Katy sees Alice Duck dressed up in 
a shimmery, glimmery outfit, Katy wishes she was shimmery and glimmery, 
too! Suddenly, trick-or-treating doesn’t sound so fun. But with a little help 
from Alice and Ralph, Katy realizes that her costume is still very special. And 
besides, she can be shimmery and glimmery next year!

KATY DUCK AND THE SECRET VALENTINE 
Simon & Schuster

When Katy Duck receives a secret valentine filled with sparkly stars, she 
wonders who it could be from! With a little help from her friend Ralph, Katy 
makes the perfect card for her secret valentine...and discovers who it is!

Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance and Merchandise 
Little Simon: All others
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KATY DUCK GOES TO DANCE CLASS  
Katy is heading to dance class, and it’s never been so much fun! Children are sure to enjoy 
the adventures of this adorable duck in an all-new story that features interactive elements 
on each spread!  From picking out the perfect tutu to leaping through the air, clapping and 
more, this busy day at class is certain to entertain your favorite dance star over and over 
again.

KATY DUCK
Meet Katy, a feisty ballerina-in-the-making who loves to twirl like a leaf, stretch like a flower 
and float like a swan. She’s all dance, all the time—until she faces the fear of dancing in 
front of everyone in her new ballet class! Suddenly, the once-bold Katy is overcome with a 
bad case of shyness! What’s a duck to do?

KATY DUCK, BIG SISTER
Can Katy Duck learn to share the spotlight? Katy Duck’s little brother, Emmett Duck, is 
cute, small, cuddly—and he’s getting all of the attention! Katy is no longer center stage—
and she’s not happy about it. Read along as Katy twirls, spins and leaps her way through 
this amusing story and learns an important lesson—in her own charming Katy way!

KATY DUCK IS A CATERPILLAR
It’s time for Katy Duck’s spring dance recital, but she’s not cast as a daffodil or the bright 
sun or even a cloud. She is cast as a caterpillar! A wiggling, crawling, caterpillar! And after 
just a little bit of a quivering beak, she learns how to make every part count, no matter 
how small. 

KATY DUCK, CENTER STAGE
Katy Duck dreams of dancing on a great stage, with lights and costumes and, of course, 
lots of applause. She practices and practices for her big recital, but when the curtain opens, 
Katy sees that there’s a big audience with lots of people. Suddenly this dancing duck has a 
classic case of stage fright! This humorous story is just right for any duck or child anxious 
about being in the spotlight.

KATY DUCK, DANCE STAR
When Katy’s aunt sends her a new boa, Katy has the perfect accessory not only to dance 
but also to become a dance diva! But a boa sometimes gets in the way on buses and on 
playgrounds, and Katy must learn that what’s good for a diva might not be appreciated by 
the rest of the world. This satisfying story about being considerate and saying you’re sorry 
is sure to strike a chord with young readers.

Rights:  Eden Street (text only): Motion Picture and Commercial 
Simon & Schuster: English, Audio and Translation 

THE KATY DUCK SERIES
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"MY FIRST" SERIES

MY FIRST GYMNASTICS CLASS
Simon & Schuster

Playful text and striking photographs take readers through their very first gym-
nastics class! This paper-over-board storybook features foldout pages that use 
large photographic images to detail the beginning-level gymnastics moves and 
instructions mentioned in the story. Now, aspiring gymnasts can practice 
wher-ever they go!
Rights:  Little Simon: All rights

MY FIRST SOCCER GAME
Simon & Schuster

This 9" x 9" paper-over-board book features bright photos and whimsical 
drawn images set against reassuring, instructional text. Card stock pages in-
clude large, fold-out panels which feature detailed, step-by-step soccer moves 
and instructions. Each card stock page folds out into a large, 18" x 18" page 
filled with helpful info to prepare little soccer players for that exciting first 
game. Thanks to this delightfully interactive book, aspiring soccer stars 
can practice wherever they go!
Rights:  Little Simon: All rights

MY FIRST BALLET CLASS
Simon & Schuster

Sweet text from bestselling author Alyssa Satin Capucilli takes readers through 
their very first day at ballet class! This 9" x 9" paper-over-board book features 
striking photographs and whimsical drawn images. Card stock pages with large 
fold-out panels feature detailed, step-by-step instructions for each ballet posi-
tion. 
Rights:  Little Simon: All rights

MY FIRST KARATE CLASS
Simon & Schuster

Playful text and striking photographs take readers through their very first 
karate class! This paper-over-board features foldout pages that use large pho-
tographic images to detail the beginning-level karate moves and 
instructions mentioned in the story.
Rights:  Little Simon: All rights
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MY FIRST KARATE CLASS
Simon & Schuster
Playful text and striking photographs take readers through their very first karate class! 
This paper-over-board features foldout pages that use large pho-tographic images to 
detail the beginning-level karate moves and instructions mentioned in the story.
Rights: Little Simon: All rights

MY FIRST YOGA CLASS
Simon Spotlight
Roll out your yoga mat!  What will it be like?  Yoga students stand on sticky mats and 
learn poses with animal names like “downward dog” and “lion pose.”  Young readers 
will love seeing kids their age practicing yoga in this adorable introduction to the sport!
Rights: Eden Street: Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Merchandise and Commercial
Simon & Schuster: All others

MY FIRST SWIM CLASS
Little Simon
In swim class, students learn to blow bubbles, float on their backs, kick their legs, and 
to only swim when an adult of lifeguard is watching. Young readers will love seeing 
kids their age practice swimming in this adorable introduction to the sport!
Rights: Eden Street: Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Merchandise and Commercial
Simon & Schuster: All others
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THE BRIGHTEST STAR: THE STORY OF THE NATIVITY
Little Simon

In a little manger one quiet night, the baby Jesus was born to  
a carpenter named Joseph and his wife, Mary. A great bright  
star rose over Bethlehem and lit the way for all who gathered  
to celebrate the blessed event. This beautiful retelling of the  
Nativity is a meaningful introduction to Christmas for even 
the  youngest child. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

BEAR HUGS
Random House

Baby Bear asks his parents for all kinds of hugs--wet hugs, dry hugs, fly up to 
the sky hugs--in search of the best hug of all. Mile 1 books entice brand-new 
readers with rhyme, rhythm, and repetition. The type is big, the words are 
easy, and the art is bright and bold.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Motion Picture and Commercial 
Random House: All others

GOOD MORNING, POND
Scholastic, Inc.

From the leap of a frog to the wave of a fish’s tail, from the “croak” of 
a toad to the “honk” of passing geese, this delightful picture book fol-
lows the creatures of a pond as they greet the morning.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
Sold: Book Club Rights licensed to Scholastic

INSIDE A BARN IN THE COUNTRY
INSIDE A HOUSE THAT IS HAUNTED
INSIDE A ZOO IN THE CITY
Scholastic, Inc.

“Here is the mouse that squeaked in the hay and woke up the horse that 
whinnied neigh inside a barn in the country.” “Here is the ghost who 
awoke and cried, ‘BOO!’ inside a house that is haunted.” “Here is the 
bird that stretched and squawked that woke up the tiger that growled 
and stalked inside a zoo in the city.”
Rights: Scholastic: All rights
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HANNAH IS A BIG SISTER 
HENRY IS A BIG BROTHER 
Barrons

Having a new baby in the house brings about a range of emotions in 
an older sibling, from excitement to joy to jealousy. Hannah is a Big 
Sister/Henry is a Big Brother explores all of these feelings through a 
child's eyes.
Rights: Barrons: All Rights
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BLANKET OF LOVE
Little Simon

In this lovely story perfect for sharing, animals and families celebrate 
blankets of love, from a blanket of flowers in a field to a blanket of kisses 
that soothe a baby to sleep.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance and Merchandise
Simon & Schuster: All others

THE BRIGHTEST STAR: THE STORY OF THE NATIVITY
Little Simon

In a little manger one quiet night, the baby Jesus was born to a carpenter 
named Joseph and his wife, Mary. A great bright starrose over Bethlehem 
and lit the way for all who gathered to celebrate the blessed event. This 
beautiful retelling of the Nativity is a meaningful introduction to 
Christmas for even the youngest child.
Rights: Eden Street: (text only): All rights

EMMETT AND THE BRIGHT BLUE CAPE 
Simon Spotlight

 Emmett loves his bright blue cape. He wears it to the park, he wears it to the 
store, and even tries to wear it to bed. With his cape on, he isn’t just Emmett, 
he’s Super Emmett! So what happens when Emmett’s bright blue cape goes 
missing?  How will he be super now?
Rights: Eden Street: Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Merchandise and 
Commercial
Simon & Schuster: All others
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LITTLE SPOTTED CAT
Dial Books for Young Readers

A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her Little 
Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things over and 
getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see themselves in 
this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe imagine what it 
might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME
MY DAD AND ME
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet adventure 
through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in four different 
languages! The double Ñlaps in these books unfold to reveal special 
and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, hiding 
in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! This playful Step 
1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm and bright illustrations. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others

PANDA KISSES
Random House

A soft kiss. A sweet kiss. A sticky bamboo kiss. Which is the perfect 
panda kiss?
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance and Commercial 
Random House: All others
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THE BRIGHTEST STAR: T HE STORY OF THE N ATIVITY 
Little Simon

In a little manger one quiet night, the baby Jesus was born to  a 
carpenter named Joseph and his wife, Mary. A great bright  star 
rose over Bethlehem and lit the way for all who gathered  to 
celebrate the blessed event. This beautiful retelling of the  
Nativity is a meaningful introduction to Christmas for even the  
youngest child. 
Rig hts: Eden Street (text only): All rig hts

BEAR HUGS 
Random House

Baby Bear asks his parents for all kinds of hugs--wet hugs, dry hugs, 
fly up to the sky hugs--in search of the best hug of all. Mile 1 books 
entice brand-new readers with rhyme, rhythm, and repetition. The 
type is big, the words are easy, and the art is bright and bold.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Motion Picture and Commercial 
Random House: All others

GOOD MORNING, POND 
Scholastic, Inc.

From the leap of a frog to the wave of a fish’s tail, from the “croak” 
of a toad to the “honk” of passing geese, this delightful picture book 
follows the creatures of a pond as they greet the morning.
Rig hts: Eden Street (text only): All rights
Sold: Book Club Rights licensed to Scholastic

HANNAH IS A BIG SISTER 
HENRY IS A BIG BROTHER 
Barrons

Having a new baby in the house brings about a range of emotions in 
an older sibling, from excitement to joy to jealousy. Hannah is a Big 
Sister/Henry is a Big Brother explores all of these feelings through a 
child's eyes.
Rights: Barrons: All Rights

ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI

I WILL LOVE YOU
Cartwheel Books

Capucilli’s text is lyrical, touching, and makes for a great read-aloud, 
while illustrator Lisa Anchin brings this story to life through magical, 
detailed landscapes and precious mother/daughter moments. Every 
parent wants to reassure they will always be loved.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance and Merchandise
Scholastic: All others

HUSH A BYE BABY
Little Simon

In this sweet board book, a parent gently reassures a baby that they 
will be watching over them as they close their eyes for sleep.
Rights: Eden Street:Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Merchandise 
and Commercial
Simon and Schuster: All others

GOOD NIGHT, MY DARLING BABY
Little Simon

In this lovely bedtime story, animals tuck in their babies, sing a song, 
and give a kiss good night, ending with parents tucking in their child 
for a sweet sleep.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance and Merchandise
Simon & Schuster: All others
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SCAT, CAT!
HarperCollins

When a small cat is lost, he walks and walks.  He walks through city and country, and if 
someone tells him to scat, he just keeps walking.  Will the cat find a home? 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Merchandising 
HarperCollins: All others

TULIP LOVES REX 
HarperCollins

From the very moment she was born, Tulip loved to dance. She learned to spin 
before she could crawl, and to hop before she could walk. Tulip wouldn’t be 
Tulip if there wasn’t a skip in her step! Every evening before bed, Tulip makes a wish 
in her Tulip way (with a bend and a sway), and it’s always the same wish. One day, 
as Tulip hops and twirls in the park, she finds a special friend who just might 
make her wish come true. But could Tulip make someone else’s wish come true, too. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Film & Merchandise

ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI

PEDRO’S BURRO
I Can Read! HarperCollins

Pedro and Papa go to the market to buy a new burro. But they see so many burros 
there—how will they ever find one that is just right? Maybe their new burro will 
have to find them instead! 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Commercial 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: English Audio in Korea, Moonjin

THE POTTY BOOK FOR BOYS 
THE POTTY BOOK FOR GIRLS 
Barron’s

A little boy’s or girl’s graduation from diapers to the potty is a very im-portant occasion
—a moment to make Mom, Dad and child proud! One day, Mom and Dad bring home a 
big box. Is it a bed for Teddy bear? No, it’s a potty, and that means it’s time for Henry 
and Hannah to graduate from diapers.
Rights: Eden Street(text only): Translation, Dramatic, Film and TV 
Barron’s: All others

WHAT KIND OF KISS?
HarperCollins

A whole day’s worth of kisses, from a good-morning kiss to a good-night kiss, are shown 
in this special book. Open up the double flaps to see just how many kisses you can 
collect in one day—a grandma, a puppy, and even a squiggly-worm kiss! This is the 
perfect book to snuggle and share with your little one—and, of course to end it with a 
kiss!
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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INSIDE A BARN IN THE COUNTRY 
INSIDE A HOUSE THAT IS HAUNTED
INSIDE A ZOO IN THE CITY Scholastic, Inc.

“Here is the mouse that squeaked in the hay and woke up the horse 
that whinnied neigh inside a barn in the country.” “Here is the 
ghost who awoke and cried, ‘BOO!’ inside a house that is 
haunted.” “Here is the bird that stretched and squawked that woke 
up the tiger that growled and stalked inside a zoo in the city.”
Rights: Scholastic: All rights

LITTLE SPOTTED CAT 
Dial Books for Young 
Readers

A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her 
Little Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things 
over and getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see 
themselves in this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe 
imagine what it might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME 
MY DAD AND ME 
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet 
adventure through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in 
four different languages! The double .laps in these books unfold to 
reveal special and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY 
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, 
hiding in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! 
This playful Step 1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm 
and bright illustrations.
 Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others
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INSIDE A ZOO IN THE CITY Scholastic, Inc.

“Here is the mouse that squeaked in the hay and woke up the horse 
that whinnied neigh inside a barn in the country.” “Here is the 
ghost who awoke and cried, ‘BOO!’ inside a house that is 
haunted.” “Here is the bird that stretched and squawked that woke 
up the tiger that growled and stalked inside a zoo in the city.”
Rights: Scholastic: All rights

LITTLE SPOTTED CAT 
Dial Books for Young 
Readers

A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her 
Little Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things 
over and getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see 
themselves in this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe 
imagine what it might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME 
MY DAD AND ME 
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet 
adventure through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in 
four different languages! The double .laps in these books unfold to 
reveal special and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY 
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, 
hiding in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! 
This playful Step 1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm 
and bright illustrations.
 Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others
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A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her 
Little Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things 
over and getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see 
themselves in this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe 
imagine what it might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME 
MY DAD AND ME 
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet 
adventure through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in 
four different languages! The double .laps in these books unfold to 
reveal special and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY 
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, 
hiding in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! 
This playful Step 1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm 
and bright illustrations.
 Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others
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over and getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see 
themselves in this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe 
imagine what it might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME 
MY DAD AND ME 
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet 
adventure through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in 
four different languages! The double .laps in these books unfold to 
reveal special and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY 
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, 
hiding in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! 
This playful Step 1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm 
and bright illustrations.
 Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others
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Rights: Scholastic: All rights

LITTLE SPOTTED CAT 
Dial Books for Young 
Readers

A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her 
Little Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things 
over and getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see 
themselves in this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe 
imagine what it might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME 
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Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet 
adventure through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in 
four different languages! The double .laps in these books unfold to 
reveal special and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)
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and bright illustrations.
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LITTLE SPOTTED CAT 
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Readers

A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her 
Little Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things 
over and getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see 
themselves in this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe 
imagine what it might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME 
MY DAD AND ME 
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet 
adventure through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in 
four different languages! The double .laps in these books unfold to 
reveal special and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY 
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, 
hiding in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! 
This playful Step 1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm 
and bright illustrations.
 Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others
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INSIDE A BARN IN THE COUNTRY 
INSIDE A HOUSE THAT IS HAUNTED
INSIDE A ZOO IN THE CITY Scholastic, Inc.

“Here is the mouse that squeaked in the hay and woke up the horse 
that whinnied neigh inside a barn in the country.” “Here is the 
ghost who awoke and cried, ‘BOO!’ inside a house that is 
haunted.” “Here is the bird that stretched and squawked that woke 
up the tiger that growled and stalked inside a zoo in the city.”
Rights: Scholastic: All rights

LITTLE SPOTTED CAT 
Dial Books for Young 
Readers

A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her 
Little Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things 
over and getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see 
themselves in this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe 
imagine what it might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME 
MY DAD AND ME 
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet 
adventure through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in 
four different languages! The double .laps in these books unfold to 
reveal special and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY 
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, 
hiding in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! 
This playful Step 1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm 
and bright illustrations.
 Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others

ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI

MIGHTY TUG
Paula Wiseman Books/ Simon and Schuster

Around the gleaming channel, where the water’s deep and wide, tall ships 
stretch their sails and the ever so brave mighty tug leads the way across the 
waves. To the rescue in the busy, busy harbor, little tug saves the day every 
time. Mighty tug is the smallest, strongest, and bravest boat of all.
Rights: Eden Street:Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, and Commercial
Simon and Schuster: All others
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LITTLE SPOTTED CAT
Dial Books for Young Readers

A spunky little cat is not ready to nap! When Mama Cat calls, her Little 
Spotted Cat is off and running—and tumbling, knocking things over and 
getting all tangled up. Little kids and kittens will easily see themselves in 
this adorable rascal’s high-spirited antics—and maybe imagine what it 
might be like to outsmart their own mama cats!
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

MY MOM AND ME
MY DAD AND ME
Simon & Schuster

Follow multicultural moms and dads and children on a sweet adventure 
through each season, and learn to say “mom” or “dad” in four different 
languages! The double Ñlaps in these books unfold to reveal special 
and loving moments in every scene.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Graphic 
Novel and Commercial (except plush)

MONKEY PLAY
Random House

One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun - swinging from palm trees, hiding 
in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun up! This playful Step 
1 title features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm and bright illustrations. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance (both dramatic and 
non-dramatic), Merchandising and Commercial
Random House: All others

PANDA KISSES
Random House

A soft kiss. A sweet kiss. A sticky bamboo kiss. Which is the perfect 
panda kiss?
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance and Commercial 
Random House: All others
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PANDA KISSES 
Random House

A soft kiss. A sweet kiss. A sticky bamboo kiss. Which is the 
perfect panda kiss?
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance and Commercial 
Random House: All others

PEDRO’S BURRO
I Can Read! 
HarperCollins

Pedro and Papa go to the market to buy a new burro. But they see so 
many burros there—how will they ever find one that is just right? Maybe 
their new burro will have to find them instead! 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Commercial 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: English Audio in Korea, Moonjin

It's Bear's first day of school, and he's a bit reluctant to go. Mama 
says all bears love school. Bear isn't so sure. But school turns out to 
be full of fun--painting pictures, listening to stories, and making 
new friends.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, 
Motion Picture, Merchandise 
Holt: All others

NOT THIS BEAR
Henry Holt
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their new burro will have to find them instead! 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Commercial 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: English Audio in Korea, Moonjin

It's Bear's first day of school, and he's a bit reluctant to go. Mama 
says all bears love school. Bear isn't so sure. But school turns out to 
be full of fun--painting pictures, listening to stories, and making 
new friends.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, 
Motion Picture, Merchandise 
Holt: All others
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A soft kiss. A sweet kiss. A sticky bamboo kiss. Which is the 
perfect panda kiss?
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance and Commercial 
Random House: All others

PEDRO’S BURRO
I Can Read! 
HarperCollins

Pedro and Papa go to the market to buy a new burro. But they see so 
many burros there—how will they ever find one that is just right? Maybe 
their new burro will have to find them instead! 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Commercial 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: English Audio in Korea, Moonjin

It's Bear's first day of school, and he's a bit reluctant to go. Mama 
says all bears love school. Bear isn't so sure. But school turns out to 
be full of fun--painting pictures, listening to stories, and making 
new friends.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, 
Motion Picture, Merchandise 
Holt: All others

NOT THIS BEAR
Henry Holt
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THIS BEAR’S BIRTHDAY
Henry Holt

It’s Bear’s birthday, and he’s determined to prepare for his party all by himself. 
Who can get dressed, pick apples, and make peanut butter and honey sandwiches 
without (much) help from Mama and Papa? This bear can! Then Bear finds out 
there are some things that can’t be done. But with friends and family by his side, a 
bear can still save the day!
Rights: Eden Street: British, Translation, Audio, Motion Picture, Merchandise
Henry Holt and Co: All others
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SCAT, CAT!
HarperCollins

When a small cat is lost, he walks and walks.  He walks through city and country, and if 
someone tells him to scat, he just keeps walking.  Will the cat find a home? 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Merchandising 
HarperCollins: All others

TULIP LOVES REX 
HarperCollins

From the very moment she was born, Tulip loved to dance. She learned to spin 
before she could crawl, and to hop before she could walk. Tulip wouldn’t be 
Tulip if there wasn’t a skip in her step! Every evening before bed, Tulip makes a wish 
in her Tulip way (with a bend and a sway), and it’s always the same wish. One day, 
as Tulip hops and twirls in the park, she finds a special friend who just might 
make her wish come true. But could Tulip make someone else’s wish come true, too. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Film & Merchandise
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PEDRO’S BURRO
I Can Read! HarperCollins

Pedro and Papa go to the market to buy a new burro. But they see so many burros 
there—how will they ever find one that is just right? Maybe their new burro will 
have to find them instead! 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Commercial 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: English Audio in Korea, Moonjin

THE POTTY BOOK FOR BOYS 
THE POTTY BOOK FOR GIRLS 
Barron’s

A little boy’s or girl’s graduation from diapers to the potty is a very im-portant occasion
—a moment to make Mom, Dad and child proud! One day, Mom and Dad bring home a 
big box. Is it a bed for Teddy bear? No, it’s a potty, and that means it’s time for Henry 
and Hannah to graduate from diapers.
Rights: Eden Street(text only): Translation, Dramatic, Film and TV 
Barron’s: All others

WHAT KIND OF KISS?
HarperCollins

A whole day’s worth of kisses, from a good-morning kiss to a good-night kiss, are shown 
in this special book. Open up the double flaps to see just how many kisses you can 
collect in one day—a grandma, a puppy, and even a squiggly-worm kiss! This is the 
perfect book to snuggle and share with your little one—and, of course to end it with a 
kiss!
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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SCAT, CAT!
HarperCollins

When a small cat is lost, he walks and walks.  He walks through city and country, 
and if someone tells him to scat, he just keeps walking.  Will the cat find a home? 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Merchandising 
HarperCollins: All others

TULIP LOVES REX 
HarperCollins

From the very moment she was born, Tulip loved to dance. She learned to spin 
before she could crawl, and to hop before she could walk. Tulip wouldn’t be 
Tulip if there wasn’t a skip in her step! Every evening before bed, Tulip makes a 
wish in her Tulip way (with a bend and a sway), and it’s always the same wish. 
One day, as Tulip hops and twirls in the park, she finds a special friend who 
just might make her wish come true. But could Tulip make someone else’s wish 
come true, too. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Film & Merchandise

THE POTTY BOOK FOR BOYS 
THE POTTY BOOK FOR GIRLS 
Barron’s
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MINE !
Knopf Books for Young Readers

Have you ever had a toy you really, really liked?  Have you ever had a lot of toys you really, re-
ally liked? Have you ever said “MINE!”? If so, this book is for you! Enjoy this adorable, playful, 
picture-based book about two very young children and an adorable dog navigating the troubles 
and triumphs of sharing.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance, Commercial and Merchandising 
Random House: All others

DOZENS OF COUSINS
Clarion Books

It's time for the annual family reunion, and dozens of cousins are running like wild beasties. 
Like hungry ogres! They hug fluttering aunts and soft-spoken elders, play in the creek, shimmy 
up trees, and devour "the sweet juiciness of the world" along with hot dogs and watermelon. A 
lively, lyrical celebration of the sweet, sweet abandon of running amok among those who love 
you best.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, Film, Merchandise 
Clarion/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

BRAVEST OF THE BRAVE 
Knopf Books for Young 
Readers
Late one day I hurried home / Stepping through the wood alone. / It was deep and dim; I could barely see. / 
But I thought brave thoughts to comfort me. A Young Skunk heads home through the woods—
alone. Or maybe not…Could there be robbers, or pirates, or ghosts, or trappers in the 
woods? And is our hero brave enough to keep away? With bouncy rhymes, charming art, a 
subtle counting theme, and a surprise ending, this story will entertain and reassure any 
child who’s ever been afraid. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Merchandise
Random House: all others

A FAMILY FOR OLD MILL FARM 
Clarion Books

A raccoon real estate agent is showing his animal clients—families of fin hes and foxes, deer and 
ducks—the woods, fields, and pond of Old Mill Farm. At the same time, a human realtor is trying to 
find  suitable house for a human family. Cabin on a mountaintop? Vine-smothered cottage? Mobile 
home on the prairie? None of those will do, and finally he tired realtor suggests one last possibili-
ty—a tumbledown property called . . . Old Mill Farm. Lively verse and funny, endearing art transport 
the reader to an intriguing variety of locations and make this quest both entertaining and satisfying. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Merchandise 
Houghton Mifflin: All others
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MOUSELING’S WORDS
Clarion Books
Mouseling has grown up surrounded by words, scraps of paper torn from menus.  Once he 
leaves the nest, he decides that discovering words is his mission in life and finds more words 
than he can count, spelling and sounding them out, thrilled by each one  The library offers a 
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THUNDER BOOMER 
Clarion Books

A summer storm brings relief from the heat--and a surprise--to a farm family. It’s a hot day on 
the farm, and a little girl, her brother, and their mother are trying to cool off by the pond. Sud-
denly, dark clouds roll in. A thunder-boomer is on the way! The storm brings pounding rain and 
hail--and an unexpected visitor: a soggy wet stray kitten. Colorful descriptions of the storm are 
accompanied by lots of playful sound effects, making this free-verse poem perfect for reading 
aloud. Charming watercolor illustrations capture all the drama, humor, and tenderness of the text. 
Rights : Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance and Merchandise 
Houghton Mifflin: All others

THOMAS AND THE DRAGON QUEEN 
Knopf Books for Young Readers

A kingdom is at war.  A princess has been kidnapped by a dragon queen.  A brave squire volun-
teers to set out on a quest to rescue her. But there’s just one small problem.  He’s Thomas, the 
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SHUTTA CRUM

By Shutta Crum 
www.shutta.com/books

Published by Knopf 
September, 2016

Age: 8-12 years
 Size: 288 pages

William and his little brother, Pinch, have been left alone at their home atop the 
mountain ever since their mother disappeared and their father went to look for 
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Old Forest. 
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A summer storm brings relief from the heat--and a surprise--to a farm family. It’s 
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BLOCKHEAD: THE LIFE OF FIBONACCI
Henry Holt

As a young boy in medieval Italy, Leonardo Fibonacci thought 
about numbers day and night.  He was such a daydreamer that 
people called him a blockhead. When Leonardo grew up and 
traveled the world, he was inspired by the numbers used in 
different countries, especially the Hindu-Arabic numerals he 
learned about in Africa.  Then he realized that many things 
innature seem to follow a certain pattern.  The boy who was once 
teased for being a blockhead is now considered one of the 
greatest Western mathemeticians of all time!  This is his story, the 
tale of a man who was most certainly not a blockhead.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Translation, Audio, Film, 
Merchandise 
Henry Holt: All others
Sold: Japan, Ca-Et-La Shobo; Spain & Catalan, Editorial 
Juventud; Korea (hardcover) Bomnamu
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BOO TO YOU
Simon & Schuster

The harvest garden is bursting with delicious vegetables, the pumpkins are 
decorated and lit, and the mice have their costumes ready. Everyone is looking 
forward to the annual Halloween-night feast. Scary Cat wasn’t invited to the party, 
but he seems to think he’s coming anyway. Hmmm, time to come up with a 
clever mouse-style trick to outsmart him!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance & Commercial
Simon & Schuster: All others

LOIS EHLERT

COLOR FARM
HarperCollins

Each recto page shows a barnyard animal--cow, chicken, rooster, duck--
com-posed almost entirely of geometric shapes.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
HarperCollins: All others

CUCKOO
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A Mexican folk tale.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

COLOR ZOO
HarperCollins

This uniquely designed book features a series of cutouts stacked so that with 
each page turn, a layer is removed to reveal yet another picture.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
HarperCollins: All others

EATING THE ALPHABET 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

“Apple to Zucchini, / come take a look. / Start eating your way / through 
this alphabet book.”
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights
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LOIS EHLERT

LEAF MAN
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Leaf Man goes where the wind blows - this lyrical and gorgeous picture book  
offers a jazzy riff on leaves, shapes, and movement.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

HANDS
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A delightful book about growing up and nurturing creativity. 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

LOIS EHLERT

FISH EYES
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A wonderful new counting book!
 Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights

FEATHERS FOR LUNCH 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Cat is hungry! All the birds better watch out! Or maybe it’s Cat who should 
know better.
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights

IN MY WORLD 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Die-cut pages layer creature upon creature, each cutout giving glimpses 
of the next.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, performance, and merchandising
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

GROWING VEGETABLE SOUP 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

The book provides a healthy dose of information on growing and nurturing 
living things; it’s also a zesty introduction to vivid, abstract art.
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights
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LOIS EHLERT

Holey Moley
Beach Lane Books

Some might think that Mole is a garden pest, but the truth is, he is a pest-
preventer! Mole keeps worms and caterpillars and other crawly bugs 
from munching up all the growing veggie plants. 
Rights: Eden Street: Motion Picture and Merchandise 
Beach Lane: All others

37

HEARTT 2 HEART
Beach Lane Books

Readers of all ages will go bananas for this pun-filled and sweet story filled 
with rebuses and love. Alphabet letters and bold, graphic images of fruits 
and vegetables come together in this endearing and playful book that is 
perfect for sharing.

Rights: Eden Street: Motion Picture and Merchandise
Beach Lane: All others
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LOIS EHLERT

MOLE’S HILL 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A new take on a clever Seneca folk tale.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

MOON ROPE 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A retelling of a Peruvian folktale. Fox gets Mole to climb up to the moon 
with him. Will they make it?
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights

LOIS EHLERT

NUTS TO YOU 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A city squirrel peeks out from his tree hole, inviting young listeners and begin-
ning readers to a romp through a world of bold color, texture, and rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

MARKET DAY 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

It’s market day! A colorful book created with folk art objects and textiles. 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

LOTS OF SPOTS
Beach Lane Books (Simon & Schuster)

Spots, dots, blots, splotches: explore the colorful and crazy patterns of the animal 
kingdom in this delightful new picture book from award-winning children’s book 
creator, Lois Ehlert!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Film & Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All othersL
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Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights

LOIS EHLERT

Holey Moley
Beach Lane Books

Some might think that Mole is a garden pest, but the truth is, he is a pest-
preventer! Mole keeps worms and caterpillars and other crawly bugs 
from munching up all the growing veggie plants. 
Rights: Eden Street: Motion Picture and Merchandise 
Beach Lane: All others
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LOIS EHLERTLOIS EHLERT

RED LEAF, YELLOW LEAF 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

This very striking book examines the life of a sugar maple tree from the point 
of view of a young child. Gorgeous.
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights

RRRALPH 
Simon & Schuster

Would you believe that Ralph the dog can talk? Yip, yip, yip--it’s true! 
With bestselling author Lois Ehlert’s simple, funny, call-and-response text and bold, 
playful collage illustrations, this fresh, young book is sure to get little ones laughing 
(and talking to their dogs!) 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Motion Picture & Television, Calendar, 
Commercial and Merchandise
Simon & Schuster: All others

PIE IN THE SKY 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Dad says it’s a pie tree, but all I see are leaves! Now, I see fruit! Seasons pass 
as a child watches the tree, the animals that live in it, and the fruit (and even-
tually pie) 
it grows.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

PLANTING A RAINBOW 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A young child relates in ten simple sentences the yearly cycle and process 
of planning, planting, and picking fl wers in a garden.
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights

OODLES OF ANIMALS 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Funky animal rhymes and pictures! “A cat/is a purr/wrapped up/in fur.” 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others
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Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

LOIS EHLERT

MOLE’S HILL 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A new take on a clever Seneca folk tale.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

MOON ROPE
 Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A retelling of a Peruvian folktale. Fox gets Mole to climb up to the 
moon with him. Will they make it?
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights

NUTS TO YOU 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A city squirrel peeks out from his tree hole, inviting young listeners and 
begin-ning readers to a romp through a world of bold color, texture, and 
rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others
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LOIS EHLERT

WAG A TAIL 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Paper cutouts conjure up a cheerful, dog-centered world in this 
delightful and colorful book.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

LOIS EHLERT

WAITING FOR WINGS 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A gorgeous celebration of butterfly metamo phosis.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

TOP CAT
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

How will a “top cat” deal with a new kitten in the house?
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

SNOWBALLS 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Endless possibilities of shapes, colors, and snow fun!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others
Sold: English Audio in Korea, JY Books

THE SCRAPS BOOK: NOTES FROM A COLORFUL LIFE
Beach Lane Books/Simon & Schuster

The renowned Caldecott Honoree and illustrator provides a moving, 
intimate, and
 inspiring inside look at her colorful picture book career.
Rights: Eden Street: Motion Picture, Merchandise, Commercial 
Beach Lane: All others
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Simon & Schuster

Would you believe that Ralph the dog can talk? Yip, yip, yip--it’s true! 
With bestselling author Lois Ehlert’s simple, funny, call-and-response text 
and bold, playful collage illustrations, this fresh, young book is sure to get 
little ones laughing (and talking to their dogs!) 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Motion Picture & Television, Calendar, 
Commercial and Merchandise
Simon & Schuster: All others

PLANTING A RAINBOW 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A young child relates in ten simple sentences the yearly cycle and 
process of planning, planting, and picking flowers in a garden.
Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All rights
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By Lois Ehlert 

Published by Beach Lane Books
April 26, 2016

Ages: 4-8
Size: 40 pages

RAIN FISH

Lois Ehlert is the award-winning author and illustrator of many books for young 
children. Her striking artwork — done in collage style with various materials and 
textures — is imaginative and unexpected.  Lois has incorporated her love of 
plants and animals into many of her stories, including THE SCRAPS BOOK: 
NOTES FROM A COLORFUL LIFE. Lois now resides in Milwaukee.

Rights:
Eden Street: Motion Picture and Merchandise 
Beach Lane: All others

When blue sky turns gray and it rains all day, sometimes rain fish come out and 
play. They swim among discards and debris. Do you see them, too? Or is it just 
me?
Through lyrical text and her incomparable mixed-media collage illustrations, Lois 
Ehlert introduces readers to “rain fish”—the varied, colorful, and unique little 
collections of materials that float along on streams of rain water during storms. 
From a scrap of newspaper with a seashell eye and feather smile to a piece of 
cardboard with an orange peel eye and a leaf for a fin, Ehlert’s rain fish come in all 
shapes and sizes.
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LOIS EHLERT

WAG A TAIL 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Paper cutouts conjure up a cheerful, dog-centered world in 
this delightful and colorful book.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

WAITING FOR WINGS
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

A gorgeous celebration of butterfly metamo phosis.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

TOP CAT
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
How will a “top cat” deal with a new kitten in the house?
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

SNOWBALLS 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Endless possibilities of shapes, colors, and snow fun!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Performance, and Merchandising 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others
Sold: English Audio in Korea, JY Books
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KATHRYN GALBRAITH

ARBOR DAY SQUARE
Peachtree Publishers

Papa and Katie marvel at the stores, the church, and the large 
school-house. But the town still doesn’t feel like home.  There is 
something important missing.  There are no trees on the prairie.  No 
trees for climb-ing. No trees for birds. Katie and Papa, townsfolk, and 
farmers decide to find a way to bring trees to the prairie. 
Rights: Peachtree Publishers: All rights

BOO BUNNY
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Halloween is very spooky for a shy bunny. But when that shy bunny 
bumps into another shy bunny, friendship scares away fear. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

HOLDING ON TO SUNDAY
Margaret K. McElderry Books

Sunday is Daddy and Jemma’s special day. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK! SNOW!
Margaret K. McElderry Books

From the initial scene of the youngsters snug in their classroom to the 
outdoor scenes of them sledding and making angels in the snow, this im-
pressionistic work suggests the perspective of children intoxicated by 
the season’s first sn wfall.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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PLANTING THE WILD GARDEN
Peachtree Publishers

A farmer and her boy carefully plant seeds in their garden.  In the wild 
garden many seeds are planted too—but not by farmers’ hands. Kathryn 
Galbraith shares with young readers the way wind and water, birds and 
animals, plants and people all of us together plant the wild garden.
Rights: Peachtree Publishers: All rights

ROOMMATES AND RACHEL
Margaret K. McElderry Books

Beth and Mimi find that their lives change somewhat when a new 
baby arrives. They must now share a bedroom and take on a few 
household responsibilities.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

ROOMMATES
Margaret K. McElderry Books

The arrival of a new baby forces Mimi and Beth to share a bedroom- 
-not a pleasing prospect to either sister. Mimi is messy, and Beth pinches. 
Things work out, however, in fi e brief, easy-to-read chapters as Mimi 
drills Beth on her spelling words and Beth prompts Mimi’s lines for the 
school play. Both delight in the baby, and their expanded roles as sisters. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

ROOMMATES AGAIN
Margaret K. McElderry Books

Mimi and Kelly, best friends, have big plans for their four days at Camp 
Sleep-Away. They talk about campfire , songs, and sleeping in a cabin 
so much that Beth, Mimi’s younger sister, becomes jealous. Then, when 
Kelly gets chicken pox and Beth is offered the chance to go in her 
place, she is unsure. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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www.kathrynogalbraith.com

 WHERE IS BABY?
Peachtree Publishers

Babies love to hide. Beneath blankets, under tables, and behind chairs. 
But all hidden babies, no matter where they hide, can always be 
found-by their loving parents.
Rights: Peachtree Publishers: All rights

TRAVELLING BABIES 
NorthWood Books

Baby crocodiles hitch a ride in mama's huge grin. Baby 
spiders float and drift on the blowing wind. Here ten 
adorable baby animals are featured in fabulous, vivid wildlife 
photography, each with a unique way of travelling.
Rights: NorthWoods: All rights

TWO BUDDY BUNNIES 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

What happens when you have a spat with your best bunny buddy? 
In very few words and vibrant pictures, this is the story of a 
friendship, a fight, and a reconciliation 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Motion Picture, Audio, 
Merchandise, Commercial
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others
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SPARKY AND TIDBIT

By Kathryn O. Galbraith

Published by Simon Spotlight 
February 3, 2015

Ages: 6-8
Size: 40 pages

An intrepid do-gooder dog named Sparky and an eager young pup named Tidbit 
star in this charming Level 3 Ready-to-Read that’s all about helping others, 
gaining confidence—and learning to read!

Brave and bold Sparky receives a K-9 badge for his birthday and cannot wait to 
start doing heroic things. But he’s having a hard time finding ways to help. Then 
he hears Tidbit, the neighborhood pup, yipping and howling away because he is 
the worst in his class at reading. Sparky sighs. He can’t possibly help with that…or 
can he?

Kathryn O. Galbraith has authored a number of works, including novels, 
chapter books, and picture books. An avid childhood reader and library patron, 
Galbraith’s love of books led to positions in several library settings. Kathryn also 
directed the Tacoma Philharmonic for many years.  She enjoys sharing her 
experience through frequent school visits and correspondence. Galbraith is a 
resident of Tacoma, Washington.

Rights:  
Simon Spotlight: All rights
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KEITH GRAVES

CHICKEN BIG
HarperCollins 

On a teeny little farm, in an itty-bitty coop, a very small hen laid a big, 
giant egg. And out of this egg came one big, humongous . . . some 
thing. “It’s big!” clucked the little rooster. “It’s enormous!” clucked the 
small chicken. “It’s an elephant!” peeped the smallest chicken. “Run for 
your lives!” they cried. No matter how they try, these clueless chickens 
can’t make sense of the gigantic new member of their family—until he 
saves the day. 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Film, Merchandise, Performance 
Chronicle: All others
Sold: Hebrew, Bitan Dvir; Chinese (simplified), Hangfen; Finnish, 
Sandvik; German, Von Dem Knesebeck; Korean, Prunsoop; Dutch, 
Uitgeuers; French Canada, Scholastic Canada; Greek, Patakis

BOO HOO MOO 
HarperCollins 

Hilda Mae Heifer is once again ready to sing her glorious mi-mi-moo! 
So why does Hilda look so down in the dumps?
Rights: Eden Street: (art only) Performance and Commercial

ARMADILLO TATTLETALE
Scholastic

In the bare bones beginning, Armadillo’s ears were as tall as a 
jackrabbit’s and as wide as a steer’s horns. Armadillo could hear 
absolutely everything and loved to spy on the other animals 
and tell tales about what he heard. Then, one day, Armadillo 
gets an earful of his own.
Rights: Scholastic (art only): All rights

DESERT ROSE & HER HIGHFALUTIN HOG
Chronicle Books

When gritty pig farmer Desert Rose finds a old nugget just a-lyin’ 
there in the mud, she decides to buy herself the biggest, fattest hog 
she can find. But etting that highfalutin hog home in time for the 
Laredo state fair proves to be more than Rose bargained for. When 
a cold-hearted coyote, a persnickety snake, a lethargic Texas 
longhorn, and a whole host of other southern varmints prove to be 
unhelpful, Rose must pair up with a shrewd armadillo to get every 
animal over the river and off to Laredo in time.
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Audio
Chronicle: All others 28
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www.keithgravesart.com

FRANK WAS A MONSTER WHO WANTED TO DANCE
Chronicle Books

Frank was a monster who wanted to dance. So he put on his  
hat and his shoes made in France and opened a jar and put  
ants in his pants. So begins this monstrously funny, deliciously 
disgusting story of a monster who follows his dreams. 
Eden Street: Film and merchandise
Chronicle: All others

HERE COMES GOSLING!
Philomel

Froggie can’t wait to meet Goose and Gander’s new baby Gosling! 
He and Rabbit spend all day preparing: they bake a cake, toss a salad, 
and find the perfect picnic spot. But when Gosling arrives, she takes 
one look at Froggie and .... HOOOONNNNKKKK! Froggie doesn’t 
know what to do!
Rights: Eden Street: (art only) Performance, Commercial 
and Audio
Philomel: All others

LORETTA, ACE PINKY SCOUT
Scholastic

Loretta is perfect. From knowing the scout manual by heart, to being able 
to bench press 375 pounds, to saving the world every Thursday, there’s 
nothing at which Loretta doesn’t excel. She has even earned every known 
merit badge in the world - except one: the golden marshmellow badge. She 
wants this badge more than anything - but she always burns the marshmel 
lows. Loretta is faced with the most excruciating question in all of human 
existence: is it really okay to have a flaw?
Eden Street: All rights

MOO WHO?
HarperCollins

Hilda Mae Heifer has lost her melodic mi-mi-moo! A clunk on the head, and 
now Hilda’s not sure if she should mew, oink, or honk. With the help of the 
animals on the farm, will Hilda once again be able to sing her sensational moo?
Rights: Eden Street: (art only) Performance and Commercial
HarperCollins: All others
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KEITH GRAVES

Rabbit lives alone. He cooks for himself, cleans up for himself,
and at the end of the day, reads himself a story. It’s a simple life, and he likes it. But 
one evening, Froggie shows up at his door and changes his life forever. 
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Performance, Commercial, Audio 
Philomel: All others

TOO MANY FROGS!
Philomel

KEITH GRAVES
THE ORPHAN OF AWKWARD FALLS
Chronicle

When twelve year old Josephine moves to Awkward Falls, a town known 
only for its sauerkraut and its insane asylum, she can’t resist snooping 
around the dilapidated mansion next door.  But she finds more than she 
bargained for when she is captured by the strange characters that live there:  
an ancient automaton who serves as a butler, a cat patched together with a 
few odd parts, and most surprising of all, a boy genius named Thaddeus.  
Meanwhile, Fetid Stenchley, the most feared patient in the Asylum for the 
Dangerously Insane, is heading their way! 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Chronicle: All others

PET BOY
Chronicle Books

Meet Stanley - avid pet collector. He purchases them in singles and in 
matching color sets. Big or small, dry or wet, he loves to buy new pets. 
But, always on the lookout for something new, Stanley quickly loses  
interest in the pets he has. Until one day, he finds a ery unusual pet  
store, and before he can say, “I’ll take the singing manta ray,” - zap! - 
he finds himsel inside a cage!
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THREE NASTY GNARLIES
Scholastic

When three funky, frolicking, dump-dwelling creatures see themselves through the 
eyes of a glamorous butterfl , their world is turned upside down. Alas, there is 
only one thing left to do ... they, too, must beome butterflies.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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THE ORPHAN OF AWKWARD FALLS 
Chronicle

When twelve year old Josephine moves to Awkward Falls, a town 
known only for its sauerkraut and its insane asylum, she can’t 
resist snooping around the dilapidated mansion next door.  But 
she finds more than she bargained for when she is captured by the 
strange characters that live there:  an ancient automaton who 
serves as a butler, a cat patched together with a few odd parts, and 
most surprising of all, a boy genius named Thaddeus.  Meanwhile, 
Fetid Stenchley, the most feared patient in the Asylum for the 
Dangerously Insane, is heading their way! 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Film, Merchandise 
Chronicle: All others

PET BOY 
Chronicle Books
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in matching color sets. Big or small, dry or wet, he loves to buy 
new pets. But, always on the lookout for something new, Stanley 
quickly loses interest in the pets he has. Until one day, he finds a 
very unusual pet store, and before he can say, “I’ll take the singing 
manta ray,” - zap! - he finds himsel inside a cage!
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE MONSTERATOR 
Roaring Brook Press

Join Master Edgar Dreadbury as he discovers the Monsterator, a 
machine that changes people into monsters in this spooky 
Halloween adventure from Keith Graves.
Rights: Eden Street: Graphic Novel, Motion Picture, Dramatic, 
Merchandise, Game Rights
Roaring Brook: All others
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Chronicle: All others
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very unusual pet store, and before he can say, “I’ll take the singing 
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Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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PUPPY!

By Keith Graves
www.keithgravesart.com

Published by Neal Porter Books 
April 12, 2016

Ages: 4 & up 
Size:  32 pages

For boys, at least, some things haven’t changed since the Stone Age. Caveboy 
Trog has the best toys—a stick, a rock, a patch of mud—but they’re all instant 
(pre-) history when he comes upon a “PUPPY!” Despite Trog’s best efforts to 
distract his buddy, the puppy cries. Why?

Keith Graves is responsible for such imaginative masterpieces as FRANK 
WAS A MONSTER WHO WANTED TO DANCE and UNCLE 
BLUBBAFINK’S SERIOUSLY RIDICULOUS STORIES. Tragically, Keith 
was monsterated as a child growing up in New Orleans. He was never the 
same afterward. Legend has it that the hideous author now lurks in the dark 
forests outside Austin, Texas, along with his beastly wife and toothy twin 
cubs.

Rights:  
Eden Street: Film, Performance & Commercial 
Roaring Brook: All others
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THE ORPHAN OF AWKWARD FALLS 
Chronicle

When twelve year old Josephine moves to Awkward Falls, a town 
known only for its sauerkraut and its insane asylum, she can’t 
resist snooping around the dilapidated mansion next door.  But 
she finds more than she bargained for when she is captured by the 
strange characters that live there:  an ancient automaton who 
serves as a butler, a cat patched together with a few odd parts, and 
most surprising of all, a boy genius named Thaddeus.  Meanwhile, 
Fetid Stenchley, the most feared patient in the Asylum for the 
Dangerously Insane, is heading their way! 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Film, Merchandise 
Chronicle: All others

PET BOY 
Chronicle Books

Meet Stanley - avid pet collector. He purchases them in singles and 
in matching color sets. Big or small, dry or wet, he loves to buy 
new pets. But, always on the lookout for something new, Stanley 
quickly loses interest in the pets he has. Until one day, he finds a 
very unusual pet store, and before he can say, “I’ll take the singing 
manta ray,” - zap! - he finds himsel inside a cage!
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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Join Master Edgar Dreadbury as he discovers the Monsterator, a 
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Halloween adventure from Keith Graves.
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PUPPY!
Neal Porter Books

For boys, at least, some things haven’t changed since the Stone Age.  Caveboy 
Trog has the best toys –a stick, a rock, a patch of mud – but they’re all instant 
(pre-) history when he comes upon a “PUPPY!” Despite Trog’s best efforts to 
distract his buddy, the puppy cries.  Why?
Rights: Eden Street: Film, Performance & Commercial
Roaring Brook: All others
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WHAT A PARTY!
Philomel

Today’s the day! Grandpa’s birthday! And Froggie can’t WAIT to give him his present. 
But first he has to make the costume - rippity-wrappety-rippity-wrap. And build the 
stage - whackity- whompity, whackity-whomp. And then, it’s finally time to sing his 
song - BAH ...RUMMMMMM...TAH....RUM.... What a performance! What a party! 
But then it’s all over, only Froggie wishes it weren’t. How can it end so quickly?
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Performance, Commercial, Audio 
Philomel: All others

THE UNEXPECTEDLY BAD HAIR OF BARCELONA SMITH
Philomel

Barcelona Smith has never been one to take risks. He keeps himself at a safe distance 
from life’s dangers - fl wers and cuddly pets included. But one humid day - BOING! 
- his hair goes bonkers! His wild hair skates down sidewalks, climbs trees, and stomps 
in mud puddles - all the fun Barcelona’s never thought to have. And by the time his 
wacky new ‘do is done romping through the day, Barcelona decides that when fun 
is at stake, risks can sometimes be, well . . . worth the risk.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance, Commercial, Audio 
Philomel: All others

THE WORLD’S GREATEST POEMS
Chronicle Books

Who has kissed the most cobras? Eaten the most live scorpions? Sailed highest on a 
skateboard? Been stuck the longest in an elevator? These and 21 other vexing 
questions are the subject matter of this zany col lection of verse by one of 
America’s most well-loved children’s poets, J. Patrick Lewis. Comic illustrations by 
Keith Graves add spice to this over-the-top collection.
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Merchandising and Performance 
Chronicle: All others

UNCLE BLUBBAFINK’S SERIOUSLY RIDICULOUS STORIES
Scholastic

Did I tell you about my old pal, Abraham Sandwich? Or about the time I met a 
volcano that was raised by chickens? Or my adventures with the dragon whose head 
turned into a station wagon? I’m serious. These are actual historical events 
witnessed with my own eyes. Would I kid you?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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Rabbit lives alone. He cooks for himself, cleans up for himself,
and at the end of the day, reads himself a story. It’s a simple life, and he likes it. 
But one evening, Froggie shows up at his door and changes his life forever. 
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Performance, Commercial, Audio 
Philomel: All others

TOO MANY FROGS!
Philomel

THREE NASTY GNARLIES 
Scholastic

When three funky, frolicking, dump-dwelling creatures see themselves through 
the eyes of a glamorous butterfl , their world is turned upside down. Alas, there 
is only one thing left to do ... they, too, must beome butterflies.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

UNCLE BLUBBAFINK’S SERIOUSLY RIDICULOUS STORIES 
Scholastic

Did I tell you about my old pal, Abraham Sandwich? Or about the time I met a 
volcano that was raised by chickens? Or my adventures with the dragon whose 
head turned into a station wagon? I’m serious. These are actual historical events 
witnessed with my own eyes. Would I kid you?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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SECOND BANANA
Roaring Brook Press

"Think of us as bananas. Obviously, I am Top Banana. The Big Banana. 
Numero Uno Banana. You are Second Banana," says the Amazing 
Bubbles, the star of the circus. And what does Oop, the Second Banana, 
do? In short, they are not the stars of the circus. But what happens 
when a Top Banana gets hurt and an eager Second Banana has to stand 
in his place?
Rights: Eden Street: Performance & Commercial 
Roaring Brook: All others
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WHAT A PARTY!
Philomel

Today’s the day! Grandpa’s birthday! And Froggie can’t WAIT to give him his 
present. But first he has to make the costume - rippity-wrappety-rippity-wrap. 
And build the stage - whackity- whompity, whackity-whomp. And then, it’s finally 
time to sing his song - BAH ...RUMMMMMM...TAH....RUM.... What a 
performance! What a party! But then it’s all over, only Froggie wishes it weren’t. 
How can it end so quickly?
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Performance, Commercial, Audio 
Philomel: All others

THE UNEXPECTEDLY BAD HAIR OF BARCELONA SMITH 
Philomel

Barcelona Smith has never been one to take risks. He keeps himself at a safe 
distance from life’s dangers - flowers and cuddly pets included. But one humid day 
- BOING! - his hair goes bonkers! His wild hair skates down sidewalks, climbs 
trees, and stomps in mud puddles - all the fun Barcelona’s never thought to have. 
And by the time his wacky new ‘do is done romping through the day, Barcelona 
decides that when fun is at stake, risks can sometimes be, well . . . worth the risk. 
Rights: Eden Street: Performance, Commercial, Audio 
Philomel: All others

THE WORLD’S GREATEST POEMS 
Chronicle Books

Who has kissed the most cobras? Eaten the most live scorpions? Sailed highest on 
a skateboard? Been stuck the longest in an elevator? These and 21 other vexing 
questions are the subject matter of this zany col lection of verse by one of 
America’s most well-loved children’s poets, J. Patrick Lewis. Comic illustrations 
by Keith Graves add spice to this over-the-top collection.
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Merchandising and Performance 
Chronicle: All others
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CHICKEN BIG
HarperCollins 

On a teeny little farm, in an itty-bitty coop, a very small hen laid a big, 
giant egg. And out of this egg came one big, humongous . . . some 
thing. “It’s big!” clucked the little rooster. “It’s enormous!” clucked the 
small chicken. “It’s an elephant!” peeped the smallest chicken. “Run for 
your lives!” they cried. No matter how they try, these clueless chickens 
can’t make sense of the gigantic new member of their family—until he 
saves the day. 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Film, Merchandise, Performance 
Chronicle: All others
Sold: Hebrew, Bitan Dvir; Chinese (simplified), Hangfen; Finnish, 
Sandvik; German, Von Dem Knesebeck; Korean, Prunsoop; Dutch, 
Uitgeuers; French Canada, Scholastic Canada; Greek, Patakis

BOO HOO MOO 
HarperCollins 

Hilda Mae Heifer is once again ready to sing her glorious mi-mi-moo! 
So why does Hilda look so down in the dumps?
Rights: Eden Street: (art only) Performance and Commercial

ARMADILLO TATTLETALE
Scholastic

In the bare bones beginning, Armadillo’s ears were as tall as a 
jackrabbit’s and as wide as a steer’s horns. Armadillo could hear 
absolutely everything and loved to spy on the other animals 
and tell tales about what he heard. Then, one day, Armadillo 
gets an earful of his own.
Rights: Scholastic (art only): All rights

DESERT ROSE & HER HIGHFALUTIN HOG
Chronicle Books

When gritty pig farmer Desert Rose finds a old nugget just a-lyin’ 
there in the mud, she decides to buy herself the biggest, fattest hog 
she can find. But etting that highfalutin hog home in time for the 
Laredo state fair proves to be more than Rose bargained for. When 
a cold-hearted coyote, a persnickety snake, a lethargic Texas 
longhorn, and a whole host of other southern varmints prove to be 
unhelpful, Rose must pair up with a shrewd armadillo to get every 
animal over the river and off to Laredo in time.
Rights: Eden Street (art only): Audio
Chronicle: All others 28
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THE BASEBALL CARD ADVENTURES TREASURY
This treasury combines three books in one volume: Joe Stoshack’s first three ad-
ventures with legendary baseball players Honus Wagner, Jackie Robinson and 
Babe Ruth.

HONUS AND ME (Avon)
While clearing out the neighbor’s attic, Joe Stoshack stumbles upon an incredible 
treasure—a mint condition Honus T. Wagner T-206 baseball card worth half  a 
million dollars! When Joe discovers that his find has brought the legendary Honus 
Wagner through time to 1996, he uses it to fulfill his dream of  playing in a real 
major league game.

JACKIE AND ME
This time, Joe Stoshack is bound for 1947 Brooklyn to meet Jackie Robinson, one 
of  the greatest ballplayers of  all time and the man responsible for breaking the 
color barrier in the major leagues. Joe’s journey proves to be a lesson in history—
and in courage.

BABE AND ME
According to legend, just before he hit a long home run to straight-away center-
field during the 1932 World Series, Babe Ruth pointed to the centerfield bleachers 
and boldly predicted he would slam the next pitch there. Did he call that shot, 
or didn’t he? Joe Stoshack knows there’s one way to solve the mystery—so he’s 
bound for Wrigley Field—and this time his father’s along for the trip.

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Audio Licensed to Recorded Books
JACKIE & ME: Theatrical Rights licensed to Stephen Dietz

THE BASEBALL CARD ADVENTURE SERIES

www.dangutman.com
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SHOELESS JOE AND ME
Joe Stoshack gets the idea that if  he travels back in time with a 1919 baseball card in 
his hand, he just might be able to prevent the infamous Black Sox Scandal from ever 
taking place. And if  he could do that, Shoeless Joe Jackson—one of  the greatest 
players in the history of  the game—would finally take his place in the Baseball Hall 
of  Fame, where he truly belongs.

MICKEY AND ME
Joe’s dad tells him about the great Mickey Mantle and an unfortunate fall in Yankee 
Stadium that changed Mantle’s career. Can Joe make it back in time to warn Mickey?

ABNER AND ME
Stosh has time-traveled to 1863, right into the middle of  the Civil War. In possibly 
his most exciting and definitely his most dangerous trip yet, Stosh has decided to 
answer the question for all time: did Abner Doubleday, a Civil War general, really 
invent the game of  baseball?

SATCH AND ME
Stosh and his coach, Flip Valentini, are on a mission to find out if  Satchel Paige 
really was the fastest pitcher in the history of  the game. They travel back to 1942 
and watch Satch pitch in the Negro League World Series. They learn that everything 
about Satch is fast—whether it’s his talking, driving or getaways. But is he really the 
fastest pitcher who ever lived?

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Audio Licensed to Recorded Books
JACKIE & ME: Theatrical Rights licensed to Stephen Dietz
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JIM AND ME
Stosh is shocked when his enemy, Bobby Fuller, begs him for a favor. He wants Stosh to take 
him back in time to meet Native American Jim Thorpe—an Olympic champion who lost his 
medals in a scandal. Thorpe went on to play professional baseball and football, but he could 
never again achieve such fame. His name was disgraced. Join Stosh and Fuller on a quest to 
save Jim’s reputation. You’ll meet Christy Mathewson, John McGraw and the rest of  the  
New York Giants in this eighth exciting, action-packed Baseball Card adventure!

RAY AND ME
When Stosh gets hit in the head with a baseball, he’s lucky to survive. Then he learns 
about another player who wasn’t so lucky—Ray Chapman, the only player in major 
league history to get hit by a ball and die. If  only they had batting helmets back then.

ROBERTO AND ME
When Stosh travels into the past to meet Roberto Clemente, a legendary ball player and a 
beloved humanitarian, he’s got only one goal: warning Roberto not to get on the doomed 
plane that will end his life. In the 60’s, Stosh meets free-spirited Sunrise, and together 
they travel to meet Roberto. But when the time comes for Stosh to return to the future, 
he finds that the ad enture has only just begun… 

TED AND ME
Stosh should have figured that the FBI would find him eventually. Now they’ve turned up on his 
doorstep—and they know all about his ability to travel through time using baseball cards. In fact, 
they want to send him back in time on a mission: to warn President Roosevelt about the attack 
on Pearl Harbor! But when Stosh finds out that his “ticket” back to 1941 is a Ted Williams card, 
he starts planning  a mission of  his own. Williams is one of  the greatest hitters of  all time—even 
though he lost almost five years of  his career to serve in the Marines. How many more home 
runs would the Splendid Splinter have hit if  he had those years back? What if  Stosh can prevent 
the attack on Pearl Harbor and convince Williams not to serve in the military?

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Audio Licensed to Recorded Books
JACKIE & ME: Theatrical Rights licensed to Stephen Dietz
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JIM AND ME
Stosh is shocked when his enemy, Bobby Fuller, begs him for a favor. He wants Stosh to take him back 
in time to meet Native American Jim Thorpe—an Olympic champion who lost his medals in a scandal. 
Thorpe went on to play professional baseball and football, but he could never again achieve such 
fame. His name was disgraced. Join Stosh and Fuller on a quest to save Jim’s reputation. You’ll meet 
Christy Mathewson, John McGraw and the rest of the  New York Giants in this eighth exciting, 
action-packed Baseball Card adventure!

RAY AND ME
When Stosh gets hit in the head with a baseball, he’s lucky to survive. Then he learns about 
another player who wasn’t so lucky—Ray Chapman, the only player in major league history to 
get hit by a ball and die. If only they had batting helmets back then.

ROBERTO AND ME
When Stosh travels into the past to meet Roberto Clemente, a legendary ball player and a beloved 
humanitarian, he’s got only one goal: warning Roberto not to get on the doomed plane that will end 
his life. In the 60’s, Stosh meets free-spirited Sunrise, and together they travel to meet Roberto. But 
when the time comes for Stosh to return to the future, he finds that the ad enture has only just 
begun… 

TED AND ME

Stosh should have figured that the FBI would find him eventually. Now they’ve turned up on his 
doorstep—and they know all about his ability to travel through time using baseball cards. In fact, 
they want to send him back in time on a mission: to warn President Roosevelt about the attack on 
Pearl Harbor! But when Stosh finds out that his “ticket” back to 1941 is a Ted Williams card, he starts 
planning a mission of his own. Williams is one of the greatest hitters of all time—even though he lost 
almost five years of his career to serve in the Marines. How many more home runs would the 
Splendid Splinter have hit if he had those years back? What if Stosh can prevent the attack on Pearl 
Harbor and convince Williams not to serve in the military?

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Audio Licensed to Recorded Books
JACKIE & ME: Theatrical Rights licensed to Stephen Dietz
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WILLIE AND ME
Stosh thought he was finished traveling back in time. But then Ralph Branca shows up in his room 
one night, begging for Stosh's help. Branca needs Stosh to use his power with baseball cards to go 
back in time and erase the "Shot Heard Round the World". Stosh is determined to help, but he 
quickly learns that you can't change just one little thing in history. If he erases the Shot Heard 
Round the World, he may forever alter the life of a young rookie named Willie Mays. Stosh uses 
his power to travel in time using baseball cards one last time in a fabulous finale to the adventure 
of a lifetime.

DAN GUTMAN
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THE FLASHBACK FOUR

#1 THE LINCOLN PROJECT
Four very different kids are picked by a mysterious 
billionaire to travel through time and photograph some 
of history's most important events. This time, the four 
friends are headed to 1863 to catch Abraham Lincoln 
delivering his famous Gettysburg Address. They'll have 
to work together to ask the right questions, meet the 
right people, and capture the right moment. And most 
important—not get caught! Back matter separating fact 
from fiction and real black-and-white photographs 
make Flashback Four the perfect mix of true history and 
uproarious fun.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, & Merchandise
HarperCollins: All others

DAN GUTMAN

#2: THE TITANIC MISSION
This time, Luke, Julia, David, and Isabel are headed to the deck of the 
doomed Titanic. Their mission? Capture a shot of the sinking ship, 
then come right back. The only problem is, once they arrive aboard 
the ship, the four friends can’t agree on what to do next. Should they 
try to save the passengers? Or maybe bring back a priceless book 
before it sinks with the ship? With real historical photographs to put 
young readers right in the action, plus back matter that separates fact 
from fiction, The Titanic Mission tells the story of the ship’s fateful last 
voyage like you’ve never seen it before.

Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise
HarperCollins: All others

#3: THE POMPEII DISASTER
This time, the Flashback Four are headed to AD 79 to photograph the 
eruption of Mount Vesuvius!  Can the Flashback Four get their photo 
and get back home before they become ancient history? With real 
photographs from Pompeii to help put the young readers right in the 
action, plus back mater that separates fact from fiction, The Pompeii 
Disaster tells the story of one of the world’s most devastating natural 
disasters like you’ve never seen before.

Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise
HarperCollins: All others

SHOELESS JOE AND ME
Joe Stoshack gets the idea that if  he travels back in time with a 1919 baseball card in 
his hand, he just might be able to prevent the infamous Black Sox Scandal from ever 
taking place. And if  he could do that, Shoeless Joe Jackson—one of  the greatest 
players in the history of  the game—would finally take his place in the Baseball Hall 
of  Fame, where he truly belongs.

MICKEY AND ME
Joe’s dad tells him about the great Mickey Mantle and an unfortunate fall in Yankee 
Stadium that changed Mantle’s career. Can Joe make it back in time to warn Mickey?

ABNER AND ME
Stosh has time-traveled to 1863, right into the middle of  the Civil War. In possibly 
his most exciting and definitely his most dangerous trip yet, Stosh has decided to 
answer the question for all time: did Abner Doubleday, a Civil War general, really 
invent the game of  baseball?

SATCH AND ME
Stosh and his coach, Flip Valentini, are on a mission to find out if  Satchel Paige 
really was the fastest pitcher in the history of  the game. They travel back to 1942 
and watch Satch pitch in the Negro League World Series. They learn that everything 
about Satch is fast—whether it’s his talking, driving or getaways. But is he really the 
fastest pitcher who ever lived?

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Audio Licensed to Recorded Books
JACKIE & ME: Theatrical Rights licensed to Stephen Dietz
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THE FLASHBACK FOUR

#1 THE LINCOLN PROJECT
Four very different kids are picked by a mysterious 
billionaire to travel through time and photograph some 
of history's most important events. This time, the four 
friends are headed to 1863 to catch Abraham Lincoln 
delivering his famous Gettysburg Address. They'll have 
to work together to ask the right questions, meet the 
right people, and capture the right moment. And most 
important—not get caught! Back matter separating fact 
from fiction and real black-and-white photographs 
make Flashback Four the perfect mix of true history and 
uproarious fun.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, & Merchandise
HarperCollins: All others
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FUNNY BOY SERIES

FUNNY BOY MEETS THE AIRSICK ALIEN FROM 
ANDROMEDA
On the planet Crouton, kids never have to straighten their rooms or make their own 
beds. That’s because their rooms aren’t crooked, and when they need beds, they just buy 
them. But when Funny Boy—a Croutonian smart-aleck with the galaxy’s best sense of  
humor—shoots his brother with a spitball, his parents strap him into a spaceship and 
blast him to Earth. Things get strange from the minute his spaceship crash-lands in an 
underwear factory. A planet-gobbling alien is about to attack his new home, and Funny 
Boy doesn’t have any weapons besides a talking dog and a razor-sharp wit. But there is 
good news: Something about Earth’s atmosphere has made Funny Boy even funnier.

FUNNY BOY VERSUS THE BUBBLE-BRAINED 
BARBERS FROM THE BIG BANG
Funny Boy must now face the least hilarious thing in the universe: the first day of  school. 
As he tries to fit in among his human peers, Funny Boy learns that three intergalactic 
barbers have come to steal every strand of  hair on Earth. He’ll have to dust off  his 
freshest material to stop them, because everybody knows there’s nothing funny about a 
bad haircut.

FUNNY BOY TAKES ON THE CHIT-CHATTING CHEESES FROM 
CHATTANOOGA
The nation’s cattle have gotten too smart for their own good. Tired of  letting humans 
steal their milk, American cows have gone on strike. Funny Boy—a joke-telling super-
hero who was sent to Earth from the planet Crouton—is mourning the cheese shortage 
when five giant cheeses fall on Wisconsin. That alone would be weird enough, but the 
cheeses also talk. The cheeses are aliens from the faraway planet Chattanooga, and they 
have come to stop the cheese shortage. The country’s woe has ended, but something 
about the aliens’ story stinks worse than month-old Muenster. It will take Funny Boy and 
his galactic sense of  humor to curdle these curds before America starts to spoil. 

FUNNY BOY MEETS THE DUMBBELL DENTIST FROM DEIMOS
Funny Boy faces his biggest threat yet—a plaque attack! When the president of  the 
United States is summoned for a cleaning with Dr. Denny the dentist, he knows some-
thing is wrong—he doesn’t even have an appointment! This is a job for Funny Boy, who 
must once again use every joke in his arsenal to destroy the evil dentist villain and his 
hygienist henchmen. But does Funny Boy know enough dentist jokes to save the planet 
from an invasion of  plaque?

Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Foreign, Film and Merchandise 
Open Road Integrated Media LLC:  All others
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THE GENIUS FILES: YOU ONLY DIE TWICE 
HarperCollins
The most dangerous road trip in history continues for 13-year-old twins Coke 
and Pepsi McDonald. Just when they thought they were safe, the twins will be 
chased by an evil Elvis impersonator, trapped in a pool of flesh-eating soda pop, 
nearly pulverized in a giant shredder, and crushed in a turbo-charged carnival 
ride. All bets are off in this explosive third book in the Genius Files series!

THE GENIUS FILES: NEVER SAY GENIUS 
HarperCollins
Today is Coke and Pepsi McDonald’s thirteenth birthday. Someone’s out to 
make sure they never make it to thirteen and a half. Racing across America, 
the twins will nearly be BOILED ALIVE in a huge basket of french fries, 
FROZEN TO DEATH by soft-serve ice cream, KIDNAPPED from a high-
speed roller coaster and WORST OF ALL their parents think they’re totally 
joking!

THE GENIUS FILES: MISSION UNSTOPPABLE 
HarperCollins
In eight days, Coke and Pepsi McDonald are going to turn thirteen.  Before 
then, they’ll jump off a cliff, get trapped in the locked basement of their 
burning school, be chased cross-country by murderous lunatics, get left for 
dead in the pit of a sand dune, be forced to decipher mysterious coded 
messages, be thrown into a giant vat of SPAM and visit the world’s largest ball 
of twine!  

Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: Brazil, Editora Gutenberg; Turkey, Epsilon; 
Audio licensed to Blackstone Audio

THE GENIUS FILES: FROM TEXAS WITH LOVE
HarperCollins
After their explosive escape at Graceland, twins Coke and Pepsi MacDonald 
resume their trip across America. The twins' enemies all swear they're done 
chasing Coke and Pepsi. But when the twins start receiving more codes and 
ciphers, they know someone's after them!

THE GENIUS FILES: LICENSE TO THRILL
HarperCollins
The twins' cross-country road trip is about to take a detour that's out of this 
world—literally! Once they get their feet back on the ground, the twins embark 
on the final leg of their trip, which will take them from the Hoover Dam all the 
way to the Golden Gate Bridge. 

DAN GUTMANwww.dangutman.com

JIM AND ME
Stosh is shocked when his enemy, Bobby Fuller, begs him for a favor. He wants Stosh to take 
him back in time to meet Native American Jim Thorpe—an Olympic champion who lost his 
medals in a scandal. Thorpe went on to play professional baseball and football, but he could 
never again achieve such fame. His name was disgraced. Join Stosh and Fuller on a quest to 
save Jim’s reputation. You’ll meet Christy Mathewson, John McGraw and the rest of  the  
New York Giants in this eighth exciting, action-packed Baseball Card adventure!

RAY AND ME
When Stosh gets hit in the head with a baseball, he’s lucky to survive. Then he learns 
about another player who wasn’t so lucky—Ray Chapman, the only player in major 
league history to get hit by a ball and die. If  only they had batting helmets back then.

ROBERTO AND ME
When Stosh travels into the past to meet Roberto Clemente, a legendary ball player and a 
beloved humanitarian, he’s got only one goal: warning Roberto not to get on the doomed 
plane that will end his life. In the 60’s, Stosh meets free-spirited Sunrise, and together 
they travel to meet Roberto. But when the time comes for Stosh to return to the future, 
he finds that the ad enture has only just begun… 

TED AND ME
Stosh should have figured that the FBI would find him eventually. Now they’ve turned up on his 
doorstep—and they know all about his ability to travel through time using baseball cards. In fact, 
they want to send him back in time on a mission: to warn President Roosevelt about the attack 
on Pearl Harbor! But when Stosh finds out that his “ticket” back to 1941 is a Ted Williams card, 
he starts planning  a mission of  his own. Williams is one of  the greatest hitters of  all time—even 
though he lost almost five years of  his career to serve in the Marines. How many more home 
runs would the Splendid Splinter have hit if  he had those years back? What if  Stosh can prevent 
the attack on Pearl Harbor and convince Williams not to serve in the military?

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Audio Licensed to Recorded Books
JACKIE & ME: Theatrical Rights licensed to Stephen Dietz

THE BASEBALL CARD ADVENTURE SERIES
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THE MILLION DOLLAR SHOT
When Eddie wins the Finkle poetry contest, he also wins the chance to shoot a basket for a 
million dollars. But someone really wants him to throw an air ball on the big day. Can 
Eddie overcome a mysterious sabotage and make the million dollar shot?
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance and Merchandise  
Hyperion: All others

THE MILLION DOLLAR KICK
Whisper Nelson hates sports—all sports—with a passion! So when, by a flu e, she wins a 
chance to kick a goal past a professional soccer star for a million dollars, she is torn. Should 
she try it and fail, risking humiliation, or just forget the whole thing and save what dignity she 
has left?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights  

THE MILLION DOLLAR GOAL
When Dawn and Dusk’s dad gets the family tickets to the next Canadians game, they can’t 
believe their luck. They’re even more psyched when they hear about the million dollar goal 
contest. A randomly chosen fan will get the chance to shoot a goal to win one million dollars. 
Could this be the beginning of a dream come true for Dawn and Dusk, or the biggest humili-
ation of their lives?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE MILLION DOLLAR STRIKE
Ouchie and Squishy love bowling, even if it isn’t the coolest sport. When the Parkfield town 
council decides to condemn Bowl-a-Rama,their favorite place to bowl, Ouchie and Squishy are 
devastated. Then the boys meet Gazebo Zamboni, the rich, reclusive, totally nutty owner of 
Bowl-a-Rama. Can they save their favorite bowling alley?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE MILLION DOLLAR PUTT
Bogie may be blind, but he can learn just about anything he sets his mind to. So when a few of  
his classmates invite him to a driving range, no one is more surprised than Bogie when he turns 
out to have the swing of  a natural player. But blind golfing is a team sport. Could Birdie, the 
kooky girl next door, be the unlikely key to Bogie’s million dollar win?

 Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE MILLION DOLLAR SERIES
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MY WEIRD SCHOOL SERIES

#1: MISS DAISY IS CRAZY
Miss Daisy, who teaches second grade, doesn’t know how to add 
or subtract. Not only that, she doesn’t know how to read or write 
either. She is the dumbest teacher in the history of  the world!

#2: MR. KLUTZ IS NUTS!
Principal Klutz was hanging upside down from the school fla -
pole! He kissed a pig on the lips! He painted his bald head orange!  
And now he wants to bungee jump off  the roof  of  the school,  
dressed like Santa Claus!

#3: MRS. ROOPY IS LOOPY!
Mrs. Roopy, the new librarian, comes to school wearing a pot on 
her head! One day she thinks she’s George Washington, and the 
next day she’s Little Bo Peep! The worst part is, she doesn’t even 
know how crazy she is!

#4: MS. HANNAH IS BANANAS!
Ms. Hannah wears dresses made out of  pot holders and collects  
garbage instead of  throwing it out. This is the weirdest art class 
ever!

#5: MISS SMALL IS OFF THE WALL!
Miss Small, the gym teacher, is teaching the gang to juggle scarves, 
balance feathers, and do the Chicken Dance! Is this any way to stay 
in shape? Whatever happened to good old-fashioned dodge ball?

#6: MR. HYNDE IS OUT OF HIS MIND!
Music class is awesome! Mr. Hynde, the teacher, raps, breakdances, 
and plays bongo drums on the principal’s bald head. But he has 
some funny ideas—like making A.J. kiss Andrea in the school play. 
YUCK!

#7: MRS. COONEY IS LOONY!
Mrs. Cooney, the school nurse, is a real knockout—and A.J. has a  
crush on her! But what if  Mrs. Cooney’s beauty and charm are just 
a cover for her secret identity as an international spy?

Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: Audio licensed to Recorded Books; Portuguese 
Language, Brazil, Fundamento; Korean hardcover, 
Balgeunmirae ; Spanish Language, Grupo Editorial 
Bruno; Turkey, Epsilon; Finland, Sanoma Magazines; 
English Audio in Korea (exclusive) and Asia (non-
exclusive,  JY Books; Arabic, Arab World Paperback 
(non-exclusive) Dar El Ilm Lilmalayin; Korean 
paperback, Balgeunmirae; Portuguese Language, 
Brazil, Fundamento 38
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#8: MS. LAGRANGE IS STRANGE!
Ms. LaGrange talks funny and she’s from some other country called 
France! Plus, she’s writing secret messages in the mashed potatoes! 
Ms. LaGrange is the weirdest lunch lady in the history of  the world!

#9: MISS LAZAR IS BIZARRE!
Miss Lazar likes to dance around the school with a mop! She has a  
secret room down in the basement where she keeps the bad kids! She 
says cleaning throw up is fun! Miss Lazar is the weirdest custodian in 
the history of  the world!

#10: MR. DOCKER IS OFF HIS ROCKER!
Mr. Docker must be a mad scientist! He does nutty experiments
and he has an evil, demented, cackling laugh. Plus he invented a car 
that runs on potatoes. Mr. Docker is the weirdest science teacher 
ever! Is he trying to take over the world?

#11: MRS. KORMEL IS NOT NORMAL!
First the school bus gets a flat tire, and then Mrs. Kormel is totally 
lost in the middle of  nowhere. A.J. and his friends may never get to 
school! Mrs. Kormel is the weirdest bus driver in the history of  the 
world, and she’s driving everyone crazy!

#12: MS. TODD IS ODD!
Ms. Todd is subbing, and A.J. and his friends are sure she kidnapped 
Miss Daisy so she could take over her job. They’re going to have to do 
the detective work to get the goods on her! Ms. Todd is the weirdest 
substitute teacher in the history of  the world!

#13: MRS. PATTY IS BATTY!
Mrs. Patty, the secretary, gives out the best Halloween candy! But her 
house is haunted! People say she’s a witch and her husband is a ghost. 
Is it worth A.J.’s risking his life for the best candy ever?

#14: MISS HOLLY IS TOO JOLLY!
Miss Holly, the Spanish teacher, is hanging mistletoe everywhere! 
That means boys will have to kiss girls. And girls will have to kiss 
boys. Ugh! Miss Holly is taking the holidays way too far!

DAN GUTMAN
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#15: MR. MACKY IS WACKY!
It’s Presidents’ Day, and Mr. Macky, the reading specialist,  
actually expects A.J. and his friends to read stuff  about the  
presidents! Not only that, but he lives in a log cabin and thinks  
he’s Abraham Lincoln! Is he for real?

#16: MS. COCO IS LOCO!
It’s Poetry Month! And Ms. Coco, who runs the gifted and  
talented program, is poetry crazy! She thinks boys should  
have feelings! She talks in rhyme! All the time! Will A.J.’s life  
ever be normal again?

#17: MISS SUKI IS KOOKY!
Miss Suki is a famous children’s book author - and she’s coming  
to A.J.’s school! She lives in the rainforest and writes about  
endangered animals. But when her pet raptor gets loose in the 
classroom, it’s the kids who are going to be endangered! YIKES!

#18: MRS. YONKERS IS BONKERS!
Mrs. Yonkers, the computer teacher, is the nerdiest teacher in 
the history of  the world. She can type with her feet! She buys 
foam cheese heads off  eBay! She even puts a Webcam on a 
turtle! Is she trying to take over the world?

#19 DR. CARBLES IS LOSING HIS MARBLES!
It’s Thanksgiving, but the kids at Ella Mentry School aren’t feel-
ing very thankful. That’s because Dr. Carbles is grumpier than 
ever, and he wants to fire Mr. Klutz! Will A.J. and his friends be 
able to save their principal’s job?

#20 MR. LOUIE IS SCREWY!
It’s Valentine’s Day! And Mr. Louie, the hippie crossing guard,  
put a love potion in the water fountain. Now teachers are fli t-
ing with each other! Girls are asking boys out on dates! Will A.J.  
have to kiss Andrea? Not if  he can help it. Yuck!

#21 MS. KRUP CRACKS ME UP!
A.J. thinks that nothing can possibly be as boring as a sleepover 
in the natural history museum. But anything can happen when 
Ms. Krup is in charge. The tour guide says that dinosaur skel-
etons come to life in the middle of  the night. Is she right?

www.dangutman.com
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#1 MRS. DOLE IS OUT OF CONTROL!
Ryan’s mom is the new PTA president and she’s going to turn 2nd grade graduation into  
THE EVENT OF THE CENTURY! A petting zoo, a marching band, fire orks and live  
animals—Mrs. Dole is totally out of  control!

#2 MR. SUNNY IS FUNNY!
A.J.’s family rented a beach house for the summer, and you’ll never guess in a million hundred 
years who rented the house next door. Well, you have to read the book to find out. So nah-nah-
nah boo-boo on you! Ok, Ok, it’s Andrea and her family. And she has a monster crush on Mr. 
Sunny, the hunky (but weird) lifeguard. Oooh! When are they gonna get married?

#3 MR. GRANITE IS FROM ANOTHER PLANET!
It’s the start of  a new school year, and A.J.’s third-grade teacher, Mr. Granite, is out of  this world! 
He’s a supergenius who talks weird, acts weird, and looks weird. He knows everything! Is he a 
computer posing as a person, or does he come from another planet?

#4 COACH HYATT IS A RIOT!
It’s pee-wee football season, and A.J.’s new coach is crazy. She wants the boys to do push ups in 
the mud. She wants them to pick up a car. And worst of  all, she wants to put girls on the team! 
You’ll never believe what happens in the big game!

#5: OFFICER SPENCE MAKES NO SENSE!
The security guard at Ella Mentry School has gone off  the deep end! Somebody is stealing peanut 
butter and jelly sandwiches from the vomitorium, and Officer Spence is on the case. He’s arrest-
ing everybody in sight! Somebody is going to go to jail! Who is it?

#6: MRS. JAFFEE IS DAFFY!
The new vice principal of  Ella Mentry School has some crazy ideas on how to teach kids. A.J. 
and the gang have to stand on their heads while they do math! They have to take a spelling test 
underwater! Everybody has to do yoga! Could it possibly get any weirder?

#7: DR. BRAD HAS GONE MAD!
Dr. Brad, the school counselor, sure has some wacky ideas! He waves shiny watches 
in your eyes! He shows you messy ink blots! Can he read your mind?     sssssssssssssss 

#8: MISS LANEY IS ZANY!
A.J. has to go see Miss Laney, the speech teacher, which makes no sense at all because he already 
knows  how to talk. Miss Laney has him say weird tongue twisters and forces him to star in the 
third-grade play, ROMEO AND JULIET. Will there be kissing?  Ew, disgusting!

#9: MRS. LIZZY IS DIZZY!
Help!  With the Recess Enrichment Program, A.J. and the gang have to take classes even dur-
ing recess!  The new teacher, Mrs. Lizzy, teaches how to make balloon animals, how to compost 
worms and lots of  other weird useless skills that nobody would ever want to know in a million 
hundred years!

#10: MISS MARY IS SCARY!
Something weird is going on!  Mr. Granite has been assigned a student teacher, and A.J. and the 
gang think she might be a vampire. Miss Mary lives in a cave and sleeps hanging upside down 
from the ceiling. Her boyfriend, Zack, looks like a zombie and plays in a heavy metal band. And 
worse than all that, they’re British!  Eeeeek! 

#11: MR. TONY IS FULL OF BALONEY!
Oh no! A.J.’s mom just got a job, so he has to go to After School Kid’s Kare. And Mr. Tony, the 
guy who runs it, is crazy. He wants to get into the Guinness Book of  World Records by making 
the world’s largest pizza!  Will A.J. and the gang be able to tunnel out of  the child care room and 
escape to freedom?  Run for your lives!

#12: MS. LEAKEY IS FREAKY!
Kids are getting too unhealthy, so Ella Mentry School has hired a health teacher to make the kids 
eat right and exercise. Ms. Leakey is a real health nut. She makes a punching bag filled with junk 
food! She makes a robot that smokes and drinks! She opens up a fast food restaurant that sells 
broccoli burgers! 

DAN GUTMAN
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MY WEIRD SCHOOL - I CAN READ: LEVEL 2

AN EXCITING NEW SERIES:

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: TALENT SHOW MIX-UP

Mr. Cooper’s class is having a talent show. But A.J. 
has a problem—he doesn’t have a talent! What will 
he do when the big day comes? Join A.J. and the 
gang from Ella Mentry School as they show young 
readers why they attend the weirdest—and most 
fun!—school around.

A new series of Level Two I Can Read titles 
based on Dan Gutman’s My Weird School series

A.J. and Andrea are taking a class trip to the 
museum! Their museum guide has been warned 
that one of them might misbehave. But who will it 
be? Join A.J. and Andrea from Ella Mentry School 
on this hilarious field trip as they show young 
readers why they attend the weirdest—and most 
fun!—school around.

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: GOES TO THE MUSEUM

AN EXCITING NEW SERIES:

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: TALENT SHOW MIX-UP

Mr. Cooper’s class is having a talent show. But A.J. 
has a problem—he doesn’t have a talent! What will 
he do when the big day comes? Join A.J. and the 
gang from Ella Mentry School as they show young 
readers why they attend the weirdest—and most 
fun!—school around.

A new series of Level Two I Can Read titles 
based on Dan Gutman’s My Weird School series

A.J. and Andrea are taking a class trip to the 
museum! Their museum guide has been warned 
that one of them might misbehave. But who will it 
be? Join A.J. and Andrea from Ella Mentry School 
on this hilarious field trip as they show young 
readers why they attend the weirdest—and most 
fun!—school around.

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: GOES TO THE MUSEUM

AN EXCITING NEW SERIES:

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: TALENT SHOW MIX-UP

Mr. Cooper’s class is having a talent show. But A.J. 
has a problem—he doesn’t have a talent! What will 
he do when the big day comes? Join A.J. and the 
gang from Ella Mentry School as they show young 
readers why they attend the weirdest—and most 
fun!—school around.

A new series of Level Two I Can Read titles 
based on Dan Gutman’s My Weird School series

A.J. and Andrea are taking a class trip to the 
museum! Their museum guide has been warned 
that one of them might misbehave. But who will it 
be? Join A.J. and Andrea from Ella Mentry School 
on this hilarious field trip as they show young 
readers why they attend the weirdest—and most 
fun!—school around.

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: GOES TO THE MUSEUM

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: CLASS PET MESS

Mr. Cooper’s class is getting a pet! Alexia hopes it is 
something cool, like a snake. But is she ready to take 
care of the pet, or will it be one weird mess? 

MY WEIRD SCHOOL: TEAMWORK TROUBLE

With help from Coach Deen, Ryan wants to form a 
sports team with AJ and Andrea, but it’s for one of the 
weirdest sports there is: curling!  Will the sweepers 
be able to get the stones to the house, or will trouble 
among the teammates end in one weird mess?

#15: MR. MACKY IS WACKY!
It’s Presidents’ Day, and Mr. Macky, the reading specialist,  
actually expects A.J. and his friends to read stuff  about the  
presidents! Not only that, but he lives in a log cabin and thinks  
he’s Abraham Lincoln! Is he for real?

#16: MS. COCO IS LOCO!
It’s Poetry Month! And Ms. Coco, who runs the gifted and  
talented program, is poetry crazy! She thinks boys should  
have feelings! She talks in rhyme! All the time! Will A.J.’s life  
ever be normal again?

#17: MISS SUKI IS KOOKY!
Miss Suki is a famous children’s book author - and she’s coming  
to A.J.’s school! She lives in the rainforest and writes about  
endangered animals. But when her pet raptor gets loose in the 
classroom, it’s the kids who are going to be endangered! YIKES!

#18: MRS. YONKERS IS BONKERS!
Mrs. Yonkers, the computer teacher, is the nerdiest teacher in 
the history of  the world. She can type with her feet! She buys 
foam cheese heads off  eBay! She even puts a Webcam on a 
turtle! Is she trying to take over the world?

#19 DR. CARBLES IS LOSING HIS MARBLES!
It’s Thanksgiving, but the kids at Ella Mentry School aren’t feel-
ing very thankful. That’s because Dr. Carbles is grumpier than 
ever, and he wants to fire Mr. Klutz! Will A.J. and his friends be 
able to save their principal’s job?

#20 MR. LOUIE IS SCREWY!
It’s Valentine’s Day! And Mr. Louie, the hippie crossing guard,  
put a love potion in the water fountain. Now teachers are fli t-
ing with each other! Girls are asking boys out on dates! Will A.J.  
have to kiss Andrea? Not if  he can help it. Yuck!

#21 MS. KRUP CRACKS ME UP!
A.J. thinks that nothing can possibly be as boring as a sleepover 
in the natural history museum. But anything can happen when 
Ms. Krup is in charge. The tour guide says that dinosaur skel-
etons come to life in the middle of  the night. Is she right?
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MY WEIRDER SCHOOL SERIES

#1 MISS CHILD HAS GONE WILD!
The third grade has won a poetry contest, so they get to go on 
a field trip to the zoo.  That’s how they meet Miss Child, the 
weirdest zookeeper in the history of  the world.  She thinks 
animals are smarter than people!  She thinks elephants can 
paint pictures!  She keeps snakes in her pockets for fun!  

#2 MR. HARRISON IS EMBARRASSIN’! 
Mr. Harrison, the tech guy at Ella Mentry School, can fix 
anything:  computers, phones, pencil sharpeners.  He can also 
build anything, like a solar-powered umbrella.  What a nerd!  
But when the power goes out in the school, everyone is yelling 
and screaming and freaking out in the dark. 

#3 MRS. LILLY IS SILLY! 
It’s Career Day at Ella Mentry School! Mrs. Lilly is a reporter 
for the local paper. She’s going to come back and help the kids 
make their own newspaper all about the school. What will hap-
pen when A.J. and the gang become investigative reporters? 

#4 MR. BURKE IS BESERK!   
Mr. Burke cuts the grass, trims the bushes and does the land-
scaping around Ella Mentry School. He wants to have a corn 
maze on the baseball diamond and drag races with his riding 
mower. What’s up with the crop circles in the soccer field? And 
what did he bury under the monkey bars?
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#1 MISS CHILD HAS GONE WILD!
The third grade has won a poetry contest, so they get to go 
on a field trip to the zoo.  That’s how they meet Miss Child, 
the weirdest zookeeper in the history of the world.  She 
thinks animals are smarter than people!  She thinks 
elephants can paint pictures!  She keeps snakes in her 
pockets for fun!  

#2 MR. HARRISON IS EMBARRASSIN’! 
Mr. Harrison, the tech guy at Ella Mentry School, can fix 
anything:  computers, phones, pencil sharpeners.  He can 
also build anything, like a solar-powered umbrella.  What a 
nerd!  But when the power goes out in the school, everyone 
is yelling and screaming and freaking out in the dark. 

#3 MRS. LILLY IS SILLY! 
It’s Career Day at Ella Mentry School! Mrs. Lilly is a reporter 
for the local paper. She’s going to come back and help the 
kids make their own newspaper all about the school. What 
will hap-pen when A.J. and the gang become investigative 
reporters? 

#4 MR. BURKE IS BESERK!   
Mr. Burke cuts the grass, trims the bushes and does the land-
scaping around Ella Mentry School. He wants to have a corn maze 
on the baseball diamond and drag races with his riding mower. 
What’s up with the crop circles in the soccer field? And what did 
he bury under the monkey bars?

#5 MS. BEARD IS WEIRD!
Lights, camera, action! A hot new reality show, "The Real 
Teachers of Ella Mentry," is filming at school. Everybody wants to 
look good on TV so they can win the show's grand prize - an all-
expenses-paid vacation and a year's supply of pork sausage. The 
weird director, Ms. Beard, tells the teachers and students to act 
normal. Like that's gonna happen!

#6 MAYOR HUBBLE IS IN TROUBLE!
Election day is right around the corner, and guess who's running 
for class president? A.J. and Andrea! Mayor Hubble is going to 
teach the kids all the ins and outs of politics, and every vote 
counts. Who's going to win? Who's going to lose?

DAN GUTMAN
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#7 MISS KRAFT IS DAFT!
Oh no! Mr. Granite is sick. A.J. and the gang will have a 
substitute teacher all week. Yay! But Miss Kraft is weird. She 
wears a clown costume and uses hand puppets to talk. She likes 
to do magic tricks. And she’s happy all the time. What is her 
problem?

#8 DR. NICHOLAS IS RIDICULOUS!
Dr. Nicholas is the weirdest history teacher in history! She 
doesn’t care about wars and presidents. She is going to teach 
the kids about the history of  the toilet bowl! Is she crazy? She 
built a time machine so she can take the kids into the past . . . 
and the future. Guess who’s going to get stuck in time?

#9 MS. SUE HAS NO CLUE!
It’s time for the annual Ella Mentry School fund-raiser, and 
guess who’s in charge?  Alexia’s mom, Ms. Sue!  She has the 
teachers selling everything from summer sausages and cheesy 
popcorn to dead goldfish in plastic bags to raise money for 
new playground equipment.  But what happens when Ms. Sue 
crosses the line?  Somebody’s going to end up in a the big house 
(and by “big house, “ we don’t mean a big house!).

DAN GUTMAN
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Oh no! Mr. Granite is sick. A.J. and the gang will have a substitute 
teacher all week. Yay! But Miss Kraft is weird. She wears a clown 
costume and uses hand puppets to talk. She likes to do magic tricks. 
And she’s happy all the time. What is her problem?

#8 DR. NICHOLAS IS RIDICULOUS!
Dr. Nicholas is the weirdest history teacher in history! She doesn’t 
care about wars and presidents. She is going to teach the kids about 
the history of the toilet bowl! Is she crazy? She built a time machine 
so she can take the kids into the past . . . and the future. Guess 
who’s going to get stuck in time?

#9 MS. SUE HAS NO CLUE!
It’s time for the annual Ella Mentry School fund-raiser, and guess 
who’s in charge?  Alexia’s mom, Ms. Sue!  She has the teachers 
selling everything from summer sausages and cheesy popcorn to 
dead goldfish in plastic bags to raise money for new playground 
equipment.  But what happens when Ms. Sue crosses the line?  
Somebody’s going to end up in a the big house (and by “big house, 
“ we don’t mean a big house!).

#10 MR. JACK IS A MANIAC!
Principal Klutz thinks the kids at Ella Mentry need to learn some 
self-defense moves. But the guy he hired -Mr. Jack- thinks he's an 
action hero! How are the kids supposed to learn anything?

#11 MISS KLUTE IS A HOOT!
Mr. Macky has decided to hire a special reading helper to whip the 
kids into shape -Miss Klute, a labradoodle! A.J. and his friends don't 
understand why they have to read to a therapy dog, until the first 
time they do it. Suddenly everyone wants a turn reading to Miss 
Klute!

#12 MRS. LANE IS A PAIN!
Principal Klutz hires a talent coach, Mrs. Lane, to help the kids 
prepare for the Ella Mentry School talent show. But what will 
A.J.'s talent be? And what happens when Mrs. Lane tries to steal 
the show?
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MY WEIRD SCHOOL SPECIALS

#1 IT’S HALLOWEEN, I’M TURNING GREEN!
It’s Halloween, and you know what that means! Candy! Costumes! More 
candy! What would happen if  a kid ate a million hundred pounds of  
chocolate in one night? One thing’s for sure—when A.J. and his friends 
from Ella Mentry School go trick-or-treating, it will be a Halloween to 
remember.

#2 DECK THE HALLS, WE’RE OFF THE WALLS!
It’s Christmas, and you know what that means! Santa Claus is coming to 
town! Or at least to the local mall. But what happens when kid rapper 
Cray-Z gives a Christmas concert at the same mall and all his fans go 
bananas? One thing’s for sure—if  A.J. and his friends from Ella Mentry 
School want to save the day, they will need a Christmas miracle.

#3 BUNNY DOUBLE, WE'RE IN TROUBLE!
Hip Hop Hooray! It's Easter! And this year, Mayor Hubble is 
hosting an Easter Egg roll and a special egg hunt at the mayor's 
mansion. But when Mayor Hubble reveals that the prize golden egg 
has a thousand dollars inside it, the egg hunt becomes a wacky free-
for-all!
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and his friends from Ella Mentry School go trick-or-treating, it will 
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need a Christmas miracle.

#3 BUNNY DOUBLE, WE'RE IN TROUBLE!
Hip Hop Hooray! It's Easter! And this year, Mayor Hubble is 
hosting an Easter Egg roll and a special egg hunt at the mayor's 
mansion. But when Mayor Hubble reveals that the prize golden egg 
has a thousand dollars inside it, the egg hunt becomes a wacky free-
for-all!

#4 BACK TO SCHOOL, WEIRD KIDS RULE!
Summer is almost over, and you know what that means—time to 
head back to school! Andrea and A.J. are sent to Camp 
Ockatollyquay, a camp to get kids ready for school! But not to worry
—Andrea and A.J. rally the Ella Mentry School gang to end their 
summer on a note they'll never forget.

#5 OH VALENTINE, WE'VE LOST OUR MINDS!
It's the week of Valentine's Day, and A.J.'s class is getting a foreign 
exchange student! His name is Pierre, and he's from France. But 
what happens when Pierre challenges A.J. to a duel (or at least a 
thumb war) over Andrea? One thing's for sure: when L-O-V-E 
comes to Ella Mentry, it spells the weirdest Valentine's Day story in 
the history of the world!
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MY WEIRD SCHOOL FAST FACTS

MY WEIRD WRITING TIPS

The ability to put thoughts into writing is an essential skill vital to success in 
school—from elementary school through college. Bestselling author Dan Gutman 
helps kids master this important skill with his fun, informative writing guide. Dan 
offers tricks for spelling hard words, understanding the difference between 
similar words like “its” and “it’s,” and conquering grammar stumbling blocks 
like commas and apostrophes. With illustrated appearances from A.J. and 
Andrea, stars of his bestselling MY WEIRD SCHOOL series, and with his 
trademark wacky sense of humor, Dan makes learning the writing and storytelling 
basics so fun kids will forget they’re learning.
Rights: 
Eden Street: Foreign, Film and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others

FAST FACTS: SPORTS
Did you know that the only sport that’s been played on the moon is golf? 
Did you know that an NFL quarterback once threw a touchdown pass to 
himself?! Whether you’re a kid who wants to know more about sports or 
just someone who is curious why Major League Baseball umpires have to 
wear black underwear, this is the book for you!
Rights:  
Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others

FAST FACTS: GEOGRAPHY
Did you know that Antarctica’s largest land animal is an insect? Did you 
know that the smallest country in the world is only 0.2 square miles?! Learn 
more weird-but-true geography facts with A.J. and Andrea from Dan 
Gutman’s bestselling My Weird School series. Whether you’re a kid who 
wants to learn more about geography or simply someone who wants to 
know if there’s really a town called Scratch Ankle, this geography facts 
edition is the book for you.
Rights:  
Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
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than an Indianapolis 500 racecar, this is the book for you! 
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MY WEIRDER SCHOOL SERIES

#7 MISS KRAFT IS DAFT!
Oh no! Mr. Granite is sick. A.J. and the gang will have a 
substitute teacher all week. Yay! But Miss Kraft is weird. She 
wears a clown costume and uses hand puppets to talk. She likes 
to do magic tricks. And she’s happy all the time. What is her 
problem?

#8 DR. NICHOLAS IS RIDICULOUS!
Dr. Nicholas is the weirdest history teacher in history! She 
doesn’t care about wars and presidents. She is going to teach 
the kids about the history of  the toilet bowl! Is she crazy? She 
built a time machine so she can take the kids into the past . . . 
and the future. Guess who’s going to get stuck in time?

#9 MS. SUE HAS NO CLUE!
It’s time for the annual Ella Mentry School fund-raiser, and 
guess who’s in charge?  Alexia’s mom, Ms. Sue!  She has the 
teachers selling everything from summer sausages and cheesy 
popcorn to dead goldfish in plastic bags to raise money for 
new playground equipment.  But what happens when Ms. Sue 
crosses the line?  Somebody’s going to end up in a the big house 
(and by “big house, “ we don’t mean a big house!).
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MY WEIRD WRITING TIPS
HarperCollins

The ability to put thoughts into writing is an essential skill vital to 
success in school—from elementary school through college. Bestselling 
author Dan Gutman helps kids master this important skill with his fun, 
informative writing guide. Dan offers tricks for spelling hard words, 
understanding the difference between similar words like “its” and 
“it’s,” and conquering grammar stumbling blocks like commas and 
apostrophes. With illustrated appearances from A.J. and Andrea, stars 
of his bestselling MY WEIRD SCHOOL series, and with his trademark 
wacky sense of humor, Dan makes learning the writing and storytelling 
basics so fun kids will forget they’re learning.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
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JOKES, GAMES, AND PUZZLES
In this fun and zany activity book starring the kids of Dan Gutamn’s 
wildly popular MY Weird School series, kids can enjoy a million hundred 
weird jokes, games, and puzzles (Or at least 196 pages worth!) From 
mazes to escape and codes to crack MY WEIRD SCHOOL trivia and 
jokes that will keep you laughing, this book has something for everyone! 

www.dangutman.com

MY WEIRD SCHOOL SPECIALS

#1 IT’S HALLOWEEN, I’M TURNING GREEN!
It’s Halloween, and you know what that means! Candy! Costumes! More 
candy! What would happen if  a kid ate a million hundred pounds of  
chocolate in one night? One thing’s for sure—when A.J. and his friends 
from Ella Mentry School go trick-or-treating, it will be a Halloween to 
remember.

#2 DECK THE HALLS, WE’RE OFF THE WALLS!
It’s Christmas, and you know what that means! Santa Claus is coming to 
town! Or at least to the local mall. But what happens when kid rapper 
Cray-Z gives a Christmas concert at the same mall and all his fans go 
bananas? One thing’s for sure—if  A.J. and his friends from Ella Mentry 
School want to save the day, they will need a Christmas miracle.

#3 BUNNY DOUBLE, WE'RE IN TROUBLE!
Hip Hop Hooray! It's Easter! And this year, Mayor Hubble is 
hosting an Easter Egg roll and a special egg hunt at the mayor's 
mansion. But when Mayor Hubble reveals that the prize golden egg 
has a thousand dollars inside it, the egg hunt becomes a wacky free-
for-all!
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MY WEIRDEST SCHOOL

Rights:
Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: 
Portuguese, Brazil: Fundamento
Korea: Balgeunmirae
Spain: Grupo Editorial Bruno
Turkey: Epsilon
Finland: Sanoma Magazines
Arab World: Dar El Ilm Lilmalayin Audio: Recorded Books
English Audio in Korea: JY Books

#5 MISS DAISY IS STILL CRAZY!
Mr. Cooper is sick, and that means A.J. and the gang are getting a substitute teacher—
crazy Miss Daisy! Now that she’s back, she’s weirder than ever. Instead of learning, she 
wants the kids to eat bonbons all day. And she thinks that germs are out to get her. Will 
third grade ever be normal again?

#4 MRS. MEYER IS ON FIRE!
Mrs. Meyer of the local fire department has been brought in to teach the students, but 
she is the weirdest safety expert in the world. She likes fire just a little too much. Will 
Mrs. Meyer catch on fire? Will she retire? What will transpire?

#1 MR. COOPER IS SUPER!
In this first book in the hilarious new My Weirdest School series, A.J.'s third-grade 
teacher, Mr. Granite, is retiring after a million hundred years. It turns out the new 
teacher, Mr. Cooper, is even weirder than Mr. Granite! One day he's Rat Man and he 
teaches about rodents. The next day he's Lava Man and he teaches about volcanoes. But 
what happens when a real superhero is needed? 

#2 MS. CUDDY IS NUTTY!
The students of Ella Mentry School are about to get a wonderful gift—a million dollars! 
A.J. and the gang vote to create an in-school, state-of-the-art TV station so the morning 
announcements can be broadcast to all the classes. But soon Ms. Cuddy decides the 
ratings on the announcements are too low, and the show needs to "get more eyeballs." 
What could possibly go wrong?

#3 MISS BROWN IS UPSIDE DOWN!
The Brain Games are coming to Ella Mentry School! Miss Brown will help the kids do 
creative projects, like building a bridge out of toothpicks and designing a remote control 
car. But the kids will have to compete against the students of Dirk School to win the 
grand prize: a free trip to PizzaWorld!
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Recorded Books, English Audio in Korea: JY Books

MY WEIRDER SCHOOL SERIES

#7 MISS KRAFT IS DAFT!
Oh no! Mr. Granite is sick. A.J. and the gang will have a 
substitute teacher all week. Yay! But Miss Kraft is weird. She 
wears a clown costume and uses hand puppets to talk. She likes 
to do magic tricks. And she’s happy all the time. What is her 
problem?

#8 DR. NICHOLAS IS RIDICULOUS!
Dr. Nicholas is the weirdest history teacher in history! She 
doesn’t care about wars and presidents. She is going to teach 
the kids about the history of  the toilet bowl! Is she crazy? She 
built a time machine so she can take the kids into the past . . . 
and the future. Guess who’s going to get stuck in time?

#9 MS. SUE HAS NO CLUE!
It’s time for the annual Ella Mentry School fund-raiser, and 
guess who’s in charge?  Alexia’s mom, Ms. Sue!  She has the 
teachers selling everything from summer sausages and cheesy 
popcorn to dead goldfish in plastic bags to raise money for 
new playground equipment.  But what happens when Ms. Sue 
crosses the line?  Somebody’s going to end up in a the big house 
(and by “big house, “ we don’t mean a big house!).
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Rights:
Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: 
Portuguese, Brazil: Fundamento
Korea: Balgeunmirae
Spain: Grupo Editorial Bruno
Turkey: Epsilon
Finland: Sanoma Magazines
Arab World: Dar El Ilm Lilmalayin 
Audio: Recorded Books
English Audio in Korea: JY Books

#5 MS. DAISY IS STILL CRAZY!
Mr. Cooper is sick, and that means A.J. and the gang are getting a 
substitute teacher—crazy Miss Daisy! Now that she’s back, she’s 
weirder than ever. Instead of learning, she wants the kids to eat 
bonbons all day. And she thinks that germs are out to get her. Will 
third grade ever be normal again?

#6 MR. NICK IS A LUNATIC!
In this sixth book in the new My Weirdest School series, the 
teachers of Ella Mentry School are on strike! A.J. and the gang are 
getting a new principal, Mr. Nick, and he doesn’t believe in rules. 
Mr. Nick says the students don’t even have to learn if they don’t 
want to! What could possibly go wrong?
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#6 MR. NICK IS A LUNATIC!
In this sixth book in the new My Weirdest School series, the teach-
ers of Ella Mentry School are on strike! A.J. and the gang are getting 
a new principal, Mr. Nick, and he doesn’t believe in rules. Mr. Nick 
says the students don’t even have to learn if they don’t want to! What 
could possibly go wrong?

#7 MS. JONI IS A PHONY!
In this seventh book in the new My Weirdest School series, it’s 
picture day at Ella Mentry School! This year, Mr. Klutz has hired a 
weird photographer, Ms. Joni. She keeps saying “fabulous,” and she 
wants to turn A.J. into a supermodel. But what happens when the 
Picture Day Zombie makes an appearance? Run for your lives!

#8 MRS. MASTER IS A DISASTER!
In this eighth book in the new My Weirdest School series, it’s 
Grandparents Day at Ella Mentry School! Alexia’s grandmother 
Mrs. Master makes weird inventions for a living, but A.J. and the 
gang come up with the weirdest invention of all. And they’re going 
to make a bazillion dollars from it! Will they succeed? Or will 
their great big idea be flushed down the drain?

#9 MISS TRACY IS SPACEY!
In this ninth book in the New My Weirdest School Series, Miss 
Universe is coming to Ella Mentary School! Her real name is Miss 
Tracy, and she’s a retired scientist who will teach the students 
about planets and the solar system.  But what happens when A.J. is 
cast as the planet Uranus in the school play?

#10 MISS NEWMAN ISN’T HUMAN!
In this tenth book in the New My Weirdest School series, Sprin-
kles Newman the local TV meteorologist is coming to Ella Mentry 
School!  She’s going to teach AJ and the gang all about the weather.  
But what happens when a real live (well, not live) hurricane comes 
to the school?  Hold on to your umbrellas!

#11 MR WILL NEEDS TO CHILL!
In this eleventh book in the MY WEIRD SCHOOL series, local 
ice-cream man Mr. Will is bringing delicious treats to Ella Mentry 
School!  But Dr. Carbles has banned desserts forever and will stop 
at nothing to ensure that no one breaks the rules.

www.dangutman.com

MY WEIRD SCHOOL SPECIALS

#1 IT’S HALLOWEEN, I’M TURNING GREEN!
It’s Halloween, and you know what that means! Candy! Costumes! More 
candy! What would happen if  a kid ate a million hundred pounds of  
chocolate in one night? One thing’s for sure—when A.J. and his friends 
from Ella Mentry School go trick-or-treating, it will be a Halloween to 
remember.

#2 DECK THE HALLS, WE’RE OFF THE WALLS!
It’s Christmas, and you know what that means! Santa Claus is coming to 
town! Or at least to the local mall. But what happens when kid rapper 
Cray-Z gives a Christmas concert at the same mall and all his fans go 
bananas? One thing’s for sure—if  A.J. and his friends from Ella Mentry 
School want to save the day, they will need a Christmas miracle.

#3 BUNNY DOUBLE, WE'RE IN TROUBLE!
Hip Hop Hooray! It's Easter! And this year, Mayor Hubble is 
hosting an Easter Egg roll and a special egg hunt at the mayor's 
mansion. But when Mayor Hubble reveals that the prize golden egg 
has a thousand dollars inside it, the egg hunt becomes a wacky free-
for-all!
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Book One: THE SHORTSTOP WHO KNEW TOO MUCH

When a wild pitch transforms eleven-year-old Jake from an ordinary
shortstop to the most valuable player on the team, suddenly Jake can read minds! 
With his special powers to help them, the Martinizers can’t lose. Only a few people 
know about Jake’s ESP. Unfortunately, one of  them thinks Jake knows too much.

Book Two: THE GREEN MONSTER IN LEFT FIELD

Lee Maigam, left fielder for the Medford Maulers, considered himself  something 
of  a monster expert. He thought it was highly unlikely for a monster to be hanging 
around a baseball field in Ore on. Then he met BIGFOOT . . .

Book Three: THE CATCHER WHO SHOCKED THE WORLD

A bolt of lightening gives Rod psychokinesis: the power to bend and move 
objects with his mind. As catcher for the St. Cloud Tornadoes, Rod thinks it’s 
fun using his gift to bend the rules ± and the opposing players’ bats, causing 
the mystified batters to go down swinging.  Unfortunately, Rod attracts the 
attention of the wacky local weather-man Sonny Day Powers, who has 
other ideas for Rod’s special talents.  Ideas that are absolutely shocking.

Book Four: THE PITCHER WHO WENT OUT OF HIS MIND
How can Rob Newton float 25 feet above the pitcher’s mound and  look down 
as he keeps pitching? The local psychic has an explanation: it’s an out-of-body 
experience, and he should use his rare gift with  caution. When arch rival 
Simon Foster viciously tries to take Rob out  of the championship, will 
Rob use his power to stop his enemy?

Rights: Eden Street: All rights

TALES FROM THE SANDLOT SERIES

A series of  baseball fantasy books for little leaguers that is fantastically funny!
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THE CHRISTMAS GENIE 
Simon & Schuster

It’s the last day of school before Christmas vacation and Mrs. Walter’s 5th 
grade class can’t wait for the final bell. But then a mysterious meteorite crash-es 
through their window and out pops a genie! He will grant only ONE wish for the 
whole class to share. Be careful what you wish for!
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance, Audio & Commercial 
Simon & Schuster: All others
Sold: Turkish rights, Epsilon

BABE RUTH AND THE ICE CREAM MESS
Childhood of  Famous Americans: Easy-To-Read
Aladdin

Young George (Babe) Ruth sends his friends’ baseball right through a kitchen window. 
George runs in fear all the way to his father’s tavern, where he finds a dollar. That’s 
enough to buy ice cream for all his friends to make up for the lost ball! So he takes it. 
Even as a boy Babe Ruth was generous. But sometimes, it got him into big trouble…
Rights:  Eden Street: Performance and Commercial
Simon & Schuster: All others

CAL RIPKEN, JR.: MY STORY
Written by Cal Ripken, Jr. and Mike Bryan and adapted by Dan Gutman
Dial

For readers aged 8–12, this adaptation by popular children’s sports writer Dan Gutman 
traces Cal Ripken, Jr.’s life from his childhood in a baseball family to his rise through the 
minors to his career with the Baltimore Orioles, where he didn’t miss a game from 1982 
through 1999.
 Rights: Dial: All rights

CASEY BACK AT BAT
HarperCollins

America has been waiting for this mighty ballplayer to step up to the plate and 
right his wrong that left Mudville in a state of gloom. Now, in this humorous, 
seam-splitting sequel to Ernest Lawrence Thayer’s “Casey at the Bat: A Ballad of 
the Republic,” award-winning author Dan Gutman offers Casey what any 
failed sports hero most desires—a second chance.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio and Performance
HarperCollins: All others
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THE GET RICH QUICK CLUB
HarperCollins

This is the dazzling tale of five kids who make a pact to earn a million dollars 
by the end of the summer. Led by the clever and daring Gina Tumolo, they 
come up with a fantastic scheme that involves a photograph of a UFO. Before 
they are through, they will have their photos in newspapers across the country 
and even meet face to face with…Well, you don’t think we’ll give the story away 
right here, do you? See for yourself what happens!
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance/Merchandise and Audio 
HarperCollins: All others

THE DAY ROY RIEGELS RAN THE WRONG WAY
Bloomsbury USA

He picks up the fumble! He’s sprinting down the field! He’s almost at the goal 
line! He’s . . .running the wrong way?!? Everybody makes mistakes—and this is one 
of the greatest. It’s the true story of Roy Riegels, a center for the California 
Golden Bears, whose wrong-way run cost his football team the Rose Bowl in 
1929. 
Rights: Eden Street: Performance, Commercial/Merchandise, E-adaptation 
Bloomsbury USA: All others

DR. DEMENTED 
Pocket Books

Every American Wrestling Federation fan knows that the evil Dr. Demented is the 
nastiest pro wrestler around. So when Wesley Brown accidentally discovers the 
secret identity of Dr. Demented, he freaks out. Now that he recognizes the man 
behind the mask, Wesley figures he’s dead meat...or worse. 
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

ELECTION!
Open Road Integrated Media

Dan Gutman takes on his strangest subject ever: the American political 
system. Reaching through history from the days of the founding fathers to 
today’s voting system, Gutman tackles complex subjects in a clear, easy-to-
understand way. Even grown-ups will find something in here that 
they’ve never learned before. 
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign
Open Road Integrated Media: All others
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GETTING AIR
Simon & Schuster

Jimmy, David and Henry are psyched. It’s summer, school’s out and they are on 
their way to California, where they will be able to do some major skating. But 
terrorists hijack their plane. They take action and they succeed. Sort of. They 
may have beaten the terrorists, but now their plane has crashed in the middle of 
nowhere and all of a sudden, their summer vacation is about finding food, 
shelter and a rescue.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Foreign, and Performance 
Simon & Schuster: All others

THE HOMEWORK MACHINE
Simon & Schuster

The unlikely foursome made up of a geek, a class clown, a teacher’s pet and a 
slacker—Brenton, Snik, Judy and Kelsey, respectively—are bound together by one 
very big secret: a homework machine, codenamed Belch. When Belch becomes 
more powerful than they ever imagined, the kids find themselves in a race against 
their own creation. The loser could end up in jail…or worse!
Rights: Eden Street: Performance and Translation
Simon & Schuster: All others
Sold: Audio licensed to Recorded Books; Chinese Complex, Bardon; 
Indonesia, Serambi Ilmu Semesta; Korea, Dasan Publishers; Theatrical 
Rights licensed to Mark Cabaniss

RETURN OF THE HOMEWORK MACHINE
Simon & Schuster

Snik, Brenton, Judy and Kelsey haven’t stayed in the best touch since last year’s big 
homework machine scandal. But they are all pulled back together again when 
Brenton realizes that the most powerful part of the machine was never destroyed. 
And there is someone out there who wants to use it for a lot more than just cheating. 
The group bands together to find the culprit, but also to find a hidden treasure!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Translation, Performance, Commercial and 
Graphic Novel
Simon & Schuster: All others

GYMNASTICS
Viking

From the ancient Greeks to Olga, Nadia and Mary Lou, this book provides a com-
prehensive look at one of our most popular sports. How did gymnastics begin? 
What’s life like for a young gymnast today? This thorough and fun-to-read book 
answers all these questions and many more. Lively anecdotes, biographies of gym-
nasts and fascinating facts illuminate this popular sport, as do trivia, statistics and 
a glossary.
Rights: Eden Street: Translation and Performance 
Viking: English Language
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ICE SKATING: FROM AXELS TO ZAMBONIS 
Viking

In this book, Gutman describes everything young hopefuls have to know to 
fol-low in the footsteps of their much admired heroes. Who wore the first pair 
of ice skates? What’s the difference between an axel and a lutz? What’s an 
average day like in the life of a young skater? There’s everything here to inspire 
future champions—or to entertain those who just love to watch.
Rights: Eden Street: Translation and Performance
Viking: English Language

JACKIE ROBINSON: Childhood of Famous Americans 
Simon & Schuster

One of the most popular series ever published for young Americans, 
these  classics have been praised by parents, teachers and librarians alike. 
With these lively, inspiring, fictionalized biographies—easily read by children 
of eight and up—today’s youngsters are swept right into history.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance and Commercial
Simon & Schuster: All others

JOE DIMAGGIO: Childhood of Famous Americans 
Simon & Schuster

One of the most popular series ever published for young Americans, 
these  classics have been praised by parents, teachers and librarians alike. With 
these lively, inspiring, fictionalized biographies—easily read by children of eight 
and up—today’s youngsters are swept right into history.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance and Commercial
Simon & Schuster: All others

JOHNNY HANGTIME 
HarperCollins

Jumping off the Empire State Building, fighting on the wing of a biplane, and 
parachuting onto the back of a horse are all in a day's work for thirteen-year-old 
Johnny Thyme, a stunt kid known in the movie business as Johnny Hangtime. But 
Johnny's phenomenal feats are a movie industry secret. Ricky Corvette, the superstar 
teen for whom Johnny doubles, wants his fans to think he does all his own stunts. 
What's Johnny going to do when his favorite director asks him to perform the super-
dangerous stunt that killed his father? Will following in his daredevil dad's footsteps 
take him over the edge?
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, & Merchandise HarperCollins: All 
others
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RECYCLE THIS BOOK! Edited by Dan Gutman
Random House

100 top children’s book authors write about how to make your life more green 
and teach others, too! With essays from renowned authors like Ann Brashares, 
Caroline B. Cooney, Bruce Coville and over 100 others, each piece is an informa-
tive and inspiring call to kids of all ages to understand what’s happening to 
the environment, and to take action in saving our world.
Rights: Eden Street: Commercial & Performance 
Random House: All others

THE TALENT SHOW 
Simon & Schuster

The kids of Cape Bluff, Kansas, had no idea there were so many aspiring 
stars among them until a tornado ripped through their town.  That’s when 
they decide to have a talent show to raise money to rebuild.  Now everyone is 
showing what they are made of:  the good, the bad and the bizarre.  But when 
their big night is threatened, the kids have to prove that their talent is worth 
the cost of admission.  ’Cause like the saying goes, the show must go on! 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance and Merchandise and 
Audio 
Simon & Schuster: All others

VIRTUALLY PERFECT 
Hyperion

Yip comes from a long line of professional pranksters. His dad, a computer X 
expert, regularly blows up stuff with a few clicks of the mouse. When Yip 
finds out his Dad’s company is testing software that creates virtual actors, he is 
intrigued. He downloads the program, taps a few buttons, and voilá!—he’s 
created Victor the “vactor,” a perfect kid, complete with artificial intelligence, 
good looks and a sense of humor. But Yip realizes there are more bugs in the 
program than he ever imagined.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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RACE FOR THE SKY: THE KITTY HAWK DIARIES OF JOHNNY 
MOORE
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers

Johnny is just a regular kid until two exciting things happen: His mother gives him 
a journal and tells him to write in it, and the Wright brothers breeze into town. 
Johnny isn’t sure about either idea; he hates writing and doesn’t trust those Wrights. 
But before he knows it, he is helping them build their flying machine and writing 
every day about his experiences. Over the course of three years, he forms a 
friend-ship with the brothers from Ohio and eventually gets to fly.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Translation and Performance 
Simon & Schuster: British

NIGHTMARE AT THE BOOK FAIR
Simon & Schuster

Trip Dinkleman hates to read. Hates, hates, hates it. All Trip wants to do is make 
the lacrosse team at school. So when the librarian asks him to help out and move 
some books for the school book fair, Trip is more than a little annoyed. Espe-
cially when those books tumble and fall right onto his head, catapulting him into 
a world in which he is living out different book genres, where everything seems 
wrong but also just a little bit familiar.
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Translation, Film/Performance, Commercial 
Simon & Schuster: All others

QWERTY STEVENS BACK IN TIME: THE EDISON MYSTERY 
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers

Time travel has never been this funny! Qwerty Stevens is a thirteen-year-old kid from New 
Jersey who en-joys playing basketball and tinkering with his computer. Thomas Edison is a 
grouchy but brilliant scientist, struggling to invent the light bulb. How they come together is 
the heart of this hilariously funny time-travel adventure. The Edison Mystery will thrill readers 
to the very last page.
Rights: Simon & Schuster: British 
Eden Street: All others 
Audio licensed Audible

QWERTY STEVENS: STUCK IN TIME WITH BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers

Qwerty finds himself facing a new challenge: writing a history paper on the American  
Revolution, due in an hour. This task might seem impossible to any other kid, 
but not to  Qwerty Stevens! With the help of the Anytime Anywhere Machine, 
Qwerty gets more than  just a paper on the Declaration of Independence: he gets 
Benjamin Franklin himself  sitting on his bed.
Rights: Simon & Schuster: British 
Eden Street: All others 
Audio licensed to Audible
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RECYCLE THIS BOOK! 
Edited by Dan Gutman 
Random House

100 top children’s book authors write about how to make your life more 
green and teach others, too! With essays from renowned authors like Ann 
Brashares, Caroline B. Cooney, Bruce Coville and over 100 others, each piece 
is an informa-tive and inspiring call to kids of all ages to understand what’s 
happening to the environment, and to take action in saving our world.
Rights: Eden Street: Commercial & Performance 
Random House: All others

THE TALENT SHOW 
Simon & Schuster

The kids of Cape Bluff, Kansas, had no idea there were so many aspiring 
stars among them until a tornado ripped through their town.  That’s when 
they decide to have a talent show to raise money to rebuild.  Now everyone is 
showing what they are made of:  the good, the bad and the bizarre.  But when 
their big night is threatened, the kids have to prove that their talent is worth 
the cost of admission.  ’Cause like the saying goes, the show must go on! 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance and Merchandise and 
Audio 
Simon & Schuster: All others

VIRTUALLY PERFECT 
Hyperion

Yip comes from a long line of professional pranksters. His dad, a computer 
X expert, regularly blows up stuff with a few clicks of the mouse. When Yip 
finds out his Dad’s company is testing software that creates virtual actors, he 
is intrigued. He downloads the program, taps a few buttons, and voila!—
he’s created Victor the “vactor”, a perfect kid, complete with artificial 
intelligence, good looks and a sense of humor. But Yip realizes there are 
more bugs in the program than he ever imagined.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

RAPPY THE RAPTOR
HarperCollins

Meet Rappy the Raptor, a velociraptor who speaks in rhymes all of the time, 
whether it's morning or noon, October or June. Now, how did it happen that 
he started rappin'? Well, here's Rappy's story in all its glory!
Rights: Eden Street: (text only) Foreign, Film, & Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
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RAPPY GOES TO THE LIBRARY (I CAN READ LEVEL 2)
HarperCollins

When Rappy the Raptor’s class goes to the library, it’s all Rappy can do not 
to be noisy. Can he keep his rapping quiet, or will he start a book riot? When 
students are finding the library a bore, quick-thinking Rappy uses his rhyming 
skills to save the day! 
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise
HarperCollins: All others

RAPPY GOES TO THE SUPERMARKET (I CAN READ LEVEL 2)
HarperCollins

Rappy the Raptor is going to the grocery store. What a bore! But Rappy finds 
himself actually having fun…that is, until he tips over a HUGE display of 
toilet paper rolls. The manager is angry, but the quick-thinking Rappy uses his 
rhyming skills to save the day! Beginning readers will enjoy rapping through 
the supermarket aisles with everyone’s favorite raptor. Rappy knows how to 
make even a trip to the supermarket fun! 
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, and Merchandise
HarperCollins: All others

RAPPY SERIES
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JIM AND ME
Stosh is shocked when his enemy, Bobby Fuller, begs him for a favor. He wants Stosh to take 
him back in time to meet Native American Jim Thorpe—an Olympic champion who lost his 
medals in a scandal. Thorpe went on to play professional baseball and football, but he could 
never again achieve such fame. His name was disgraced. Join Stosh and Fuller on a quest to 
save Jim’s reputation. You’ll meet Christy Mathewson, John McGraw and the rest of  the  
New York Giants in this eighth exciting, action-packed Baseball Card adventure!

RAY AND ME
When Stosh gets hit in the head with a baseball, he’s lucky to survive. Then he learns 
about another player who wasn’t so lucky—Ray Chapman, the only player in major 
league history to get hit by a ball and die. If  only they had batting helmets back then.

ROBERTO AND ME
When Stosh travels into the past to meet Roberto Clemente, a legendary ball player and a 
beloved humanitarian, he’s got only one goal: warning Roberto not to get on the doomed 
plane that will end his life. In the 60’s, Stosh meets free-spirited Sunrise, and together 
they travel to meet Roberto. But when the time comes for Stosh to return to the future, 
he finds that the ad enture has only just begun… 

TED AND ME
Stosh should have figured that the FBI would find him eventually. Now they’ve turned up on his 
doorstep—and they know all about his ability to travel through time using baseball cards. In fact, 
they want to send him back in time on a mission: to warn President Roosevelt about the attack 
on Pearl Harbor! But when Stosh finds out that his “ticket” back to 1941 is a Ted Williams card, 
he starts planning  a mission of  his own. Williams is one of  the greatest hitters of  all time—even 
though he lost almost five years of  his career to serve in the Marines. How many more home 
runs would the Splendid Splinter have hit if  he had those years back? What if  Stosh can prevent 
the attack on Pearl Harbor and convince Williams not to serve in the military?

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance and Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Audio Licensed to Recorded Books
JACKIE & ME: Theatrical Rights licensed to Stephen Dietz

THE BASEBALL CARD ADVENTURE SERIES
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RECYCLE THIS BOOK! Edited by Dan Gutman
Random House

100 top children’s book authors write about how to make your life more green 
and teach others, too! With essays from renowned authors like Ann Brashares, 
Caroline B. Cooney, Bruce Coville and over 100 others, each piece is an informa-
tive and inspiring call to kids of all ages to understand what’s happening to 
the environment, and to take action in saving our world.
Rights: Eden Street: Commercial & Performance 
Random House: All others

THE TALENT SHOW 
Simon & Schuster

The kids of Cape Bluff, Kansas, had no idea there were so many aspiring 
stars among them until a tornado ripped through their town.  That’s when 
they decide to have a talent show to raise money to rebuild.  Now everyone is 
showing what they are made of:  the good, the bad and the bizarre.  But when 
their big night is threatened, the kids have to prove that their talent is worth 
the cost of admission.  ’Cause like the saying goes, the show must go on! 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance and Merchandise and 
Audio 
Simon & Schuster: All others

VIRTUALLY PERFECT 
Hyperion

Yip comes from a long line of professional pranksters. His dad, a computer X 
expert, regularly blows up stuff with a few clicks of the mouse. When Yip 
finds out his Dad’s company is testing software that creates virtual actors, he is 
intrigued. He downloads the program, taps a few buttons, and voilá!—he’s 
created Victor the “vactor,” a perfect kid, complete with artificial intelligence, 
good looks and a sense of humor. But Yip realizes there are more bugs in the 
program than he ever imagined.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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Yip comes from a long line of professional pranksters. His dad, a computer 
X expert, regularly blows up stuff with a few clicks of the mouse. When Yip 
finds out his Dad’s company is testing software that creates virtual actors, he 
is intrigued. He downloads the program, taps a few buttons, and voila!—
he’s created Victor the “vactor”, a perfect kid, complete with artificial 
intelligence, good looks and a sense of humor. But Yip realizes there are 
more bugs in the program than he ever imagined.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

RAPPY THE RAPTOR
HarperCollins

Meet Rappy the Raptor, a velociraptor who speaks in rhymes all of the time, 
whether it's morning or noon, October or June. Now, how did it happen that 
he started rappin'? Well, here's Rappy's story in all its glory!
Rights: Eden Street: (text only) Foreign, Film, & Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others

DAN GUTMAN
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FAITH HARKEY
FAITH HARKEY

GENUINE SWEET
Clarion Books
Twelve-year-old Genuine Sweet, of tiny Sass, Georgia, can grant any 
wish . . . except her own. It's a peculiar predicament, considering how 
much she could use a few wishes. New friends help Genuine give her 
family a boost--and then she takes her gift global! Life finally seems to be 
on the mend. But when she's faced with unexpected trouble that no 
amount of wishing can fix, Genuine must puzzle out the difference 
between wishing for a better life and building one.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, & Merchandise
Clarion: All others

26

SNEAK THEIF
Knopf Books for Young Readers

A funny, moving novel about a sneak-thieving girl with the ability to actually see 
people’s pain – and take it away – who learns how simple acts of kindness can 
change the world.  Thanks to her sneak-thieving skills, Hush Cantrell can fend for 
herself.  Which is a good thing, since her mom’s the last person to look out for her.  
Hush’s life isn’t all roses, but when her new friend Desiree enters the picture, things 
start looking up.  That is, until Hush’s luck runs out and she’s finally caught.  Now 
Hush has to turn over a new leaf:  her only alternative to the dreaded “juvvie” is a 
job at Miz Tromp’s Nursery.  There Hush gets more than she’s bargained for – she 
learns for the first time how to make good things grow.  But soon Hush realizes 
something strange is happening to her: she can actually see people’s pain – and take 
it away. Pretty soon Hush and Desiree are on a mission to rid their town of pain.  
What could possibly be the downside to that? 
Rights: Eden Street:Movie, TV, Motion Picture, Merchandising and 
Commercial
Knopf: All others
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MARC HARSHMAN

By Marc Harshman 

Published by Eerdman's 
February 4, 2016

Ages: 4 - 8
Size:  11.25” x 9.25”, 34 pages

When you have a big family, reunions can be loud and chaotic. But as this 
cheerful book demonstrates, they can also be tons of fun! From canoeing 
down the river to getting chased by bees to telling ghost stories around the 
campfire, the reunion is filled with adventures for the whole family, even the 
pets! But when the vacation comes to an end, will everyone be able to keep 
the memories they've shared?

With sunny illustrations by Sara Palacios, Marc Harshman's winsome story 
evokes all the joys of summer vacation and family togetherness.

Marc Harshman's eleven children’s books include THE STORM, a 
Smithsonian Notable Book and Parent’s Choice Award winner. His most 
revent book, ONLY ONE NEIGHBORHOOD was published in 2007 by 
Dutton. He holds degrees from Bethany College, Yale Divinity School, and 
the University of Pittsburgh. 

Rights:  
Eden Street: Film, Audio, & Merchandise
Eerdman's: All others

ONE BIG FAMILY

10

MARC HARSHMAN

ALL THE WAY TO MORNING
Quarrier Press

Melodious sounds that children might hear as day turns into night in 
various places around the world are presented in this lyrical go-to-sleep 
book. Softly hued, gentle paintings depict a young child, thinking of 
children just like him in far-away places listening to the reassuring 
sounds that surround them before they drift off to dreamland.
Rights: Eden Street:

ONLY ONE
Cobblehill Books

A novel counting book, centered around a county fair and featuring 
delightful illustrations, shows how single things can combine to make 
something unique, new and utterly wondrous.
Rights: Penguin Random House: All Rights

ONLY ONE NEIGHBORHOOD
Dutton Juvenile 

This unique book uses a busy city neighborhood to teach the concept 
of one versus many. The same author-and-artist team that created the 
evergreen title Only One takes children on a tour of shops, the 
firehouse, and more via a simple, soothing text and extraordinary 
woodblock illustrations. 
Rights: Penguin Random House: All Rights

RED ARE THE APPLES
HMH Books for Young Readers

What can you find in an autumn garden? A harvest of bright 
colors, and lots to explore! Inviting rhymes and the antics of a boy 
and his pets promise a full day of fun for young readers as they 
pick out all the luscious fruits and vegetables in a colorful fall 
garden.
Rights: Eden Street:
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FALLINGWATER
Roaring Brook Press/Macmillan

This stunning picture book collaboration between Marc Harshman, Anna Egan 
Smucker, and LeUyen Pham guides readers through Wright’s process designing 
Fallingwater, from his initial inspiration to the home’s breathtaking culmination.  It 
is an exploration of the creative process; a celebration of potential and the vision 
required to unlock it.  Graceful prose and rich, dynamic illustrations breathe life into 
the story of Wright and of Fallingwater, a man, and a home utterly unlike any other.
Rights: Eden Street:British, Foreign, Audio, Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, 
Macmillan:: All others 

ONE BIG FAMILY
Eerdman’s
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Rights: Eden Street: Film, Audio, & Merchandise
Eerdman’s: All others
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MARC HARSHMAN

ROADS
Cavendish Square Publishing

Everyone loves a road trip, especially when the adventure is 
just beginning! The plans have all been made; luggage has all 
been stowed. All we have to do is climb into the car, and we're 
off! Sitting back, we watch the world outside our window, all 
the while wondering what lies ahead. 
Rights: Eden Street: All Rights

The rocks around their mountain farm serve all of the Woods family 
in many ways, both utilitarian and recreational, until the day two 
ladies from the city come to visit. Their house was drafty, their animals 
skinny, their clothes patched. But one thing they had was pockets, and 
in their pockets they carried rocks. An amusing tale of resourcefulness 
and honesty.
Rights: Eden Street: All Rights

ROCKS IN MY POCKETS
Quarrier Press

SNOW COMPANY
Dutton Juvenile

It's the worst snowstorm in 20 years. School is out early and its 
home for Teddy and his younger brother Ronnie--in from the cold 
and wind, with smells of cornbread and chili cooking. Then some 
stranded travelers arrive, and the evening really warms up around 
the old kitchen stove. 
Rights: Eden Street: All Rights
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FEAR AT BRILLSTONE, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Albert Whitman

Two teenage neighbors in a city apartment building are drawn into the mysterious activities at 
an oriental import company.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

FACE AT THE B RILLSTONE WINDOW; with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Albert Whitman 

Interviews for a research project lead two teenagers to discover the secret of a desperate man. 
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

BODY IN THE BRILLSTONE GARAGE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Albert Whitman

Liza discovers a body wearing Mr. Greening's jogging jacket, but when she returns to the scene 
with a friend, the body is gone and later, Mr. Greening is wearing the jacket. Is he a murderer?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

BLACK MAGIC AT BRILLSTONE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Albert Whitman

Liza and Logan investigate a spiritualist they believe is trying to cheat their neighbor out of her 
inheritance.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

TIME BOMB AT BRILLSTONE, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Albert Whitman

There are only ten minutes to deal with an arsonist's time bomb which is in a car in the base-
ment of the Brillstone apartments.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

BRILLSTONE BREAK-IN, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Albert Whitman

Two teen-age neighbors in a city apartment building become involved in the theft of 
money intended as a bribe for a public official.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

BRILLSTONE MYSTERIES

FLORENCE PARRY HEIDE
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MYSTERY AT BLUE RIDGE CEMETARY

The Spotlight Clubbers create stone rubbings of Civil War-era tombstones for a 
summer school class on the Civil War. Cindy has chosen the tombstone of 
Serafina Winslow, who died in 1862. Then, at the neighborhood yard sale, Cindy 
locates a box of interesting-looking old photos and frames and miscellaneous 
papers. When she takes it home with her, she discovers Serafina Winslow’s journal 
inside! Things get even more mysterious when Cindy finds a sketch of her neighbor’s 
missing locket in the journal. What does the long-deceased Serafina Winslow 
have to do with the recent disappearance of the locket? Leave it to the Spotlight 
Club to dig up the answers!

MYSTERY OF THE BEWITCHED BOOKMOBILE

The Spotlight Clubbers are helping out at the local bookmobile and they have a 
mystery to solve. 1. P. Nelson Edward. He said he doesn’t know Olga Ratchett. But 
he does. And she is very mad at him. Why? It has something to do with the time. 
Was he late? For what? 2. Olga Rachett. Why was she angry with P. Nelson? Why 
was she so upset about the bookmobile being closed early? 3. The man with the 
silver cane. Why was he angry at Olga Ratchett? What did he write down? Was it 
something about the bookmobile? And now, someone has broken into the 
bookmobile. The Spotlight Clubbers are on the case to find out who--and why!

MYSTERY OF THE MELTING SNOWMAN
It's snowman season in the neighborhood, but the Spotlighters discover that 
someone's not just playing! They find a curious iron figurine hidden inside one of the 
snowmen. Who was hiding it - and why? When a stranger comes looking for it, it's 
clear that the Spotlight Club has another mystery to solve!

Albert Whitman
March 2013

Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Foreign, Film, Merchandise 
Albert Whitman: All others

SPOTLIGHT CLUB MYSTERIES
by Florence Parry Heide and Roxanne Heide Peirce

FLORENCE PARRY HEIDE
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SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF THE MIDNIGHT MESSAGE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce 
Albert Whitman

Halted on their bus trip by a winter blizzard, Cindy and Jay learn of a crime being plotted 
and embark on a treacherous mission to warn the intended victim.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY AT THE SOUTH PORT CINEMA, with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce 
Albert Whitman
The Spotlight Club detectives try to locate a grocery store thief who disappears into a neighbor-
hood theater.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF THE MUMMY' S MASK, with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce 
Albert Whitman
The discovery of an ancient mummy mask involves the Spotlight Club detectives with 
unscrupu-lous art dealers and danger.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB:  MYSTERY OF THE FORGOTTEN ISLAND, 
with Roxanne Heide Pierce
Albert Whitman

The Spotlight Club detectives discover strange happenings and stage a thrilling rescue on a forgot-
ten island in the north woods.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY ON ROAD, with Roxanne Heide Pierce Albert 
Whitman

In this adventure of the Spotlight Club, a loyal dog helps Cindy escape from a root cellar 
where she's been trapped by an armored car robber who thinks she knows too much.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF THE SILVER TAG, with Sylvia van Clief 
Albert Whitman

When a missing valuable cat turns up in their mysterious neighbor's house, three friends 
conclude that the man is a thief and set out to rescue the animal.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF THE MISSING SUITCASE, with Sylvia van Clief 
Albert Whitman

When they pick up the wrong suitcase through a mix-up on a bus, three children are convinced 
it belongs to a criminal planning a bank robbery.

Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE SPOTLIGHT CLUB SERIES

FLORENCE PARRY HEIDE
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Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE SPOTLIGHT CLUB SERIES
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SPOTLIGHT CLUB: THE MIDDEN BOX MYSTERY , with Sylvia van Clief 
Albert Whitman

A series of petty thefts in the neighborhood leads the Spotlight Club into a new 
mystery.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF MACADOO ZOO, with Sylvia 
van Clief
Albert Whitman

The three Spotlight Club members track down a pickpocket loose in the zoo. 

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF THE WHISPERING VOICE, with 
Sylvia van Clief
Albert Whitman

Chester Manchester's seemingly bizarre behavior arouses the suspicions of the 
members of the Spotlight Club.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF THE VANISHING VISITOR, 
with Roxanne Heide Pierce
Albert Whitman

Cindy, Jay, and Dexter discover and outwit a prowler at the house of a neighbor. 

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY OF THE LONELY LANTERN, with 
Roxanne Heide Pierce
Albert Whitman

After seeing a mysterious stranger in an abandoned house on Halloween, the 
mem-bers of the Spotlight Club try to learn his identity.

SPOTLIGHT CLUB: MYSTERY AT KEY HOLE CARNIVAL, with 
Roxanne Heide Pierce
Albert Whitman7 

While working part-time at a carnival, the Spotlight detectives discover a plot 
to keep the carnival from staying in their town.

Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE SPOTLIGHT CLUB SERIES

FLORENCE PARRY HEIDE
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The Treehorn Books are three well-loved stories chronicling the trials of 
Treehorn, a young boy with a talent for getting into and out of (and sometimes 
right back into) unusual situations.

Holiday House
By Florence Parry Heide 
Illustrated by Edward Gorey

THE SHRINKING OF TREEHORN finds him growing down instead 
of growing up.

In TREEHORN'S TREASURE, he puts a creative spin on an 
adage spoken by his father.

In TREEHORN'S WISH, a genie adds some befuddlement to the boy's 
birthday.

THE TREEHORN TRILOGY

In these tales, Treehorn's quandaries are complicated by preoccupied 
adults, his fickle friend Moshie, and, of course, comic books, coupons 
and cereal box tops.
Rights (text only): 
THE SHRINKING OF TREEHORN: 
Eden Street:  British, Foreign, Audio, Film and Merchandise 
Holiday House:  all others
Sold: Japan, Kumon; Korea, Nojan; Portugal, Livros Horizonte; 
Spain and Catalan, Vicens Vives
TREEHORN'S TREASURE: Eden Street:  All rights.
Sold: Korea, Nojan
TREEHORN'S WISH:  Eden Street:  All rights.
Sold: Korea, Nojan
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ALEX B. ALLEN: DANGER ON BROKEN ARROW TRAIL, 
with David C. Heide
Albert Whitman

Beth and her friend Sally combine ingenuity, hiking know-how, and common 
sense to track down Kevin when they become separated hiking in the 
woods. Rights: Eden Street: All rights

ALEX B. ALLEN: FIFTH DOWN, with Sylvia Van Clief 
Albert Whitman

The know-it-all new boy at school is a source of irritation to two friends, 
captains of opposing touch football teams, until a big games comes up. 
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

ALEX B. ALLEN: TENNIS MENACE , with David C. 
Heide Albert Whitman

Andy Wexler decides that this is his summer to play tennis and enter the 
local tournament, but his association with two girls both helps and hinders 
his game.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

ALEX B. ALLEN: NO P LACE FOR BASEBALL,  with Sylvia Van Clief
Albert Whitman

The whole neighborhood baseball team works together to pay for the win-
dow they broke during practice and to find  new place to play so the ac-
cident won't happen again. 
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

ALICE GETS A NEW LOOK 
Saalfield
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

ALPHABET ZOOP 
McCall

A picture book in which letter of the alphabet is accompanied by illustrations of ob-
jects beginning with that letter.
Rights: Eden Street(text only): All rights
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ALWAYS LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Hyperion

Ernest always does what his mother asks...and never has any fun. When a new boy 
moves in next door, Ernest's mother encourages her son to make friends. But the new 
neighbors seem a little bit...strange--monstrous, even. Obeying Ernest's new friend Vla-
pid's mother means Ernest must do things he'd never dare try at home. And it's fantastic! 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, Television, Dramatic, Merchandising 
Hyperion: All others

BANANA TWIST 
Bantam Skylark78

Jonah D. Krock is addicted to TV and sweets, detests exercise and creepy people, 
and is determined not to get tangled up with his oddball neighbor, Goober Grube. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

BANANA BLITZ 
Yearling

Television and candy bar addict Jonah, arriving at Fairlee School, thinks his problems 
will be over if he can just win the prize offered by the American Banana Institute for 
watching its commercials.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

BENJAMIN BUDGE AND BARNABY BALL
Scholastic
Barnaby Ball was a big man whose house was too small, while his small neighbor 
had the opposite problem...
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE BIGNESS CONTEST 
Little, Brown

Beasley, a rather portly hippopotamus, is afraid that he is too huge to be good at 
any-thing, until he enters a contest he simply cannot lose.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

BY THE TIME YOU COUNT TO TEN 
Concordia
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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CHANGES 

A picture book about how as the body changes, the soul grows strong in the spirit of God 

Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE DAY IT SNOWED IN SUMMER 
Funk & Wagnails8

During an especially hot summer the cold air from the air conditioners drifted up and awak-
ened Jack Frost who thought he had overslept the winter.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

DILLWEED'S REVENGE , with Roxanne Heide Pierce, David Fisher 
Parry, & Jeanne Parry
Harcourt Children

Dillweed's parents go on adventures and leave him behind with Umblud the butler and 
Perfidia the maid, who treat him like their slave. Neither Umblud or Perfidia or the par-
ents appreciate Dillweed's cherished pet, a creature named Skorped. When they threaten 
Skorped's life and well-being, Dillweed opens his black box and casts the runes, which 
releases smoky monsters, who do the dirty deeds. And then it's Dillweed turn to go on 
adventures.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Dramatic and Merchandise
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt:  All others

THE DAY OF AHMED'S SECRET, with Judith Heide Gilliland 
HarperCollins

As Ahmed delivers bottles of propane gas, he treasures a special secret he can't 
wait to share with his family.
Rights: Eden Street: British, Translation, Audio, Dramatic, Merchandise 
HarperCollins (text only): All others

FABLES YOU SHOULDN'T PAY ANY ATTENTION TO , with Sylvia van 
Clief Yearling

Brief  tales extolling the "virtues" of  carelessness, greed, lying, selfishnes , and other "admi-
rable" qualities.

Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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GOD & ME
Concordia Publishing House

There are many things we cannot see but know are there: the sun at night, the fl wer in the 
seed, birds inside their eggs--and so it is with God's presence.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

GRIM & GHASTLY GOINGS ON 
Lothrop Lee & Shepard

A collection of twenty-one humorous poems, about monsters and their ilk. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

GROWING ANYWAY UP 
JB Lippincott6

With the help of her aunt, Florence is fi nally able to face a problem she has repressed 
for years and adjust to the changes in her life.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

HATS AND BEARS, with Sylvia Van Clief 
Macmillan
Rights: Eden Street(text only): All rights

HOUSE OF WISDOM, with Judith Heide Gilliland 
DK Children

Timely and timeless -- this illuminating, luminous picture book brings ancient Baghdad to life 
as it tells the story of one boy's discovery of the power of the written word. This is the story 
of Ishaq, a young boy in ninth-century Baghdad. And it is the story of the House of Wisdom. 
More than a house, more than a library, more even than a palace, the House of Wisdom was 
at the very center of the new ideas that flourished in Baghdad.

Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

GIANTS ARE VERY BRAVE PEOPLE 
Macmillan

Young Bigelow was afraid of everything until he met Mrs. Pimberly who thought he was 
a giant.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

HOW BIG AM I?, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett

A bird is small to a boy but enormous to a fl ea, so a youngster decides size is a 
mat-ter of what you are.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

FLORENCE PARRY HEIDE
By Florence Parry Heide

Published by Chronicle 
October, 2016

Ages: 4 - 8 years
Size:  10” x 10”, 40 pages

Once upon a time, there was a nice boy and his name was Gideon. He lived 
in a nice house, and he had nice parents and lots of toys. But Gideon wasn't 
satisfied. He wanted to be a hero. You know, a hero, with his name on the 
front page of the newspaper. That sort of thing. So how does anyone get to be 
a hero, anyway? Heroes have to be strong. Heroes have to be brave. Heroes 
have to be clever. Don't they? With wry humor, Florence Parry Heide and 
Chuck Groenink explore how we choose our idols in a witty story that leaves 
it to readers to decide the real nature of heroism.

Florence Parry Heide is the author of many acclaimed books, including 
Princess Hyacinth, Dillweed's Revenge, and The Shrinking of Treehorn, which 
was illustrated by Edward Gorey. When her five children started  school, she 
started to write, and once started she couldn’t stop. She published many 
beloved books for children, picture books and juvenile novels, poetry, and 
many lyrics for songs. Florence passed away in 2011.

Rights:  
Eden Street: (text only): Film, & Merchandise Chronicle: All 
others

10

HOW TO BE A HERO

HOW TO BE A HERO
Chronicle
Explore how we choose our idols in a wity story that leaves it to readers to decide 
the real nature of heroism.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Film & Merchandise
Chronicle: All others
I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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I LOVE EVERY PEOPLE , with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Concordia Publishing
A story based on the concept of God's commandment to love one another. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

I SEE AMERICA SMILING, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Harcourt School
Rights: Eden Street  (text only): All rights

IT NEVER IS DARK, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Even in bed at night with the light out, a little girl decides it is not really dark, for 
there is always a light someplace--under the door, starlight, car headlights, stoplights, 
or streetlights.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

IT'S ABOUT TIME! , with Roxanne Heide Pierce and Judith Heide Gilliland 
Clarion
Tell time, mark time, waste time, pass the time. There are so many ways to deal with 
time! It can be divided into big chunks of years or tiny slivers of seconds. Today 
turns into yesterday and tomorrow becomes today. Time zones, time machines, time-
pieces . . . the many playful possibilities of time, the ways we think and wonder 
about it, are explored in a cheerful collection of original verses. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE KEY 
Atheneum
Children in three different stories cope with larger-than-life problems. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE LITTLE ONE 
Lion Books
A little boy discovers the quality that makes man superior to animals. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK, LOOK, A STORY BOOK!
McCall Publishing
Four easy-to-read stories about animals and their friends told in rhyme. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOST, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Holt Rinehart & Winston
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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LOST AND FOUND, with Sylvia Van Clief 
Macmillan
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

MAXIMILIAN, with Sylvia van Clief 
Funk and Wagnalls
A young mouse wants to be a bird and sets out to transform himself. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

MAXIMILIAN BECOMES FAMOUS 
Funk and Wagnalls
A young mouse who thinks mice must be famous for something hopes a visit to well-known 
animals at the zoo might bring some answers.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

A MONSTER IS COMING! A MONSTER IS COMING!, with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce F. Watts
Eddie tries to distract Alice from watching TV but even a monster can't get her away 
from the television set.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

MY CASTLE
 McGraw Hill
To a little boy the fire-escape landing is his castle and the center of all his daily 
activities.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE NEW NEIGHBOR, with Sylvia van Clief 
Follett
Eddie does clothesline detective work to foresee the appearance of his new 
neighbor.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

NO ROADS FOR THE WIND, with David Fisher 
Parry Macmillan
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

OH, GROW UP !, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Orchard
A zany collection of poetry about the trials and tribulations of a youngster's life 
explains how to cope with parents, chores, the class bully, older sisters and 
young-er brothers, the school cafeteria, braces, and more.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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THE PROBLEM WITH PULCIFER 
HarperCollins

Pulcifer's preference for books is considered a grave problem by the television- 
addicted world around him.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

THE ONE AND ONLY MARIGOLD 
Schwartz and Wade

A picture book about one clever, complicated—and hilarious—little girl. 
Follow Marigold as she buys a new coat (don’t worry, she still wears the old 
one to bed. She’s a very loyal person), plays a great trick (involving a Special 
Surprise Treasure Stand and worms), and much more. Along the way you'll 
meet Marigold’s best friend—her purple coat—and her next best friend
—Maxine.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Merchandising 
Schwartz and Wade: All others

A PROMISE IS A PROMISE
Candlewick

George is a very lucky boy. He has everything a boy could want, except for 
one thing: he doesn’t have a pet. When George’s father finally sighs, "All 
right, you may have a pet," George goes out to look for one — but how is 
he to know that it can’t be too big, or too scampery, or too toothy, or 
too  unusual?
Rights: Candlewick: All rights

PRINCESS HYACINTH 
Schwartz and Wade

Princess Hyacinth has a problem: she floats. And so the king and queen have pebbles 
sewn into the tops of her socks, and force her to wear a crown encrusted with the heavi-
est jewels in the kingdom to keep her earthbound. But one day, Hyacinth comes across 
a balloon man and decides to take off all her princess clothes, grab a balloon, and float 
free. Hooray! Alas, when the balloon man lets go of the string . . . off she goes. 
Luckily, there is a kite and a boy named Boy to save her.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Merchandising 
Schwartz and Wade: All others
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SOME THINGS ARE SCARY 
Candlewick

You’re skating downhill, but you don’t know how to stop. You’re having your 
hair cut, and you suddenly realize . . . they’re cutting it too short. There’s no 
question about it: some things are scary. And never have common bugaboos 
been exposed with more comic urgency than in this masterful mix of 
 things  horrible and humiliating, monstrous or merely unsettling. 
Rights: Candlewick: All rights

SEBASTIAN
Funk & Wagnalls8

Sebastian was a failure at weaving the traditional spider web until he caught 
the giant Spider Eater in a practice web.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

SECRET DREAMER, SECRET DREAMS 
Lippincott

Reveals the inner world of a 13-year-old mentally handicapped 
girl. 
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

SAMI AND THE TIME OF TROUBLES, with Judith Heide Gilliland 
Sandpiper

A ten-year-old Lebanese boy balances his life in a war-torn city. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, 
Dramatic, Merchandise
Sandpiper: All others

SOUND OF SUNSHINE, SOUND OF RAIN 
Atheneum

Records the experiences and sensations of a blind black boy as he maneuvers in 
his small world.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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SOME THINGS ARE SCARY 
Candlewick

You’re skating downhill, but you don’t know how to stop. You’re having your 
hair cut, and you suddenly realize . . . they’re cutting it too short. There’s no 
question about it: some things are scary. And never have common bugaboos 
been exposed with more comic urgency than in this masterful mix of 
 things  horrible and humiliating, monstrous or merely unsettling. 
Rights: Candlewick: All rights

SEBASTIAN
Funk & Wagnalls8

Sebastian was a failure at weaving the traditional spider web until he caught 
the giant Spider Eater in a practice web.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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TIMOTHY TWINGE, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
Lothrop Lee & Shepard
Timothy Twinge, a fearful worrier, discovers his own bravery after meeting an 
unusual visitor.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

TALES FOR THE PERFECT CHILD 
Harper Trophy

Vignettes of  children  whose  less  than  desirable  behavior  is  masked  in 
insidious  but  acceptable ways.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

TELL  ABOUT  SOMEONE  YOU  LOVE, with Roxanne Heide 
Pierce Macmillan
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

TIME'S UP !
Holiday House

Noah is afraid that life in the suburbs will be boring until he meets a clever girl named 
Bib and an unusual house painter named Bruce Dooster.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

TIME FLIES 
Yearling

With his mother in the hospital to have a baby, Noah's worst fears about a baby arou 
nd  the house are realized when he goes to stay with Bib and her family.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS ARE FOR, with Sylvia van Clief 
Candlewick

Theodore the elephant has hurt his leg and can’t meet his cousin at the end of  
the forest. What a pity! Of  course, all the other animals are more than willing 
to give him advice. After all, that’s what friends are for — isn’t it?
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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TALES FOR THE PERFCT CHILD
Atheneum
As the eight deliciously wicked tales featured in this hilarious chapter book prove, 
it’s perfectly nice to be a perfect child—but where’s the fun in that?
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Film & Merchandise
Atheneum: All others
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THE WENDY PUZZLE 
Holiday House

When high school senior Wendy alienates all her friends, her sister finds 
the reason for Wendy's puzzling behavior in her secret love poems. 
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

WHEN THE SAD ONE COMES TO STAY 
Lippincott
Caught between her mother's fashionable world and her own deep-
felt values, Sara must make a painful choice.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

WHO NEEDS ME? 
Augsburg

A young boy names all the people and things that make him feel 
needed, from his teddy bear to God.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

WHO TAUGHT ME? 
Concordia
A picture book explaining the concept of God's control over all aspects of 
our lives.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

YOU & ME  
Concordia Publishing House
A book exploring the concept of each person as a separate individual 
with thoughts different from anyone else.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

TIO ARMANDO, with Roxanne Heide Pierce 
HarperCollins
Since Tio Armando has come to live with Lucitita's family, everyone seems 
joined together in a new way. After he dies Lucitita understands that his greatest 
gift is the knowledge that there is always something or someone to celebrate. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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BRIDGET HEOS

BLOOD, BULLETS, AND BONES: THE STORY OF FORENSIC SCIENCE 
FROM SHERLOCK HOMLES TO DNA

Blood, Bullets, and Bones provides young readers with a fresh and fascinating 
look at the ever-evolving science of forensics. In this book, acclaimed author 
Bridget Heos uses real-life cases to tell the history of modern forensic science, 
from the first test for arsenic poisoning to fingerprinting, firearm and blood 
spatter analysis, DNA evidence, and all the important milestones in between. 
By turns captivating and shocking, Blood, Bullets, and Bones demonstrates the 
essential role forensic science has played in our criminal justice system.

IT’S GETTING HOT IN HERE: THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF 
CLIMATE CHANGE

Tackling the issue of global warming head-on for a teen audience, Bridget 
Heos examines the science behind it, the history of climate change on our 
planet, and the ways in which humans have affected the current crisis we 
face. It’s Getting Hot in Here illustrates how interconnected we are not just 
with everyone else on the planet, but with the people who came before us and 
the ones who will inherit the planet after us. This eye-opening approach to 
one of today’s most pressing issues focuses on the past human influences, the 
current state of affairs, the grim picture for the future—and how young readers 
can help to make a positive change.

FAIRY’S FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL

It’s time for school – fairy school!  There will be lots of to do and see. You’ll 
take a ride on the school bird, hang your backpack up (don’t forget to unsmush 
your wings!), and sit crisscross berry sauce at circle time.  And then there’s 
lunch (a dewdrop sandwich with a sprinkle for dessert!) and rest time.  The 
best parts of school, though, are the new friends you will make!  This humor-
ous and reassuring picture book is just right for anyone starting school for the 
first time, whether human or fairy.
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MUSTACHE BABY

When Baby Billy is born with a mustache, his family takes it in stride. They are 
reassured when he nobly saves the day in imaginary-play sessions as a cowboy 
or cop and his mustache looks good-guy great. But as time passes, their worst 
fears are confirmed when little Billy’s mustache starts to curl up at the ends in a 
suspiciously villainous fashion. Sure enough, “Billy’s disreputable mustache led 
him into a life of dreadful crime.” Plenty of tongue-in-cheek humor and car-
toonish illustrations make this the perfect baby-shower gift for a mustachioed 
father-to-be.

MUSTACHE BABY MEETS HIS MATCH

When Baby Javier comes for a playdate, Baby Billy, a.k.a. Mustache Baby, feels 
the need to show him a thing or two, seeing how Javier’s new to town—and 
also sports an impressive beard. What ensues is a hilarious test of wills and 
facial hair, as each baby sets out to prove his manliness. It seems Mustache 
Baby may have truly met his match . . . but one-upmanship isn’t the point of a 
playdate, is it?

QUEEN DOG
Queen Dog has ruled her castle with grace and majesty since she was a pup. 
Her people adore her. They provide her with delicious meals and shower her 
with attention. Lately, though, they have been a bit distracted and service 
has started to slip. Queen Dog tries her best to make do--but then a stranger 
moves into the castle! Who is this tiny newcomer commanding all the atten-
tion? A servant, or a pretender to the throne?  With comic action and a regal 
twist, Queen Dog turns a royal pain into a perfect princess.
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STEGOTHESAURUS
Stegothesaurus’s love of language has always put him at odds with his 
stegosaurus brothers. So when he makes a friend–an allothesaurus –who is 
just as verbose as he, he is happy, thrilled, and ecstatic! But Stegothesaurus 
soon learns that the allothesaurus has very different ideas about what con-
stitutes a good meal, and he’ll discover there’s one thing that he loves more 
than words: his family. Featuring clever but simple text and bold, exuberant 
art, Stegothesaurus introduces young readers to a memorable, original, and 
unforgettable dinosaur hero.

STRONGER THAN STEEL: SPIDER SILK AND THE SCIENCE OF 
GENETIC ENGINEERING
In Stronger Than Steel, readers enter Randy Lewis’ lab where they come 
face to face with golden orb weaver spiders, transgenic alfalfa, silkworm 
silk, and goats, whose milk contains the proteins to spin spider silk--and to 
weave a nearly indestructible fiber. Learn how this amazing material might 
someday be used to repair or replace human ligaments and bones, improve 
body armor, strengthen parachute rope, and even tether an airplane to an 
aircraft carrier! Readers explore rapid advancements in the application of 
genetic medicine and their potential to save and improve lives while con-
sidering the crucial ethical concerns of genetic research. A timely addition 
to the acclaimed Scientists in the Field series.

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING LARVAE: A 
GUIDE FOR INSECT PARENTS (AND CURIOUS KIDS)
An introduction to how insects give birth and care for their young.

WHO WANTS TO BE A PRINCESS?
Did you ever wish to be a princess? Have you ever wanted to wear a pretty 
pink gown, sing to your forest animal friends, and attend a fancy fairy-tale 
ball?  Then meet Beatrice—she represents what being a princess in the 
Middle Ages was really like. Pink gown? More like itchy wool! Sing to ani-
mals? Think archery and horseback riding instead. Beatrice’s life is no fairy 
tale, but she will show you that fact can sometimes be more fascinating 
than fantasy.  This humorous, brightly illustrated book offers an irresistible 
comparison of fairy tale vs. real life in medieval times.

BRIDGET HEOS
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CAN’T SLEEP WITHOUT SHEEP 
Walker & Company 

Whenever Ava can’t sleep, she counts sheep.  But Ava takes so long to 
fall asleep, it’s the sheep that are getting tired – until they finally quit! he 
sheep promise to find a replace-ment that Ava can count on, but it might 
not be as easy as they think… In this hilarious take on a familiar bedtime 
ritual, readers will be charmed by Ava and her fluffy friend.
Rights:  Walker & Company: All rights

APRIL FOOL, PHYLLIS
Holiday House

It might be April Fools’ Day, but Punxsutawney Phyllis knows that winter 
isn’t over yet.Her infallible instincts tell her that a blizzard is brewing. Too  
bad no one will believe her. Luckily Phyllis uses a combination  of 
common sense and uncommon abilities to lead the April Fools’ Day 
treasure hunters back to safety when the storm comes  on quickly. Once 
again Phyllis gets the last laugh in this buoyant holiday tale.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, Merchandise 
Holiday House: British, Foreign

AIRPLANE FLIGHT
Little Simon

A lift-the-flap flying adventure!
 Rights(text only): Simon & Schuster: 
All rights
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PUNXSUTAWNEY PHYLLIS
Holiday House

When groundhog Phyllis grows up, she wants to be Punxsutawney Phil, the official 
weather forecaster on Groundhog Day. Unfortunately, as her family points out,  
Punxsutawney Phil has never been a girl. Phyllis knows she can do the job, though,  
and when she wakes on February 2, and recognizes the signs of an early spring 
that  her old uncle Phil misses, everyone realizes her dreams aren’t so farfetched. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Commercial, Translation, Audio, Dramatic  
Audio licensed to Scholastic

NO SWORD FIGHTING IN THE HOUSE!
Holiday House

Mom says no sword fighting in the hous , but what about jousting? Surely nothing 
could go wrong!
Rights (text only): Eden Street: Commercial, Translation, Audio, and 
Dramatic

FREIGHT TRAIN TRIP
Little Simon

Kids will love this lift-the-flap book filled with trains, conductors and 
railways!
Rights available: Simon & Schuster: All rights
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THE  HOUSE THAT MACK BUILT
The well known classic children’s rhyme, ‘This is the House that Mack 
Built’, comes to life in this great new pop-up board book. Mack is the 
foreman who is building a house in this new three-dimentional pop-
up board book. The cumulative text, based on the familiar rhyme ‘This 
is the House that Mack Built’, desribes each machine and process as it 
happens. There is the excavator and the ‘cement mixer churning around, 
that poured the foundation into the ground’. There are the carpenters and 
the ‘roofer, with balance so light, who nailed down the shingles nice and 
tight’. And of course Mack who oversees the whole construction.
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isn’t over yet.Her infallible instincts tell her that a blizzard is brewing. Too  
bad no one will believe her. Luckily Phyllis uses a combination  of 
common sense and uncommon abilities to lead the April Fools’ Day 
treasure hunters back to safety when the storm comes  on quickly. Once 
again Phyllis gets the last laugh in this buoyant holiday tale.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, Merchandise 
Holiday House: British, Foreign

AIRPLANE FLIGHT
Little Simon

A lift-the-flap flying adventure!
 Rights(text only): Simon & Schuster: 
All rights
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SUSANNA LEONARD HILL
THE ROAD THAT TRUCKS BUILT
Little Simon

Join the ride as a team of adorable vehicles works together to build a new road 
in this fresh, cement-mixing spin on the classic nursery rhyme, “The House 
That Jack Built.”
Rights: Eden Street:Dramatic, TV, commercial and Merchandise
Simon and Schuster: All others 

WHEN YOUR ELEPHANT HAS THE SNIFFLES 
Little Simon

When your elephant has the sniffles, you better make sure he doesn’t sneeze!  
This charming and hilarious board book highlights the many ways to make an 
under-the weather elephant feel better!  Does  your elephant have the snif-
fles?  Make sure to take good care of him because you don’t want him to start 
sneezing.  Gather up your tissues and your pillows and make that elephant feel 
better. But don’t get too close…or you just might end up with the sniffles, too!
Rights: 
Eden Street:Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Merchandise and Commercial
Simon and Schuster: All others 

WHEN YOUR LION NEEDS A BATH
Little Simon

When your lion needs a bath, you have to be pretty sneaky!  This charming 
and hilarious board book highlights the any ways to get your lion into that tub! 
Does your lion need a bath?  When your lion needs a bath, you must be a little 
sneaky.  After all, have you ever met a cat who likes water?  So gather up your 
towels and rubber ducks and get that lion into the tub!  But be careful…or you 
must might end up in the bath, too!
Rights: 
Eden Street:Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Merchandise and Commercial
Simon and Schuster: All others 

WHEN YOUR LLAMA NEEDS A HAIRCUT
Little Simon

When it’s picture day and you realize your llama needs a haircut, you’ll need a 
good comb and some luck! This charming and hilarious board book features 
one shaggy llama and a whole lot of hairstyles! Uh-oh. It’s picture day and 
someone’s a mess! Does your llama need a haircut? After a hilarious shampoo, 
it’s time to decide which style would be best for your shaggy llama. A mohawk? 
Layers? Or how about a brand-new fur color? But be careful…or you just 
might end up with a haircut, too!
Rights: 
Eden Street:Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Merchandise and Commercial
Simon and Schuster: All others 
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A SERIES OF SIX CHAPTER BOOKS FOR AGES 7–10

When two sisters named Rose and Lila go live with their grandmother, they discov-
er that she has a doll hospital in the turret of  her Victorian home. In each book, a 
different beautiful doll arrives to be repaired. During its repair, each doll tells 
the touching story of  its life, the girl who loved it and how it came to be damaged. 

DOLL HOSPITAL #1 TATIANA COMES TO AMERICA
A lovely bisque doll named Tatiana belonged to a Russian girl in 1904. When 
the dangerous pogroms began, they sailed to Ellis Island in America. They be-
come separated from their family on the ship. Will they be lost in a new land? 

DOLL HOSPITAL #2 GOLDIE’S FORTUNE
It’s Rose and Lila’s first day at their new school, but they don’t want to go. A doll 
named Goldie has come to the doll hospital for repair, and they want to help. 
Goldie was created to look like its rich girl-owner in 1929. When the girl’s fam-
ily loses their fortune during the Great Depression, she keeps only one toy—her doll. 

DOLL HOSPITAL #3 GLORY’S FREEDOM
Rose and Lila make a new friend who lives next door. Meanwhile, a beauti-
ful wax doll named Glory, who traveled with its girl-owner as they escape to free-
dom on the Underground Railroad, comes to their grandmother for repair. 

DOLL HOSPITAL #4 SAVING MARISSA
Rose and Lila have a babysitter for the day, and they discover a sweet 1950s 
baby doll who was adopted by their babysitter when she was a little girl. 

DOLL HOSPITAL #5 DANIELLE’S DOLLHOUSE WISH
Rose and Lila help repair a family of  little dolls that resided in a beautiful doll-
house inside a girls’ boarding school in 1890s Paris. The youngest doll befriends 
a lonely student at the school, which sparks jealousy among other students. 

DOLL HOSPITAL #6 CHARLOTTE’S CHOICE
When Rose and Lila visit a Shaker Village during school vacation, they find a paper 
mache doll who was orphaned there in 1832, and they learn how the Shakers lived. 

Rights: Eden Street: All rights
Sold: Japanese paperback, Kokudo Sha
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THE GODDESS GIRLS SERIES

#1 ATHENA THE BRAIN 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Athena has always been above average. She’s never quite fit in at Triton Junior High, but who 
would’ve guessed that Athena is actually a goddess? Principal Zeus’s daughter, to be exact. 
When she’s summoned to Mount Olympus Academy, Athena thinks she might actually fit in 
for the first time in her life. But in some ways, school on Mount Olympus is not that differ-
ent from down on Earth, and Athena is going to have to deal with the baddest mean girl in 
history—Medusa!

#2 PERSEPHONE THE PHONY 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

As Persephone’s mother encourages her to do, she often “goes along to get along” instead of  
doing what she really wants. But when she meets Mount Olympus Academy bad-boy Hades, 
she finally feels she has found someone with whom she can be herself. He’s the first person 
who actually listens to her, and she finds herself  liking him, despite the fact that the other 
goddessgirls think he’s bad news. But if  he makes her feel so special—and so comfortable—
can he really be all that bad?

#3 APHRODITE, THE BEAUTY 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

Aphrodite delights in helping mortals in love, but she’s pretty annoyed at the con-
stant attention she gets from the godboys at Mount Olympus Academy. When she de-
cides to give Athena a makeover, she’s a bit unprepared for the result. She didn’t count 
on all the interest Athena’s new look would get. And she certainly never thought she’d 
find herself  jealous of  one of  her best friends! 
Can she put her jealousy behind her and help him find true love?

#4 ARTEMIS THE BRAVE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

Artemis may be the goddess of  the hunt, but that doesn’t mean she always feels brave. Will 
she find the courage to talk to Orion (the new mortal “star” at school), to make him see her 
as more than a pal and to ace Beast-ology class? 

www.joanholub.com

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Film, Television and Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
Sold: Indonsesia, Serambi Ilmu Semesta; Spanish, Editorial Di Que Si; 
Greek, Compupress; Turkish paperback, Alfa Basim Yayim Dagitim; 
German, Egmont; Korean paperback, Random House Korea; French 
Language, Ada
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#5 ATHENA THE WISE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Athena isn’t the only new kid at Mount Olympus Academy . . . When a mortal named Heracles trans-
fers to the academy, Athena understands what he’s going through. She started at MOA a few months 
ago. Not only does Heracles need help fitting in, he also has to complete twelve “labors” or be kicked 
out of  school! When her dad, Principal Zeus, asks her to secretly look after the new boy, Athena winds 
up capturing mythical beasts and shoveling poop. It will take all of  her famed wisdom to sort out her 
own problems and help Heracles succeed! 

#6 APHRODITE THE DIVA 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

After a teeny misunderstanding in class, Aphrodite is failing Hero-ology. To raise her grade, she con-
cocts a brilliant plan—an extra-credit project for match making mortals. This brings her face-to-face 
with fierce competition—an Egyptian goddessgirl named Isis. Now the race is on to see which of  them 
can match make Pygmalion—the most annoying boy ever! Will Aphrodite wind up making a passing 
grade after all? Or will she end up proving she’s a diva with more beauty than brains?

#7 ARTEMIS THE LOYAL 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

It’s time for the annual Olympic Games at Mount Olympus Academy and the four goddessgirls are 
not happy—especially Artemis. Even though she’s better at sports than most of  the godboys, she can’t 
compete because the Games are boys only. No fair! If  that wasn’t annoying enough, some of  the com-
petitors are pushy giants, she has mixed feelings about a mortal boy named Actaeon and she’s at odds 
with her twin brother, Apollo. Can Artemis win back his trust—and find a way to win on the field, too?

#8 MEDUSA THE MEAN
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

Queen of  the mean . . . or misunderstood? Medusa Gorgon is definitely not part of  the popular crowd. 
With snakes for hair and an even snakier personality, no one at Mount Olympus Academy is clamor-
ing to be BFFs with her. But deep down, Medusa just wants to fit in. And she thinks the key to all her 
problems is immortality—something that most of  her classmates and her own sisters have. The Im-
mortalizer promises to make that dream come true. But at what price?

GODDESS GIRLS SUPER SPECIAL: THE GIRL GAMES 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

The four most popular goddessgirls at MOA, Artemis, Athena, Aphrodite and Persephone, are finally 
getting a chance to hold a girls-only Olympic Games! But organizing visiting athletes like those crush-
stealing Amazons isn’t easy. Artemis is trying too hard to do everything herself, Athena’s in trouble over 
a winged horse named Pegasus and Aphrodite and Persephone are fighting over a lost kitten named 
Adonis. Will everything come together in the end? 

#9 PANDORA THE CURIOUS
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 
Is Pandora about to open up a box of trouble?  One of the few mortals at Mount Olympus 
Academy, Pandora is famous for her mega quizzical nature – not that she thinks there’s anything 
wrong with being curious, of course!  Her curiosity kicks into high gear when a godboy named 
Epimetheus brings a mysterious box to school.  Pandora can’t help but take a peek inside when it 
unexpectedly lands in her lap.
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#10 PHEME THE GOSSIP
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

As the goddess girl of  rumor and gossip, Pheme prides herself  on being “in the 
know” and having the most up-to-date info on anyone and everyone at Mount 
Olympus Academy. To make sure that people really get her VIP messages, her words 
tend to linger in cloud letters above her head—just in case people don’t catch what 
she says! But not everyone is thrilled with Pheme’s insider knowledge on everything 
MOA—including the Goddess Girls.

#11 PERSEPHONE THE DARING
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Orpheus was devastated when he lost Eurydice to the Underworld, so he 
asks Persephone to help get her back. Though it means breaking some very serious 
Underworld rules, Persephone pushes Hades to return Eurydice to the living world. 
But restoring Orpheus’s one true love might jeopardize Persephone’s own chances 
with her biggest crush...

#12 CASSANDRA THE LUCKY
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Meet Cassandra, the newest student at Mount Olympus Academy! She has an amaz-
ing talent—but will her new friends believe her?

www.joanholub.com

#13 ATHENA THE PROUD
by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams
Athena's arrogance gets the best of her when her attempts to improve 
King Minos's labyrinth have unexpected -and disastrous- results!
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ing talent—but will her new friends believe her?

#13 ATHENA THE PROUD
Athena's arrogance gets the best of her when her attempts to improve King Minos's 
labyrinth have unexpected -and disastrous- results!

#9 PANDORA THE CURIOUS
Is Pandora about to open up a box of trouble?  One of the few mortals at Mount 
Olympus Academy, Pandora is famous for her mega quizzical nature – not that she 
thinks there’s anything wrong with being curious, of course!  Her curiosity kicks into 
high gear when a godboy named Epimetheus brings a mysterious box to school.  
Pandora can’t help but take a peek inside when it unexpectedly lands in her lap.
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#14 IRIS THE COLORFUL
When Principal Zeus entrusts her with the job of fetching some magic water, 
Iris is tickled pink—until she realizes she’ll have to get the water from the gray, 
gloomy River Styx in the Underworld! 

#15 APHRODITE THE FAIR
Eris is a goddess girl who has a penchant for causing trouble. So when her 
brother, Ares, is celebrating his thirteenth birthday, she can’t let the occasion 
go by without a little mischief. After all, she is the goddess of discord and 
strife! Aphrodite is determined to make sure Ares gets the attention he 
deserves, but can she handle what Eris has planned?

#16 MEDUSA THE RICH
When Medusa suddenly becomes able to turn objects into gold just by 
touching them, she is thrilled. Gold, gold, everywhere! But it’s not just objects 
that become golden—it’s also food, and, even people! Her new ability turns 
out to be more dangerous than delightful, but can she do anything to reverse 
it?

#17 AMPHITRITE THE BUBBLY
A new mergirl shows up at Mount Olympus Academy—and Poseidon just 
might be her perfect match in this seventeenth Goddess Girls adventure. 
Amphitrite is a mergirl with a big crush on Poseidon—but will his quirks make 
her fall out of like?

#18 HESTIA THE INVISIBLE
Hestia feels unseen at Mount Olympus Academy in this eighteenth Goddess 
Girls adventure.

JOAN HOLUBJOAN HOLUB
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#19 ECHO THE COPYCAT
Echo is a forest-mountain nymph and the new girl at Mount 
Olympus Academy. She is a little nervous, so she tries to mimic 
all of the gestures, expressions, and slang of the cool MOA 
students. While imitation is supposed to be the best form of 
flattery, Echo’s chattiness doesn’t exactly endear her to her fellow 
classmates—in fact, it has the opposite effect! Will she be able to 
find a way to be herself and become friends with the students 
around her?

#20 CALLIOPE THE MUSE
Calliope, the muse of epic poetry, has trouble putting her bright 
and fun ideas into action in this twentieth Goddess girls 
adventure!

JOAN HOLUB

By Joan Holub 
and Suzanne Williams

Published by Aladdin Books
December, 2016

Ages: 8-12
Size:  7.6” x 5.1”, 224 pages

Authors Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams put a modern spin on 
classic myths with the Goddess Girls series. Follow the ins and outs 
of divine social life at Mount Olympus Academy, where the most 
privileged goddessgirls and godboys in the Greek pantheon hone their 
mythical skills.

Rights:
Eden Street: Foreign, Film and Television, and Merchandise  
Aladdin: All others

Pallas, the daughter of Triton and messenger of the sea, enrolls at 
Mount Olympus Academy in this twenty-first Goddess Girls 
adventure!
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PALLAS THE PAL
Goddess Girls #21

#21 PALLAS THE PAL
Pallas, the daughter of Triton and messenger of the sea, enrolls 
at Mount Olympus Academy in this twenty-first Goddess Girls 
adventure!

#22 NYX THE MYSTERIOUS
The mysterious Nyx, Goddess of Night, enrolls at Mount Olympus 
Academy in this twenty-second Goddess Girls adventure!

#23 MEDEA THE ENCHANTRESS
Princess Medea and a boy named Jason go on a quest for the Gold-
en Fleece in this twenty-third Goddess Girls adventure!
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adventure!
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#10 PHEME THE GOSSIP
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

As the goddess girl of  rumor and gossip, Pheme prides herself  on being “in the 
know” and having the most up-to-date info on anyone and everyone at Mount 
Olympus Academy. To make sure that people really get her VIP messages, her words 
tend to linger in cloud letters above her head—just in case people don’t catch what 
she says! But not everyone is thrilled with Pheme’s insider knowledge on everything 
MOA—including the Goddess Girls.

#11 PERSEPHONE THE DARING
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Orpheus was devastated when he lost Eurydice to the Underworld, so he 
asks Persephone to help get her back. Though it means breaking some very serious 
Underworld rules, Persephone pushes Hades to return Eurydice to the living world. 
But restoring Orpheus’s one true love might jeopardize Persephone’s own chances 
with her biggest crush...

#12 CASSANDRA THE LUCKY
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Meet Cassandra, the newest student at Mount Olympus Academy! She has an amaz-
ing talent—but will her new friends believe her?

www.joanholub.com

#13 ATHENA THE PROUD
by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams
Athena's arrogance gets the best of her when her attempts to improve 
King Minos's labyrinth have unexpected -and disastrous- results!
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#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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#5 SLEEPING BEAUTY DREAMS BIG
Sleeping Beauty -- who just goes by her middle name, Rose -- has always been a 
daredevil. But according to her fairy tale, after her twelfth birthday Rose must 
avoid all sharp objects. That isn't easy at Grimm Academy, where enchanted items 
can also be dangerous. Rose will have to stay wide awake to keep out of trouble-
and to find her magic charm!

#6 GOLDILOCKS BREAKS IN
Goldilocks is so eager to make friends at Grimm Academy, she's even 
tempted to accept an invitation to join E.V.I.L. -- it's just nice to be 
included! But she doesn't want to be a villain. Can Goldie get inside the 
secret society and do some good?
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#7 SNOWFLAKE FREEZES UP
Snowflake isn’t sure which fairy tale character she is. But with her magical 
powers causing lots of trouble, she’s definitely on thin ice! So just in case 
she might be a villain, Snowflake is chilly to her classmates. Can she keep 
her cool until she knows her whole story, or will her social life at Grimm 
Academy be permanently frozen?
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Gretel loves hiking in the woods near Grimm Academy, even though her 
brother, Hansel, is always warning her to be careful. But when she decides to 
explore Neverwood Forest, where anyone with half a brain would never go, 
Gretel finds herself tripped up by the E.V.I.L. Society! Can Gretel push back 
and foil their dastardly plan?

Rights:  
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#10 PHEME THE GOSSIP
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

As the goddess girl of  rumor and gossip, Pheme prides herself  on being “in the 
know” and having the most up-to-date info on anyone and everyone at Mount 
Olympus Academy. To make sure that people really get her VIP messages, her words 
tend to linger in cloud letters above her head—just in case people don’t catch what 
she says! But not everyone is thrilled with Pheme’s insider knowledge on everything 
MOA—including the Goddess Girls.

#11 PERSEPHONE THE DARING
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Orpheus was devastated when he lost Eurydice to the Underworld, so he 
asks Persephone to help get her back. Though it means breaking some very serious 
Underworld rules, Persephone pushes Hades to return Eurydice to the living world. 
But restoring Orpheus’s one true love might jeopardize Persephone’s own chances 
with her biggest crush...

#12 CASSANDRA THE LUCKY
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Meet Cassandra, the newest student at Mount Olympus Academy! She has an amaz-
ing talent—but will her new friends believe her?

www.joanholub.com

#13 ATHENA THE PROUD
by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams
Athena's arrogance gets the best of her when her attempts to improve 
King Minos's labyrinth have unexpected -and disastrous- results!
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#1 ZEUS AND THE THUNDERBOLT OF DOOM 

For 10 year-old Zeus, life on the Greek island of Crete is mega boring. Except for   
stormy days when sizzling lightning bolts chase him around. He’s been zapped 
dozens of times! And each time, a voice whispers to him: You are the one. What 
could it mean? He’d like to escape those pesky electric shocks. And he also longs 
for adventure. With the help of the annoying Bolt and a talking stone amulet, 
young Zeus sets off on the adventure of a lifetime:  a journey to find his destiny 
as king of the gods.

#2 POSEIDON AND THE SEA OF FURY 

The merciless Cronus and his Titan buddies are in hot pursuit of Zeus, Hera, 
and Poseidon, who plan to travel across the treacherous boiling sea in order to 
save a fellow Olympian. They have a boat, but they also have a problem: 
Poseidon can’t swim and is terrified of the water (well, really of the creatures 
that lurk in its depths). Can Poseidon overcome his fears and help his fellow 
heroes escape Cronus and his cronies?

#3 HADES AND THE HELM OF DARKNESS 

The Heroes in Training are entering the Underworld. The Underworld usually 
isn’t really meant to be a fun place – but tell that to Hades! He loves the dark 
and the stinky smell of sulphur. However, there is one thing that Hades is not a 
fan of: dogs. And when Zeus and his fellow Olympians encounter Cerberus – a 
snarling, three-headed dog – Hades must conquer his fears and tame the hound 
so everyone can continue into the Underworld and deposit their Titan prisoner, 
Oceanus, back where he belongs!

THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES

Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Foreign, Film and Television, Merchandise
Aladdin: All others
Sold:
French: Ada

#4 HYPERION AND THE GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 

Phew, it’s hot! Under the titan Hyperion’s rule, the sun is burning even 
brighter than normal and scorching everything in northern Greece—
including the villagers! The Olympians are forced to play a sizzling 
“game” of Dodge the Sunbursts as Hyperion hurls giant fireballs that 
could fry them to pieces! Armed with some clues, Zeus, Poseidon, and 
Hades set out to figure out why in the world Hyperion has been making 
things so hot. 

by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

JOAN HOLUB
THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES

#4 HYPERION AND THE GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Phew, it’s hot! Under the titan Hyperion’s rule, the sun is burning even 
brighter than normal and scorching everything in northern Greece—includ-
ing the villagers! The Olympians are forced to play a sizzling “game” of  
Dodge the Sunbursts as Hyperion hurls giant fireballs that could fry them to 
pieces! Armed with some clues, Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades set out to figure 
out why in the world Hyperion has been making things so hot. Battling the 
extreme heat—and some fantastical and scary creatures, courtesy of  their 
old foe Cronus—the boys are off  on another epic adventure…and Zeus is 
one step closer to discovering his destiny.

#5 TYPHON AND THE WINDS OF DESTRUCTION 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-
selves on a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that 
Cronus has swallowed, but they’re also in search of  magic seeds that will 
help rejuvenate the earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, 
thanks to Hyperion. But a wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other 
ideas. Can the Heroes in Training withstand the storms that are coming 
their way?

www.joanholub.com

#6 APOLLO AND THE BATTLE OF THE BIRDS
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined 
to help restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to 
find a special shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the 
Olympians find the armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by 
birds - thousands of killer, scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears 
in the chaos, it look like he might be more connected to the Olympians 
than they think. Is he friend... or foe?
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After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-selves on 
a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that Cronus has 
swallowed, but they’re also in search of magic seeds that will help rejuvenate the 
earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, thanks to Hyperion. But a 
wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other ideas. Can the Heroes in Training 
withstand the storms that are coming their way?
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After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined to help 
restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to find a special 
shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the Olympians find the 
armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by birds - thousands of killer, 
scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears in the chaos, it look like he 
might be more connected to the Olympians than they think. Is he friend... or foe?

#7 ARES AND THE SPEAR OF FEAR 

After overcoming many challenges, Zeus and his fellow Olympians arrive at the 
temple at Delphi—only to find a giant snake guarding the entrance! Beyond the 
python, Pythia appears. Trapped in the temple by the python’s magic and mere 
presence, Pythia urges the Olympians not to worry about her, for they are 
urgently needed on another quest. The Olympians are now out to find the Spear 
of Fear. A group of Amazonian women currently have it, but it really belongs to 
Ares, the God of War. 

#8 CRONUS AND THE THREADS OF DREAD 

A giant spiderweb in the sky with the words “Surrender Olympians” shows 
Zeus and his friends that they are in for another battle. Dodging the silky and 
sticky webs, the Olympians find themselves scattering in all directions to avoid 
getting caught. But those dangerous webs actually contain a hidden gem—
Athena’s magical object. 
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#9 CRIUS AND THE FRIGHT OF NIGHT

Zeus and the Olympians are off to find Apollo’s twin sister, Artemis, who was 
captured by the Cronies and separated from her brother. But Titan Crius, who rules 
the area, has Artemis under a special spell that is making her sleep, which doesn’t 
make a rescue easy! Can the Olympians manage to sneak away from Crius and save a 
sleepy Artemis, or are they in for a tough awakening?

#10 HEPHAESTUS AND THE ISLAND OF TERROR

Fresh off their adventure with Crius’s Cronies, the Olympians set out for the island of 
Lemnos. There they meet Hephaestus, the leader of the island who they quickly realize 
is actually one of them—the Olympian they were meant to find. But Hephaestus isn’t 
so sure he wants to leave with the Olympians. After all, life is pretty good on Lemnos, 
and he loves being in charge of the Sintians, who inhabit the island. Hephaestus 
suggests that if he does choose to go with the Olympians, he could be their leader. But 
what about Zeus? Not everyone is convinced he is still up for the job...

#11 URANUS AND THE BUBBLES OF TROUBLE

The Olympians find themselves in the middle of a battle between two big-time Titans. 
On Cronus’s orders, Titan Oceanus dives into the sea and causes it to turn even 
stormier. Zeus throws his thunderbolt high and causes a huge battle in the sky between 
the Titans. As Uranus’s stars begin to fall in the ocean, the huge splash makes a wave of 
bubbles that heads for the shore of the island where the Olympians and their ship are 
trapped. And Zeus has a feeling those bubbles mean trouble…

#12 PERSEUS AND THE MONSTROUS MEDUSA

Perseus and the Olympians face off against the Monstrous Medusa in this Heroes in 
Training adventure.
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#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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Training adventure.
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#13 HERMES AND THE HORSE WITH WINGS
When Hermes starts to fly, Zeus knows they have found another Olympian for 
their group—and Hermes lets Zeus know their next adventure will be to “find 
the force that sings.” Since Pythia never tells them exactly the right words (her 
glasses tend to get a little foggy), they figure out that they are supposed to find 
“the horse with wings.” With the help of a reluctant Hermes and another new 
boy named Ron, the Olympians are off in search of a winged horse —with a few 
surprises along the way!

#14 DIONYSUS AND THE LAND OF THE BEASTS
Zeus and his friends discover another Olympian who might be able to help in 
their quest to defeat King Cronus in this Heroes in Training adventure.
What kind of magical powers does this Dion kid actually have?  And will he be 
more of a help – or a pain – in their ultimate quest to defeat King Cronus once 
and for all?
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Perseus and the Olympians face off against the Monstrous Medusa in this Heroes in 
Training adventure.

JOAN HOLUB

THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES

#4 HYPERION AND THE GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Phew, it’s hot! Under the titan Hyperion’s rule, the sun is burning even 
brighter than normal and scorching everything in northern Greece—includ-
ing the villagers! The Olympians are forced to play a sizzling “game” of  
Dodge the Sunbursts as Hyperion hurls giant fireballs that could fry them to 
pieces! Armed with some clues, Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades set out to figure 
out why in the world Hyperion has been making things so hot. Battling the 
extreme heat—and some fantastical and scary creatures, courtesy of  their 
old foe Cronus—the boys are off  on another epic adventure…and Zeus is 
one step closer to discovering his destiny.

#5 TYPHON AND THE WINDS OF DESTRUCTION 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-
selves on a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that 
Cronus has swallowed, but they’re also in search of  magic seeds that will 
help rejuvenate the earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, 
thanks to Hyperion. But a wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other 
ideas. Can the Heroes in Training withstand the storms that are coming 
their way?

www.joanholub.com

#6 APOLLO AND THE BATTLE OF THE BIRDS
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined 
to help restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to 
find a special shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the 
Olympians find the armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by 
birds - thousands of killer, scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears 
in the chaos, it look like he might be more connected to the Olympians 
than they think. Is he friend... or foe?

76
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THUNDER GIRLS SERIES

JOAN HOLUB

#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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#1 FREYA AND THE MAGIC JEWEL

When eleven-year old Freya hears that prophecy from her mag-
ical jewel, she isn’t sure what to make of it.  Doomsday?  She will 
find the key? Mere seconds after that prediction, she receives 
a mysterious invitation to Asgard Academy from the powerful 
Odin, who commands her to “bring her magic” to Asgard. With 
encouragement from her twin, Frey, Freya reluctantly heads out 
on their new adventure. But Freya’s first challenge begins be-
fore she even steps foot in Asgard. While trying to navigate the 
treacherous BiFrost Bridge, she drops her magical jewel off the 
bridge, and a sneaky pair of dwarves take her jewel down to the 
world of Midgard! Without that jewel, Freya thinks she is pow-
erless. But with the help of her pd-mates at Asgard, Freya dis-
covers a world that is bigger and more mysterious than she ever 
imagined!  There, she learns the true terror that Ragnarok – the 
doomsday her jewel warned her about – could mean for Asgard 
Academy if she and her new friends, the Thunder Girls, don’t 
stop it!
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MINI MYTHS: BE PATIENT, PANDORA!
Abrams Appleseed
When Pandora is warned by her mother not to open a box, her 
spirited curiosity trumps her obedience. Pandora harmlessly touches 
the box, innocently leans on the box, and eventually, albeit 
accidentally, bursts the box open! 

MINI MYTHS: PLAY NICE, HERCULES!
Abrams Appleseed
Hercules is not as interested in “playing nice” as he is in playing 
strong! But when one feat of strength destroys his little sister’s 12-
piece tower, he must use his powers for good to restore the tower and 
seek her forgiveness.

MINI MYTHS

MINI MYTHS: BRUSH YOUR HAIR, MEDUSA!
Abrams Appleseed
Medusa refuses to care for her hair, her long locks getting knottier 
and dirtier with each passing page. Nothing will convince Medusa to 
brush. Only her hairdresser approaches Medusa with bravery and a 
blade, successfully solving the problem . . . with a short haircut! 

Rights:  Eden Street (text only): Performance, Commercial, Merchandise 
Abrams: All others

MINI MYTHS: MAKE A WISH, MIDAS!
Abrams Appleseed
Midas wants everything to be his favorite color—yellow! He chooses 
yellow clothes, eats yellow foods, and uses only the yellow paint at 
his easel. But when he impulsively paints his beloved green Dinoboo, 
Midas discovers that too much of a good thing is a big mess! 

JOAN HOLUB
JOAN HOLUB

#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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Rights:  Eden Street (text only): Performance, Commercial, Merchandise 
Abrams: All others

MINI MYTHS: BE CAREFUL, ICARUS!
Abrams Appleseed
After little Icarus and his dad make a bird-shaped kite, Dad warns 
Icarus to hold on to the string and not let it fly too high. But Icarus 
disobeys, and soon the kite gets caught in the trees! Dad helps him 
repair the kite so they can play with it again, and Icarus learns the 
importance of being careful.

MINI MYTHS: PLEASE SHARE, APHRODITE!
Abrams Appleseed
Aphrodite, Hera, and Athena are competing for Paris’s candy apple. 
When Aphrodite offers Paris a toy horse, she wins the prize! But her 
bragging results in the hurt feelings of others. When Aphrodite stops 
boasting, though, and offers to share her snack instead, the three 
friends happily play together.

MINI MYTHS: DON'T GET LOST, ODYSSEUS!
Abrams Appleseed
When Odysseus goes shopping with his mom, she tells him to stay 
close, and he does -- until he is tempted by THE ODYSSEY-inspired 
play area in the mall and wanders off. He has fun at first, but when 
he cant' find Mom, he gets scared. Not to worry:  Mom was always 
close behind, and reunited, they make their way home together.  

MINI MYTHS: GOOD JOB, ATHENA!
Abrams Appleseed
After Athena ties Arache's shoes for her, Arachne takes the credit for 
Athena's hard work.  But when their friends ask Arachne to tach 
them how to tie their shoes, Arachne must admit the truth.  So 
Athena comes to the rescue and teaches everybody this important 
skill.  All is forgiven, and the girls are friends again. 

JOAN HOLUB

THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES

#4 HYPERION AND THE GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Phew, it’s hot! Under the titan Hyperion’s rule, the sun is burning even 
brighter than normal and scorching everything in northern Greece—includ-
ing the villagers! The Olympians are forced to play a sizzling “game” of  
Dodge the Sunbursts as Hyperion hurls giant fireballs that could fry them to 
pieces! Armed with some clues, Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades set out to figure 
out why in the world Hyperion has been making things so hot. Battling the 
extreme heat—and some fantastical and scary creatures, courtesy of  their 
old foe Cronus—the boys are off  on another epic adventure…and Zeus is 
one step closer to discovering his destiny.

#5 TYPHON AND THE WINDS OF DESTRUCTION 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-
selves on a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that 
Cronus has swallowed, but they’re also in search of  magic seeds that will 
help rejuvenate the earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, 
thanks to Hyperion. But a wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other 
ideas. Can the Heroes in Training withstand the storms that are coming 
their way?

www.joanholub.com

#6 APOLLO AND THE BATTLE OF THE BIRDS
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined 
to help restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to 
find a special shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the 
Olympians find the armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by 
birds - thousands of killer, scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears 
in the chaos, it look like he might be more connected to the Olympians 
than they think. Is he friend... or foe?
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DIG, SCOOP, KA-BOOM!
Random House

A construction site crew is busy at work in this rhyming Step 1 story. A 
the work continues, readers are in for a surprise - the "crew" is actually a 
group of young friends engaged in a day of dramatic play.
Rights: Random House: All rights

DO NOT OPEN!: THE STORY OF PANDORA'S BOX
Simon & Schuster

When Pandora receives a shiny, gold box that says "Do Not Open!", she is 
so curious that she ignores the warning, and opens it! Hundreds of bugs are 
let loose to fill the world with trouble. But Pandora finds something else in 
the box that can help: a fairy called Hope.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others

LITTLE RED WRITING 
Chronicle

Acclaimed writer Joan Holub and Caldecott Honoree Melissa Sweet team up in 
this hilarious and exuberant retelling of Little Red Riding Hood, in which a 
brave, little red pencil finds h r way through the many perils of writing a story, 
faces a ravenous pencil sharpener (the Wolf 3000)... and saves the day. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, & Merchandise

BALLET STARS 
Random House

From ballet class to rehearsal for the big show to the final curtsies—budding 
ballet stars show emergent readers each step and pirouette along the way! 
This Step 1 story has big type and easy words, rhyme and rhythm, and 
picture clues and two sheets of irresistible, adorable stickers. It’s a natural for 
young readers who are learning ballet or aspire to take ballet classes. 
Rights: Eden Street: Film and Merchandise
Random House: All others
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DIG, SCOOP, KA-BOOM!
Random House

A construction site crew is busy at work in this rhyming Step 1 story. 
A the work continues, readers are in for a surprise - the "crew" is 
actually a group of young friends engaged in a day of dramatic play.
Rights: Random House: All rights

DO NOT OPEN!: THE STORY OF PANDORA'S BOX 
Simon & Schuster

When Pandora receives a shiny, gold box that says "Do Not Open!", she 
is so curious that she ignores the warning, and opens it! Hundreds of 
bugs are let loose to fill the world with trouble. But Pandora finds 
something else in the box that can help: a fairy called Hope.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others

BALLET STARS 
Random House

From ballet class to rehearsal for the big show to the final curtsies—
budding ballet stars show emergent readers each step and pirouette along 
the way! This Step 1 story has big type and easy words, rhyme and 
rhythm, and picture clues and two sheets of irresistible, adorable stickers. 
It’s a natural for young readers who are learning ballet or aspire to take 
ballet classes. Rights: Eden Street: Film and Merchandise
Random House: All others

ITTY BITTY KITTY
HarperCollins
Ava wants a pet, but Mom and Dad say she's too little. So when she finds 
a kitty, Ava decides to name him Itty Bitty and keep him a secret. There's 
just one tiny problem: Itty Bitty starts growing and growing and 
growing . . . until he's neither itty nor bitty! Kids will laugh and cheer 
along as Ava and Itty Bitty try to keep Mom and Dad from discovering 
their not-so-little secret!
Rights: HarperCollins: All Rights

JOAN HOLUBJOAN HOLUB
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LITTLE RED WRITING 
Chronicle
Acclaimed writer Joan Holub and Caldecott Honoree Melissa Sweet team up 
in this hilarious and exuberant retelling of Little Red Riding Hood, in which 
a brave, little red pencil finds h r way through the many perils of writing a 
story, faces a ravenous pencil sharpener (the Wolf 3000)... and saves the day. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, & Merchandise

MIGHTY DADS
Scholastic
The Dump Trucks learn to get dirty. Crane keeps his little one safe from 
harm. The busy Cement Mixer gives his daughter a hug. A surprising 
and touching view of a father's love for his children, MIGHTY DADS is 
the perfect way to say: I'm proud of you!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Dramatic, Commercial
Scholastic: All others

THE KNIGHTS BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Henry Holt
'Twas December 24th, and three brave knights were just settling in for 
the night when out on the drawbridge, there arose such a clatter! The 
knights try everything to get rid of this unknown invader (Santa 
Claus!), a red and white knight with a fleet of dragons.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, Motion 
Picture, Dramatic, Merchandise 

ITTY BITTY KITTY AND THE RAINY PLAY DAY
HarperCollins
It’s a drippy-droppy, plippy-ploppy, rainy, gray, can’t-play-outside 
day—which means that Ava and Itty Bitty Kitty are stuck inside! 
When Ava and her giant cat run out of things to do, they invent their 
own games and have a rainy play day that is absolutely purr-fect.
Rights: HarperCollins: All Rights

JOAN HOLUB

By Joan Holub

Published by HarperCollins 
September 6, 2016

Ages: 4 - 8
Size: 6"x 9", 32 pages

Ava and Itty Bitty Kitty are off to visit the firehouse! Ava’s giant cat is usually 
less than purr-fectly behaved, and this trip is no exception! Will Itty Bitty’s 
nose for trouble make them new friends—or make their visit to the firehouse 
a disaster?

I Can Read Books are designed to encourage a love of reading. Itty Bitty Kitty: 
Firehouse Fun is a My First I Can Read book, and with basic language, word 
repetition, and great illustrations, it’s perfect for shared reading with a child.

Joan Holub is the award-winning author of more than one hundred and 
thirty books for young readers, including Zero the Hero, Vincent Van Gogh: 
Sunflowers and Swirly Stars and Shampoodle. She lives in North Carolina. 
Along with Suzanne Williams, Joan Holub is the co-author of the Goddess 
Girls series.

Rights:  
Eden Street: 
HarperCollins: All rights 
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ITTY BITTY KITTY: FIREHOUSE FUN
An I-Can-Read Book

ITTY BITTY KITTY: FIREHOUSE FUN
An I-Can-Read Book
HarperCollins
Ava and Itty Bitty Kitty are off to visit the firehouse! Ava’s giant cat is usually less 
than purr-fectly behaved, and this trip is no exception! Will Itty Bitty’s nose for 
trouble make them new friends—or make their visit to the firehouse a disaster?
Rights: HarperCollins: All Rights

THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES

#4 HYPERION AND THE GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Phew, it’s hot! Under the titan Hyperion’s rule, the sun is burning even 
brighter than normal and scorching everything in northern Greece—includ-
ing the villagers! The Olympians are forced to play a sizzling “game” of  
Dodge the Sunbursts as Hyperion hurls giant fireballs that could fry them to 
pieces! Armed with some clues, Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades set out to figure 
out why in the world Hyperion has been making things so hot. Battling the 
extreme heat—and some fantastical and scary creatures, courtesy of  their 
old foe Cronus—the boys are off  on another epic adventure…and Zeus is 
one step closer to discovering his destiny.

#5 TYPHON AND THE WINDS OF DESTRUCTION 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-
selves on a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that 
Cronus has swallowed, but they’re also in search of  magic seeds that will 
help rejuvenate the earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, 
thanks to Hyperion. But a wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other 
ideas. Can the Heroes in Training withstand the storms that are coming 
their way?

www.joanholub.com

#6 APOLLO AND THE BATTLE OF THE BIRDS
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined 
to help restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to 
find a special shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the 
Olympians find the armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by 
birds - thousands of killer, scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears 
in the chaos, it look like he might be more connected to the Olympians 
than they think. Is he friend... or foe?
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WHAT DOES COW SAY?
Scholastic

These farm animals have big mouths! Board book with flaps is perfect for spring 
positioning. When the sun came up, Duck went QUACK and woke up his neighbor! Each 
subsequent animal awakens, and makes his signature sound. Kids will love lift-ing the large 
flap to open the animal’s mouth and to guess what they say! 
Rights: Scholastic: All rights

PUMPKIN COUNTDOWN 
Albert Whitman & Company

In this rhyming picture book, a classroom of children goes on a field trip to the 
pumpkin patch, where they count everything in sight. The book is perfect for the fall 
season, and an extra-fun way to teach children to count backward from twenty. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Television, Merchandising 
Albert Whitman: All others

ZERO THE HERO 
Henry Holt

Zero. Zip. Zilch. Nada.  That’s what all the other numbers think of Zero.  He doesn’t 
add anything in addition.  He’s of no use in division. And don’t even ask what he does 
in multiplication. (Hint: Poof!) But Zero knows he’s worth a lot, and when the other 
numbers get into trouble, he swoops in to prove that his talents are innumerable. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Foreign, Audio, Motion Picture, Dramatic, 
Merchandise 
Henry Holt: All others
Sold: Korean hardcover, Bomnamu 

THE ONE-EYED PEOPLE EATER: THE STORY OF THE CYCLOPS 
Simon & Schuster

On their way home after the Trojan War, Odysseus and his army are shipwrecked 
on an island, where the Cyclops, the one-eyed monster, lives! Cyclops traps 
Odysseus and his men and threatens to eat them one by one. Can Odysseus 
outsmart the people-eater and return his men to safety?
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others

MIGHTY DADS
Scholastic
The Dump Trucks learn to get dirty. Crane keeps his little one safe from harm. 
The busy Cement Mixer gives his daughter a hug. A surprising and touching 
view of a father's love for his children, MIGHTY DADS is the perfect way to 
say: I'm proud of you!
Rights (text only): Eden Street: Audio, Dramatic, Commercial 
Scholastic: All others
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PUMPKIN COUNTDOWN 
Albert Whitman & Company

In this rhyming picture book, a classroom of children goes on a field trip 
to the pumpkin patch, where they count everything in sight. The book is 
perfect for the fall season, and an extra-fun way to teach children to count 
backward from twenty. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Television, 
Merchandising
Albert Whitman: All others

SURPRISE, TROJANS!: THE STORY OF THE TROJAN HORSE 
Simon & Schuster

During the Trojan War, the Trojans receive the gift of a huge wooden 
horse from the Greeks. Thinking the gift means that they have won the 
war, the Trojans celebrate. But what they don’t realize is that Greek 
soldiers are hidden inside the huge horse…waiting to attack!
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise Simon & Schuster: All others

THE ONE-EYED PEOPLE EATER: THE STORY OF THE CYCLOPS 
Simon & Schuster

On their way home after the Trojan War, Odysseus and his army are 
shipwrecked on an island, where the Cyclops, the one-eyed monster, 
lives! Cyclops traps Odysseus and his men and threatens to eat them 
one by one. Can Odysseus outsmart the people-eater and return his 
men to safety?
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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LITTLE RED WRITING 
Chronicle
Acclaimed writer Joan Holub and Caldecott Honoree Melissa Sweet team up 
in this hilarious and exuberant retelling of Little Red Riding Hood, in which 
a brave, little red pencil finds h r way through the many perils of writing a 
story, faces a ravenous pencil sharpener (the Wolf 3000)... and saves the day. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, & Merchandise

MIGHTY DADS
Scholastic
The Dump Trucks learn to get dirty. Crane keeps his little one safe from 
harm. The busy Cement Mixer gives his daughter a hug. A surprising 
and touching view of a father's love for his children, MIGHTY DADS is 
the perfect way to say: I'm proud of you!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Dramatic, Commercial
Scholastic: All others

THE KNIGHTS BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Henry Holt
'Twas December 24th, and three brave knights were just settling in for 
the night when out on the drawbridge, there arose such a clatter! The 
knights try everything to get rid of this unknown invader (Santa 
Claus!), a red and white knight with a fleet of dragons.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, Motion 
Picture, Dramatic, Merchandise 

ITTY BITTY KITTY AND THE RAINY PLAY DAY
HarperCollins
It’s a drippy-droppy, plippy-ploppy, rainy, gray, can’t-play-outside 
day—which means that Ava and Itty Bitty Kitty are stuck inside! 
When Ava and her giant cat run out of things to do, they invent their 
own games and have a rainy play day that is absolutely purr-fect.
Rights: HarperCollins: All Rights
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LITTLE RED WRITING 
Chronicle
Acclaimed writer Joan Holub and Caldecott Honoree Melissa Sweet team up 
in this hilarious and exuberant retelling of Little Red Riding Hood, in which 
a brave, little red pencil finds h r way through the many perils of writing a 
story, faces a ravenous pencil sharpener (the Wolf 3000)... and saves the day. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, & Merchandise

MIGHTY DADS
Scholastic
The Dump Trucks learn to get dirty. Crane keeps his little one safe from 
harm. The busy Cement Mixer gives his daughter a hug. A surprising 
and touching view of a father's love for his children, MIGHTY DADS is 
the perfect way to say: I'm proud of you!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Dramatic, Commercial
Scholastic: All others
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the night when out on the drawbridge, there arose such a clatter! The 
knights try everything to get rid of this unknown invader (Santa 
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Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, Motion 
Picture, Dramatic, Merchandise 
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HarperCollins
It’s a drippy-droppy, plippy-ploppy, rainy, gray, can’t-play-outside 
day—which means that Ava and Itty Bitty Kitty are stuck inside! 
When Ava and her giant cat run out of things to do, they invent their 
own games and have a rainy play day that is absolutely purr-fect.
Rights: HarperCollins: All Rights
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PUMPKIN COUNTDOWN 
Albert Whitman & Company

In this rhyming picture book, a classroom of children goes on a field trip 
to the pumpkin patch, where they count everything in sight. The book is 
perfect for the fall season, and an extra-fun way to teach children to count 
backward from twenty. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Television, 
Merchandising
Albert Whitman: All others

SURPRISE, TROJANS!: THE STORY OF THE TROJAN HORSE 
Simon & Schuster

During the Trojan War, the Trojans receive the gift of a huge wooden 
horse from the Greeks. Thinking the gift means that they have won the 
war, the Trojans celebrate. But what they don’t realize is that Greek 
soldiers are hidden inside the huge horse…waiting to attack!
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise Simon & Schuster: All others

THE ONE-EYED PEOPLE EATER: THE STORY OF THE CYCLOPS 
Simon & Schuster

On their way home after the Trojan War, Odysseus and his army are 
shipwrecked on an island, where the Cyclops, the one-eyed monster, 
lives! Cyclops traps Odysseus and his men and threatens to eat them 
one by one. Can Odysseus outsmart the people-eater and return his 
men to safety?
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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SEED SCHOOL: GROWING UP AMAZING
Seagrass Press/Quarto 

Meet charming little seed schoolmates, who can’t wait to grow up and become 
bright and beautiful fruits, vegetables, and flowers. Learn dirt-diving skills and 
the two rules of growing from their teacher, Ms. Petal. But what about the seed 
with the funny-looking hat?  Impatient when he seems to grow much slower 
than his friends, this odd-looking late bloomer eventually becomes the amaz-
ing, strong oak tree he was always meant to be!
Rights:
Eden Street:Audio, Film, TV, Dramatic, Commercial and Merchandise 
Seagrass Press/Quarto: All Others
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By Joan Holub

Published by Simon & Schuster 
September 27, 2016

Ages: 3 & up 
Size: 6"x6", 26 pages

Learn all about the most influential explorers who searched the world far and 
wide in this engaging and colorful board book perfect for pioneers-in-
training! The follow up to This Little President, now even the youngest 
adventurers can learn about the greatest explorers in history with this bright 
and playful board book. Highlighting ten memorable pioneers, parents and 
young discoverers alike will love sharing this fun historical primer full of 
age-appropriate facts and bold illustrations.

Joan Holub is the award-winning author of more than one hundred and 
thirty books for young readers, including Zero the Hero, Vincent Van Gogh: 
Sunflowers and Swirly Stars and Shampoodle. She lives in North Carolina. 
Along with Suzanne Williams, Joan Holub is the co-author of the Goddess 
Girls series.

Rights:  
Eden Street: Calendar, Merchandise, Dramatic, Non-Dramatic, Graphic 
Novel, Theme Park
Simon & Schuster: All others 
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THIS LITTLE EXPLORER

WHAT DOES COW SAY?
Scholastic

These farm animals have big mouths! Board book with flaps is perfect for 
spring positioning. When the sun came up, Duck went QUACK and woke 
up his neighbor! Each subsequent animal awakens, and makes his signature 
sound. Kids will love lifting the large flap to open the animal’s mouth and 
to guess what they say! 
Rights: Scholastic: All rights

ZERO THE HERO 
Henry Holt

Zero. Zip. Zilch. Nada.  That’s what all the other numbers think of Zero.  
He doesn’t add anything in addition.  He’s of no use in division. And don’t 
even ask what he does in multiplication. (Hint: Poof!) But Zero knows he’s 
worth a lot, and when the other numbers get into trouble, he swoops in to 
prove that his talents are innumerable. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Foreign, Audio, Motion Picture, 
Dramatic, Merchandise 
Henry Holt: All others
Sold: Korean hardcover, Bomnamu 

THIS LITTLE PRESIDENT
Simon & Schuster

Little presidents have a great big job.  Now even the youngest patriots 
can learn about America’s presidential history with this bright and 
playful board book. Highlighting ten of the most memorable presidents
—and featuring all forty-four on the last page—parents and presidents-
in-training alike will love sharing this fun primer full of age-appropriate 
facts, leadership skills, and White House history.
Rights: Eden Street: Calendar, Merchandise, Dramatic, Non-
Dramatic, Graphic Novel, Theme Park
Simon & Schuster: All others 
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THIS LITTLE EXPLORER: A PIONEER PRIMER
Simon & Schuster
Little explorers discover a great big world. 
The follow up to This Little President, now even the youngest adventurers 
can learn about the greatest explorers in history with this bright and play-
ful board book. Highlighting ten memorable pioneers, parents and young 
discoverers alike will love sharing this fun historical primer full of age-ap-
propriate facts and bold illustrations.
Rights: Eden Street: Calendar, Merchandise, Dramatic, Non-Dramatic, 
Graphic Novel, Theme Park
Simon & Schuster: All others

THIS LITTLE TRAILBLAZER
Little Simon
Learn all about influential women who changed history in this engaging 
and colorful board book perfect for trailblazers-in-training!  In this follow 
up to This Little President and This Little Explorer, now even the youngest 
readers can learn all about great and empowering female trailblazers in 
history! Highlighting ten memorable women leaders who paved the way, 
parents and little ones alike will love this girl power primer full of fun, 
age-appropriate facts and bold illustrations.
Rights: Eden Street: Film and TV, Commercial and Merchandise
Simon & Schuster: All others

THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES

#4 HYPERION AND THE GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Phew, it’s hot! Under the titan Hyperion’s rule, the sun is burning even 
brighter than normal and scorching everything in northern Greece—includ-
ing the villagers! The Olympians are forced to play a sizzling “game” of  
Dodge the Sunbursts as Hyperion hurls giant fireballs that could fry them to 
pieces! Armed with some clues, Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades set out to figure 
out why in the world Hyperion has been making things so hot. Battling the 
extreme heat—and some fantastical and scary creatures, courtesy of  their 
old foe Cronus—the boys are off  on another epic adventure…and Zeus is 
one step closer to discovering his destiny.

#5 TYPHON AND THE WINDS OF DESTRUCTION 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-
selves on a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that 
Cronus has swallowed, but they’re also in search of  magic seeds that will 
help rejuvenate the earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, 
thanks to Hyperion. But a wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other 
ideas. Can the Heroes in Training withstand the storms that are coming 
their way?

www.joanholub.com

#6 APOLLO AND THE BATTLE OF THE BIRDS
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined 
to help restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to 
find a special shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the 
Olympians find the armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by 
birds - thousands of killer, scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears 
in the chaos, it look like he might be more connected to the Olympians 
than they think. Is he friend... or foe?
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PUMPKIN COUNTDOWN 
Albert Whitman & Company

In this rhyming picture book, a classroom of children goes on a field trip 
to the pumpkin patch, where they count everything in sight. The book is 
perfect for the fall season, and an extra-fun way to teach children to count 
backward from twenty. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Television, 
Merchandising
Albert Whitman: All others

SURPRISE, TROJANS!: THE STORY OF THE TROJAN HORSE 
Simon & Schuster

During the Trojan War, the Trojans receive the gift of a huge wooden 
horse from the Greeks. Thinking the gift means that they have won the 
war, the Trojans celebrate. But what they don’t realize is that Greek 
soldiers are hidden inside the huge horse…waiting to attack!
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise Simon & Schuster: All others

THE ONE-EYED PEOPLE EATER: THE STORY OF THE CYCLOPS 
Simon & Schuster

On their way home after the Trojan War, Odysseus and his army are 
shipwrecked on an island, where the Cyclops, the one-eyed monster, 
lives! Cyclops traps Odysseus and his men and threatens to eat them 
one by one. Can Odysseus outsmart the people-eater and return his 
men to safety?
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & 
Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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WHAT DOES COW SAY?
Scholastic

These farm animals have big mouths! Board book with flaps is perfect for 
spring positioning. When the sun came up, Duck went QUACK and woke 
up his neighbor! Each subsequent animal awakens, and makes his signature 
sound. Kids will love lifting the large flap to open the animal’s mouth and 
to guess what they say! 
Rights: Scholastic: All rights

ZERO THE HERO 
Henry Holt

Zero. Zip. Zilch. Nada.  That’s what all the other numbers think of Zero.  
He doesn’t add anything in addition.  He’s of no use in division. And don’t 
even ask what he does in multiplication. (Hint: Poof!) But Zero knows he’s 
worth a lot, and when the other numbers get into trouble, he swoops in to 
prove that his talents are innumerable. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Foreign, Audio, Motion Picture, 
Dramatic, Merchandise 
Henry Holt: All others
Sold: Korean hardcover, Bomnamu 

THIS LITTLE PRESIDENT
Simon & Schuster

Little presidents have a great big job.  Now even the youngest patriots 
can learn about America’s presidential history with this bright and 
playful board book. Highlighting ten of the most memorable presidents
—and featuring all forty-four on the last page—parents and presidents-
in-training alike will love sharing this fun primer full of age-appropriate 
facts, leadership skills, and White House history.
Rights: Eden Street: Calendar, Merchandise, Dramatic, Non-
Dramatic, Graphic Novel, Theme Park
Simon & Schuster: All others 
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Scholastic

These farm animals have big mouths! Board book with flaps is perfect for 
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TOOL SCHOOL
Scholastic 

Young children will love the irresistible bold artwork and fun rhyming 
text as they learn that a little teamwork can make a big difference.  TOOL 
SCHOOL introduces some of the most basic household tools, and cool 
tips explain how to successfully use them with the help of a grown-up!
Rights:
Eden Street: Audio, Dramatic, Motion Picture, TV, and Commercial
Scholastic:  All Others
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WHAT DOES COW SAY?
Scholastic

These farm animals have big mouths! Board book with flaps is perfect for spring 
positioning. When the sun came up, Duck went QUACK and woke up his neighbor! Each 
subsequent animal awakens, and makes his signature sound. Kids will love lift-ing the large 
flap to open the animal’s mouth and to guess what they say! 
Rights: Scholastic: All rights

PUMPKIN COUNTDOWN 
Albert Whitman & Company

In this rhyming picture book, a classroom of children goes on a field trip to the 
pumpkin patch, where they count everything in sight. The book is perfect for the fall 
season, and an extra-fun way to teach children to count backward from twenty. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film and Television, Merchandising 
Albert Whitman: All others

ZERO THE HERO 
Henry Holt

Zero. Zip. Zilch. Nada.  That’s what all the other numbers think of Zero.  He doesn’t 
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Henry Holt: All others
Sold: Korean hardcover, Bomnamu 

THE ONE-EYED PEOPLE EATER: THE STORY OF THE CYCLOPS 
Simon & Schuster

On their way home after the Trojan War, Odysseus and his army are shipwrecked 
on an island, where the Cyclops, the one-eyed monster, lives! Cyclops traps 
Odysseus and his men and threatens to eat them one by one. Can Odysseus 
outsmart the people-eater and return his men to safety?
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Motion Picture, Commercial & Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others

MIGHTY DADS
Scholastic
The Dump Trucks learn to get dirty. Crane keeps his little one safe from harm. 
The busy Cement Mixer gives his daughter a hug. A surprising and touching 
view of a father's love for his children, MIGHTY DADS is the perfect way to 
say: I'm proud of you!
Rights (text only): Eden Street: Audio, Dramatic, Commercial 
Scholastic: All others
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CINDY MOO
HarperCollins

One night on the farm, the cows overhear a fantastic tale. “Hey Diddle Diddle, the 
cat and the fiddle, the cow jumped over the moon!” Inspired by this classic rhyme, 
a plucky cow named Cindy Moo sets out to prove that cows really can leap over 
the moon. 

COME SEE THE EARTH TURN
Random House

A sickly child, a poor student, and a medical school dropout, Léon Foucault 
seemed an unlikely candidate for greatness. But his ingenious experiment—
simple, beautiful, and stunningly original—changed how we see the world. 
Scientists knew that the earth turned on its axis. But how could they prove it? 
Countless experiments had been tried . . . and had failed. Then, one historic day 
in Paris, Léon Foucault gave a magnificent demonstration that offered the proof 
everyone had been looking for.

COWPOKE CLYDE AND DIRTY DAWG
Clarion

Cowpoke Clyde’s house was completely clean—he’d even shooed off the 
horseflies. But he'd plumb forgot to wash his Dawg. Dawg wakes up and runs. 
The chase that follows—with page-turn surprises—makes for a hilarious shaggy-
dog story involving fleas, a hog, bribery, cats, deception, and a mule. 

IN THE TREES, HONEY BEES
Dawn Publications

Inside-the-hive views of a wild colony of honey bees offer close-ups of the 
queen, the cells, even bee eggs. Simple verse will engage a young child, while 
sidebars with fascinating information satisfy the somewhat older child.

LORI MORTENSEN
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sidebars with fascinating information satisfy the somewhat older child.

LORI MORTENSEN
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IF WENDELL HAD A WALRUS
Henry Holt Books for Young Readers 

In this heartwarming story about friendship and imagination, a boy 
named Wendell dreams of getting a pet walrus.  Together, they’d ride 
bikes, tell jokes, and have a grand time.  If only he could find one!
But looking for a walrus turns out to be its own adventure, one with an 
unexpected and happy result.
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HOW TO DISAPPEAR COMLPETELY AND NEVER BE FOUND
HarperCollins

Margaret's father died in a mysterious drowning accident when she was eight 
years old. Four years later, her mother still won't talk about it -- in fact, she 
doesn't talk about much of anything. But when Margaret's mother takes her 
and her little sister, Sophie, to a strange abandoned mansion and puts a FOR 
SALE BY OWNER sign in the front yard, Margaret is determined to solve 
the puzzle of her family, once and for all. Armed with three strange clues -- a 
swimming medal, a key, and a handwritten comic book -- Margaret returns to 
the mansion alone. With the help of Boyd, the lonely, comic-book-obsessed 
boy next door, she discovers that truth can be stranger than fiction -- 
depending on who's telling the story.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

SARA NICKERSON
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THE SECRETS OF BLUEBERRIES, BROTHERS, MOOSE, & ME

By Sara Nickerson 
saranickerson.com

Published by Dutton 
Children's Books
June 9, 2015

Ages: 9-12
Size: 288 pages

Determined to make some extra money, twelve-year-old Missy and her older 
brother Patrick get summer jobs picking blueberries at a local farm. For Missy, 
though, blueberry picking quickly becomes about more than just money— it's the 
perfect distraction from the fact that her two best friends have gone off to summer 
camp without her and that her dad is getting remarried. Why can't everything go 
back to the way it used to be? But, Missy soon discovers that the summer is full of 
secrets: the secrets to making her family feel whole again; the secrets to keeping her 
two best friends from changing and leaving her behind; the secrets of a local farm's 
blood feud; and most importantly, the secrets of blueberries. Author Sara 
Nickerson infuses warmth and emotion into this relatable story about finding 
something special within yourself and a place to call your own in even the most 
tumultuous of times.

Rights:  
Eden Street: Foreign, Film, & Merchandise 
Dutton: All others

Sara Nickerson started out studying journalism, but soon discovered that she liked adding 
shiny bits to all the stories, so switched to fiction. Her first book, How To Disappear 
Completely And Never Be Found was published in 2002 and was nominated for several 
state book awards. Sara lives in Seattle with her husband and two sons. They all love to 
read.
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THE SECRETS OF BLUEBERRIES, BROTHERS, MOOSE, & ME
Dutton Children’s Books

Determined to make some extra money, twelve-year-old Missy and her 
older brother Patrick get summer jobs picking blueberries at a local farm. 
For Missy, though, blueberry picking quickly becomes about more than 
just money— it’s the perfect distraction from the fact that her two best 
friends have gone off to summer camp without her and that her dad is 
getting remarried. Why can’t everything go back to the way it used to be? 
But, Missy soon discovers that the summer is full of secrets: the secrets 
to making her family feel whole again; the secrets to keeping her two best 
friends from changing and leaving her behind; the secrets of a local farm’s
blood feud; and most importantly, the secrets of blueberries. Author Sara
Nickerson infuses warmth and emotion into this relatable story about 
finding something special within yourself and a place to call your own in 
even the most tumultuous of times.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Film, & Merchandise
Dutton:  All Others
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THE CURSE OF THE ROMANY WOLVES
Knopf

The creatures of Porthleven are suffering from a mysterious illness that 
looks like Febra lupi, the curse of the Romany wolves, which has no 
known cure. The dashing apothecary fox Penhaligon must find a cure or 
risk losing everyone he holds dear! Penhaligon uncovers a fragment of 
parchment that just might be a recipe for a cure—and it includes 
ingredients found only on the haunted Howling Island. But the obstacles 
Penhaligon must face on his quest for the cure make ghosts seem 
friendly: Pirates! Sea serpents! Double-crossing ferrets! Can Penhaligon 
make it back in time to save his village?

THE DARING ADVENTURES OF PENHALIGON BRUSH
Knopf

Penhaligon Brush longs for adventure and finds it aplenty in the seaside 
village of Porthleven. Within hours of his arrival, he is captured by 
armed ferrets and thrown into the dungeon of Furball Manor. Happily, 
he is rescued by friends. Unhappily, they explain that the dastardly 
wildcat, Sir Derek, and his ferret army plan to sink the ships of the 
princess of Spatavia that very night! Can Penhaligon and his unlikely 
band of resistors save the princess? Of course they can!

S. JONES ROGAN

Rights: Eden Street: Film and Merchandise
Knopf: All others
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KATHRYN GALBRAITH

ARBOR DAY SQUARE
Peachtree Publishers

Papa and Katie marvel at the stores, the church, and the large 
school-house. But the town still doesn’t feel like home.  There is 
something important missing.  There are no trees on the prairie.  No 
trees for climb-ing. No trees for birds. Katie and Papa, townsfolk, and 
farmers decide to find a way to bring trees to the prairie. 
Rights: Peachtree Publishers: All rights

BOO BUNNY
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Halloween is very spooky for a shy bunny. But when that shy bunny 
bumps into another shy bunny, friendship scares away fear. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

HOLDING ON TO SUNDAY
Margaret K. McElderry Books

Sunday is Daddy and Jemma’s special day. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK! SNOW!
Margaret K. McElderry Books

From the initial scene of the youngsters snug in their classroom to the 
outdoor scenes of them sledding and making angels in the snow, this im-
pressionistic work suggests the perspective of children intoxicated by 
the season’s first sn wfall.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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LUCY ROZIER

JACKRABBIT MCCABE AND THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH

By Lucy Rozier 

Published by Schwartz & Wade 
September 2015

Ages: 4-8
Size: 40 pages

With his extra-long legs, Jackrabbit McCabe can outrun anything on the American 
frontier: horses, trains, and even twisters. So of course, everyone in the town of Windy 
Flats always counts on his speed when a message has to get out fast. Then something 
new comes to town: the telegraph, which can send Morse code messages with the speed 
of electricity. At first, no one believes the newfangled contraption can deliver a message 
quicker than Jackrabbit. . . . But in a race between man and machine, who will be left in 
the dust? 

"Rozier makes a strikingly accomplished debut... It's a terrific tall tale about the costs 
and opportunities of technology" 
- Publisher's Weekly

Lucy Margaret Rozier makes her picture-book debut with Jackrabbit McCabe and the 
Electric Telegraph. She grew up folk dancing and drawing in North Carolina and 
worked for many years as a fine artist and a commercial artist in the Boston area. She 
has two grown daughters and lives in her native North Carolina with her husband and 
their dog, Rosie.

Rights:  
Eden Street (text only): Film and Merchandise 
Schwartz & Wade: All others
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JACKRABBIT MCCABE AND THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH
Schwartz & Wade

With his extra-long legs, Jackrabbit McCabe can outrun anything on the 
American frontier: horses, trains, and even twisters. So of course, every-
one in the town of Windy Flats always counts on his speed when a mes-
sage has to get out fast. Then something new comes to town: the telegraph, 
which can send Morse code messages with the speed of electricity. At first, 
no one believes the newfangled contraption can deliver a message quicker 
than Jackrabbit. . . . But in a race between man and machine, who will be 
left in the dust? 
Rights: Eden Street(text only): Film and Merchandise
Schwartz & Wade:  All Others
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51

CAN’T SLEEP WITHOUT SHEEP 
Walker & Company 

Whenever Ava can’t sleep, she counts sheep.  But Ava takes so long to 
fall asleep, it’s the sheep that are getting tired – until they finally quit! he 
sheep promise to find a replace-ment that Ava can count on, but it might 
not be as easy as they think… In this hilarious take on a familiar bedtime 
ritual, readers will be charmed by Ava and her fluffy friend.
Rights:  Walker & Company: All rights

APRIL FOOL, PHYLLIS
Holiday House

It might be April Fools’ Day, but Punxsutawney Phyllis knows that winter 
isn’t over yet.Her infallible instincts tell her that a blizzard is brewing. Too  
bad no one will believe her. Luckily Phyllis uses a combination  of 
common sense and uncommon abilities to lead the April Fools’ Day 
treasure hunters back to safety when the storm comes  on quickly. Once 
again Phyllis gets the last laugh in this buoyant holiday tale.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Film, Merchandise 
Holiday House: British, Foreign

AIRPLANE FLIGHT
Little Simon

A lift-the-flap flying adventure!
 Rights(text only): Simon & Schuster: 
All rights

68

ANNIE SILVESTRO

BUNNY’S BOOK CLUB
Random House

Bunny loves to sit outside the library with the kids and listen to summer 
story time. But when the weather gets cold and everyone moves inside, his 
daily dose of joy is gone. Desperate, Bunny refuses to miss out on any more 
reading time and devises a plan to sneak into the library at night . . . through 
the library’s book drop!  What follows is an adorable caper that brings an in-
quisitive, fuzzy bunny and his woodland pals up close and personal with the 
books they have grown to love. A warm celebration of the power of books, 
Bunny’s Book Club is sure to bring knowing smiles to any child, parent, 
teacher, bookseller, and librarian who understands the one-of-a-kind magic 
of reading.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance and Merchandising
Random House: All Others

MICE SKATING
Sterling Children’s Books

This mouse doesn’t want to stay in the house...even if it’s cold outside!
For most field mice, winter means burrowing down and snuggling in.  But 
not for Lucy!  She loves snow crunching under her paws and wearing a fluffy 
wool hat. And most of all, Lucy love to skate, and she’s just ACHING to show 
off her new skill with her friends.  After all, a winter wonderland is twice as 
nice when you have friends to enjoy it with. But the other mice just don’t 
understand – and after a disastrous indoor snowball fight, it looks as if they 
never will.  Can Lucy find  a way to make the other mice come out and  “mice 
skate” too?
Rights: Eden Street: Dramatic, Television, Lyric and Motion Picture
Sterling: All Others
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NORMA SIMON

ALL KINDS OF FRIENDS
Albert Whitman

“Wherever you live, whoever you are, friends are important, all kinds of 
friends.” In the spirit of her classic book, All Kinds of Families, Norma 
Simon leads us through a celebration of friendship—school friends, 
family friends, grown up friends, even pet friends! Simple, reassuring and 
thoughtful, children will recognize themselves—and their friends—on 
every page.
Rights (text only): Eden Street: Audio, Film, Merchandise Albert 
Whitman: All others

ALL FAMILIES ARE SPECIAL 
Albert Whitman & Company, 2003

When Mrs. Mack says she will soon be a grandmother, her students 
realize that teachers have families just like they do! Suddenly everyone 
in the class wants to share information about his or her own unique 
family.
Rights: Albert Whitman: All rights

ALL KINDS OF CHILDREN
Albert Whitman

Norma Simon uses both the neighborhood and the international stage 
to cel-ebrate children. Each carefully chosen example and comparison 
will help to forge a connection to friends and neighbors, other cultures, 
and faraway lands. 
Rights: Albert Whitman: all rights
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NORMA SIMON

WET WORLD 
Candlewick7

A rhythmic text and atmospheric illustrations evoke the special 
feeling of a rainy day as a child plays in the rain and then goes to bed 
dreaming about what the world will look like tomorrow.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

FIRE FIGHTERS 
Aladdin8

Fire Fighters takes readers from the fire station to a house gone up in 
flames and back to the station again. Trusty dalmatians help 
youngsters understand the seriousness of fighting a fire.

Rights: Aladdin: All rights

THE BABY HOUSE 
Simon & Schuster

New illustrations enhance a classic counting tale of a steadily 
growing family that starts with the cat and her kittens, moves on to 
the dog and her puppies, and culminates in Mother and Father having 
a new baby. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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JANICE LEE SMITH

THE MONSTER IN THE THIRD DRESSER DRAWER, AND OTHER 
STORIES ABOUT ADAM JOSHUA
A collection of short, breezy vignettes about Adam Joshua, who faces -with loads 
of good cheer- a new house, a fierce relative, a strange boy next door and a new 
baby sister.

THE KID NEXT DOOR AND OTHER HEADACHES: STORIES 
ABOUT ADAM JOSHUA
In a series of episodes, two young boys who are best friends share different 
viewpoints about neatness, the best kind of pet, super heroes, horrible cousins, 
and what consideration an overnight guest is entitled to.

THE SHOW-AND-TELL WAR, AND OTHER STORIES ABOUT 
ADAM JOSHUA
Five stories relate the adventures and misadventures of Adam Joshua as he 
contends with the first day of school, pretending to be sick, stealing a library 
book, making the scariest Halloween costume, and being upstaged at show-and-
tell time.

PET DAY:  YET MORE STORIES ABOUT ADAM JOSHUA
Hoping to win a prize, Adam Joshua works hard teaching his dog, George, tricks 
for Pet Day at school, but George refuses to cooperate.

NELSON IN LOVE:  AN ADAM JOSHUA VALENTINE'S DAY STORY
Adam Joshua's Valentine's Day is extremely complicated, and it doesn't help 
matters to know his best friend Nelson and his dog George are both in love.

SERIOUS SCIENCE:  AN ADAM JOSHUA STORY"
Devastated when his little sister and his dog, George, demolish his science project 
on the solar system, Adam Joshua becomes ingenious and inventive in coming up 
with a last-minute replacement.

THE BABY BLUES:  AN ADAM JOSHUA STORY
When Mrs. D. comes up with a class project that gives Adam Joshua and his 
classmates the chance to be temporary parents, things get really scrambled. It's 
serious responsibility being parents of . . . egg-babies! Can Adam handle being the 
father of poultry?

SUPERKID:  ADAM JOSHUA CAPERS
In a pair of episodes, two young boys who are best friends share different 
viewpoints about super heroes and horrible cousins.

Published by HarperCollins
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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JANICE LEE SMITH

WIZARD AND WART
Tragic magic! When a blundering Wizard and his dog, Wart, try to help a 
lovesick snake win over a cute rabbit, they end up brewing more trouble than 
they ever imagined. A curse and worse! The snake loves the rabbit, but the 
rabbit loves a cat; what's a Wizard to do? Hocus-pocus! Only a nifty spell 
leaves everyone happy and in love.

WIZARD AND WART AT SEA
Trouble follows Wizard and Wart when they go to the beach and use their 
magic to try to rid themselves of a pesky flock of seagulls and, through a 
series of mix-ups, create an amusing collection of creatures that only further 
crowd their surroundings.

WIZARD AND WART IN TROUBLE
Zounds the vulture has broken his usual silence to announce, "Trouble is 
coming!" and Wizard and his dog Wart are braced for the worst. With a big 
book of magic spells and a lot of sandwiches, they think they're ready for 
anything. But when Trouble finally arrives, even the unflappable Wizard and 
the ever-worried Wart are surprised!

Published by HarperCollins
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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KATHRYN GALBRAITH

ARBOR DAY SQUARE
Peachtree Publishers

Papa and Katie marvel at the stores, the church, and the large 
school-house. But the town still doesn’t feel like home.  There is 
something important missing.  There are no trees on the prairie.  No 
trees for climb-ing. No trees for birds. Katie and Papa, townsfolk, and 
farmers decide to find a way to bring trees to the prairie. 
Rights: Peachtree Publishers: All rights

BOO BUNNY
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Halloween is very spooky for a shy bunny. But when that shy bunny 
bumps into another shy bunny, friendship scares away fear. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt: All others

HOLDING ON TO SUNDAY
Margaret K. McElderry Books

Sunday is Daddy and Jemma’s special day. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

LOOK! SNOW!
Margaret K. McElderry Books

From the initial scene of the youngsters snug in their classroom to the 
outdoor scenes of them sledding and making angels in the snow, this im-
pressionistic work suggests the perspective of children intoxicated by 
the season’s first sn wfall.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights
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ANNA EGAN SMUCKER

GOLDEN DELICIOUS: A CINDERELLA APPLE STORY
Albert Whitman

A lively, true tale set in the American heartland more than 100 years ago. The 
Stark brothers dream of cultivating the perfect new apple ...A poor farmer in 
the hills of West Virginia finds a new tree with Golden Delicious apples in his 
field...(The Starks) rush by train and on horseback to find the tree. Since then, 
Golden Delicious apples have become known as the queen of the apple world

NO STAR NIGHTS
Quarrier Press

This book recollects growing up in a steel-mill town with its memorable sights 
and sounds, sometimes glorious and sometimes frightening. Life was marked 
by the shifts the fathers worked at the mill, and vacation pay, which meant 
Christmas in July. Special summer days included baseball games in Pittsburgh. 
A child's insightful memory of the past. WINNER 1990 - IRA Children's Book 
Award for Younger Readers

OUTSIDE THE WINDOW
Quarrier Press

In the evening, when the air cools and the sky turns pink, Mother Bird tucks 
her babies safely down into their nest... and tells them about a boy who lives in 
the house nearby. He plays games, takes baths, gets ready for bed, and struggles 
with his mother...just as the little birds do! Children will delight in seeing 
themselves from a bird s-eye view in this lushly illustrated bedtime story that s 
as rhythmic and gentle as a lullaby.

TO KEEP THE SOUTH MANITOU LIGHT
Wayne State University Press

Set on South Manitou Island in Lake Michigan during the fall of 1871, To Keep 
the South Manitou Light tells the fictional tale of a twelve-year-old girl named 
Jessie, whose family has been taking care of the lighthouse on the island for 
generations. Written for children between the ages of 8 and 12, To Keep the 
South Manitou Light provides regional history along with everyday lessons, all 
while engrossing young readers in an exciting story.
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BROTHER GIOVANNI'S LITTLE REWARD

Published by Eerdman's 
August 2015

Ages: 4-8
Size: 34 pages

Brother Giovanni is a happy man, content to do what he knows best: baking. 
But all is not well at his monastery, where the monks are trying to teach the 
children their prayers in time for a very important visit from the Bishop. 
Having tried everything, they turn to Giovanni -- but he doesn’t know 
anything about teaching! Eventually, though, Brother Giovanni discovers 
how to use his gifts to offer the children the perfect motivation.

This vibrant book, which includes a historical note and free recipe, tells the 
fascinating story behind one of the world’s most popular snacks.

Anna Egan Smucker has been writing children’s books for over twenty years. 
She currently teaches writing workshops for children and adults. She lives in 
West Virginia. Visit her website at www.annasmucker.com.

Rights:  
Eerdman's: All others

By Anna Egan Smucker 
www.annasmucker.com
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#1 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE DRESS-UP BIRTHDAY
Annie and her pet bunny, Snowball, love living next to Annie’s favorite 
cousin, Henry, and his dog, Mudge. Whether it’s playing Frisbee or watching 
old movies, there’s no shortage of fun to be had when these four are 
together. Annie’s birthday is coming up, and she can’t wait to invite Henry 
and Mudge over for a dress-up party. But when the guests arrive, it’s Annie 
who gets a big surprise!

#2 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE PRETTIEST HOUSE
Annie likes her home, and loves living next door to Henry, but she wishes 
her house were pretty instead of plain. Can Henry and Mudge come to the 
rescue with a plan to make Annie’s house beautiful?

#3 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE TEACUP CLUB
Annie loves teacups. She loves their pretty shapes and little saucers, but 
she doesn’t know anyone who loves them as much as she does. Her 
favorite cousin Henry and his big dog, Mudge, love frisbees and messy 
things—not dainty things. Can Henry help Annie find some teacup friends?

THE ANNIE & SNOWBALL SERIES

Rights (art only): Eden Street: Calendar, Merchandising, Commercial, 
Motion Picture, Dramatic, Television, Radio, Allied, Theme Park 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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#9 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE BOOK BUGS CLUB
Annie really wants to join the Book Bugs Club at the library.  Her cousin Henry isn’t so 
sure about joining. Henry likes to do outside things with his big dog, Mudge.  Reading is 
an inside thing. Or is it?

#10 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE THANKFUL FRIENDS
Annie loves Fall and she especially loves Thanksgiving. There is a big table at Annie’s 
house, and she wants lots of  people around it for a yummy dinner. But Annie lives with 
just her dad and her bunny, Snowball. She doesn’t have a big family of  her own. Who 
could she invite to share Thanksgiving?

#11 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE SURPRISE DAY
Annie is going on a day trip with her dad and her pet bunny, Snowball. With Snowball’s 
help they pick a road on the map and away they go! Where are they going? It’s a surprise, 
even for Dad!

#12 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE GRANDMOTHER NIGHT
Annie is spending the night at her grandmother’s house. So is her pet bunny, Snowball. 
Grandmother nights are full of  fun things like baking cookies, braiding hair, and telling 
bedtime stories that always give them sweet dreams. Annie can’t wait to see what surprises 
Grandmother has planned for tonight!

#13 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE WEDDING DAY
Annie wants her dad to find someone to love. Then her dad meets a woman 
named Martha and falls in love. Before long, Martha feels like part of the 
family, and it's time for a wedding! It's a big change to have a stepmother, but 
Annie knows that all their new family needs is love.
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#4 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE PINK SURPRISE
A hummingbird likes the pink petunias Annie plants in her garden. Annie and 
Henry are ecstatic about the bird, but want to see even more. How can they 
attract hummingbirds to the garden without planting more fl wers?

#5 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE COZY NEST
Someone is building a nest on Annie’s porch. She can’t wait to show her 
favorite cousin, Henry. Every day they watch the nest grow and grow. One day, 
small eggs appear. Annie and Henry love seeing the mother robin with her nest, 
but it’s hard to be patient. When will the eggs hatch?

#6 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE SHINING STAR
When Annie’s class puts on a play, Annie practices and practices and practices for 
her special moment on stage.  But when it comes time for the big night, she gets a 
case of the preshow jitters.  With the love and support of her family, including her 
best friend and cousin, Henry,  Annie gets her moment to truly shine.

#7 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE MAGICAL HOUSE
In Annie and Snowball and the Magical House, Annie makes a new friend whose 
house is beautiful and frilly beyond her wildest dreams. 

#8 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE WINTRY FREEZE
What Annie loves most about winter is playing in the snow with her cousin Henry 
and his big dog, Mudge. So when Annie’s dad wakes her up with news of a snow 
day, Annie is excited. She can’t wait to go on a wintry adventure with Henry and 
Mudge!

THE ANNIE & SNOWBALL SERIES
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#1 HENRY AND MUDGE THE FIRST BOOK
Henry, feeling lonely on a street without any other children, finds companionship 
and love in a big dog named Mudge.

#2 HENRY AND MUDGE IN PUDDLE TROUBLE
For Henry and his big dog Mudge, spring means admiring the first snow 
glory, playing in puddles in the rain, and watching the five new kittens next 
door.

#3 HENRY AND MUDGE IN THE GREEN TIME
For Henry and his big dog Mudge, summer means going on a picnic in the 
park, taking a bath under the garden hose, and going to the top of the big 
green hill.

#4 HENRY AND MUDGE UNDER THE YELLOW MOON 
In the autumn Henry and his big dog Mudge watch the leaves turn, meet 
with some Halloween spooks and share Thanksgiving dinner.

#5 HENRY AND MUDGE IN THE SPARKLE DAYS 
In the winter Henry and his big dog Mudge play in the snow, share a family 
Christmas dinner, and gather around a crackling winter fireplace

#6 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE FOREVER SEA 
Follows the seaside adventures of Henry, Henry's father, and Henry's big dog 
Mudge.

#7 HENRY AND MUDGE GET THE COLD SHIVERS 
When Mudge gets sick unexpectedly, Henry does all he can to make him feel 
better.

#8 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE HAPPY CAT 
Henry's family takes in a stray cat, the ugliest cat they have ever seen, and an 
amazing relationship blossoms between it and their big dog Mudge.

THE HENRY & MUDGE SERIES

Rights (art only): Eden Street: Calendar, Merchandising, Commercial, 
Motion Picture, Dramatic, Television, Radio, Allied, Theme Park 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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#9 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE BOOK BUGS CLUB
Annie really wants to join the Book Bugs Club at the library.  Her cousin Henry isn’t so 
sure about joining. Henry likes to do outside things with his big dog, Mudge.  Reading is 
an inside thing. Or is it?

#10 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE THANKFUL FRIENDS
Annie loves Fall and she especially loves Thanksgiving. There is a big table at Annie’s 
house, and she wants lots of  people around it for a yummy dinner. But Annie lives with 
just her dad and her bunny, Snowball. She doesn’t have a big family of  her own. Who 
could she invite to share Thanksgiving?

#11 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE SURPRISE DAY
Annie is going on a day trip with her dad and her pet bunny, Snowball. With Snowball’s 
help they pick a road on the map and away they go! Where are they going? It’s a surprise, 
even for Dad!

#12 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE GRANDMOTHER NIGHT
Annie is spending the night at her grandmother’s house. So is her pet bunny, Snowball. 
Grandmother nights are full of  fun things like baking cookies, braiding hair, and telling 
bedtime stories that always give them sweet dreams. Annie can’t wait to see what surprises 
Grandmother has planned for tonight!

#13 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE WEDDING DAY
Annie wants her dad to find someone to love. Then her dad meets a woman 
named Martha and falls in love. Before long, Martha feels like part of the 
family, and it's time for a wedding! It's a big change to have a stepmother, but 
Annie knows that all their new family needs is love.
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#1 HENRY AND MUDGE THE FIRST BOOK
Henry, feeling lonely on a street without any other children, finds companionship 
and love in a big dog named Mudge.

#2 HENRY AND MUDGE IN PUDDLE TROUBLE
For Henry and his big dog Mudge, spring means admiring the first snow 
glory, playing in puddles in the rain, and watching the five new kittens next 
door.

#3 HENRY AND MUDGE IN THE GREEN TIME
For Henry and his big dog Mudge, summer means going on a picnic in the 
park, taking a bath under the garden hose, and going to the top of the big 
green hill.

#4 HENRY AND MUDGE UNDER THE YELLOW MOON 
In the autumn Henry and his big dog Mudge watch the leaves turn, meet 
with some Halloween spooks and share Thanksgiving dinner.

#5 HENRY AND MUDGE IN THE SPARKLE DAYS 
In the winter Henry and his big dog Mudge play in the snow, share a family 
Christmas dinner, and gather around a crackling winter fireplace

#6 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE FOREVER SEA 
Follows the seaside adventures of Henry, Henry's father, and Henry's big dog 
Mudge.

#7 HENRY AND MUDGE GET THE COLD SHIVERS 
When Mudge gets sick unexpectedly, Henry does all he can to make him feel 
better.

#8 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE HAPPY CAT 
Henry's family takes in a stray cat, the ugliest cat they have ever seen, and an 
amazing relationship blossoms between it and their big dog Mudge.
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Motion Picture, Dramatic, Television, Radio, Allied, Theme Park 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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#15 HENRY AND MUDGE IN THE FAMILY TREES
Henry and his big dog Mudge attend a family reunion.

#16 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE SNEAKY CRACKERS 
While trying out the spy glasses, spy hat, and other items in their new spy kit, seven-
year-old Henry and his dog Mudge make a new friend and form a spy club.

#17 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE STARRY NIGHT
Henry, his dog Mudge, and his parents go on a quiet camping trip to Big Bear 
Lake, enjoying the clean smell of trees and wonderful green dreams.

#18 HENRY AND MUDGE AND ANNIE’S GOOD MOVE
 Henry's cousin Annie is moving — right next door to Henry!

#9 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE BEDTIME THUMPS
Henry worries about what will happen to his big dog Mudge during their visit to 
his grandmother's house in the country.

#10 HENRY AND MUDGE TAKE THE BIG TEST 
After eight weeks at Papp's Dog School, Henry's dog Mudge earns a certificate and 
lots of liver treats.

#11 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE LONG WEEKEND 
Henry and Mudge's boring weekend becomes interesting when Mom suggests 
building a castle in the basement.

#12 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE WILD WIND 
Henry and his big dog Mudge try to keep busy inside the house during a 
thunderstorm.

#13 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE CAREFUL COUSIN 
At first Henry's very neat cousin doesn't like the cookies from under his bed or 
Mudge's slobbery kisses, but when they all play frisbee, she begins to enjoy her 
visit.

#14 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE BEST DAY OF ALL
Henry and his big dog Mudge celebrate Henry's birthday with a piänata, a lively 
birthday party, and a cake shaped like a fish tank, making May first the best day 
ever. 
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#20 HENRY AND MUDGE AND ANNIE’S PERFECT PET 
 Henry wants to find the perfect pet for his cousin Annie.

#21 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE TALL TREEHOUSE
Uncle Jake has a big surprise for Henry and Henry's big dog, Mudge. He's going to 
build them a tree house!

#22 HENRY AND MUDGE AND MRS. HOPPER’S HOUSE
 Henry and Mudge are staying with Mrs. Hopper across the street.

#23 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE WILD GOOSE CHASE 
When Mom has visions of farm-fresh food, Henry and Mudge are off for day in the 
country!

#24 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE FUNNY LUNCH
This year Henry and Mudge are out to make the best Mother's Day lunch ever.

#25 HENRY AND MUDGE AND A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS 
Christmas at Henry and Mudge's house means cookies and carols and presents, and the 
whole family gathering for a delicious breakfast (with lots of food falling on the floor 
for Mudge).

#26 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE GREAT GRANDPAS 
When Henry and his dog Mudge go with Henry's parents to visit Great-Grandpa Bill in 
the home with lots of other grandpas, they lead them all on a wonderful adventure.

#27 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE TUMBLING TRIP 
A journey awaits, full of cowboy hats and boots, cactus plants and canyons, and all the 
tumbleweeds that Mudge can chase...

#28 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE BIG SLEEPOVER 
Henry and his dog Mudge are invited to a sleepover in Patrick's attic, where they watch 
monster movies, eat pizza, and enjoy a contest to determine whose dog is the best 
popcorn catcher

#19 HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE SNOWMAN PLAN
Henry, his dog Mudge, and his father enter a snowman building contest at the local 
park and win third place.
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I FORGOT
Orchard Books
Try as he may, Arthur Peter Platypus can’t get the hang of remembering details 
such as whether today’s a school day, the names of the oceans or the answer to 
two plus two. Like many of us, Arthur’s memory works best when the day is not 
a detail, but important.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THE PRINCESS AND THE PEA
Bantam Doubleday Dell

In this hilarious rendition of another classic, a bouncing rabbit prince sets out 
from his tropical paradise on an around-the-world search for his perfect princess 
bride. But alas, something is not right about each princess and he returns home 
alone. Then, a banging at the castle gates announces the arrival of a real prin-
cess…or is she?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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#9 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE BOOK BUGS CLUB
Annie really wants to join the Book Bugs Club at the library.  Her cousin Henry isn’t so 
sure about joining. Henry likes to do outside things with his big dog, Mudge.  Reading is 
an inside thing. Or is it?

#10 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE THANKFUL FRIENDS
Annie loves Fall and she especially loves Thanksgiving. There is a big table at Annie’s 
house, and she wants lots of  people around it for a yummy dinner. But Annie lives with 
just her dad and her bunny, Snowball. She doesn’t have a big family of  her own. Who 
could she invite to share Thanksgiving?

#11 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE SURPRISE DAY
Annie is going on a day trip with her dad and her pet bunny, Snowball. With Snowball’s 
help they pick a road on the map and away they go! Where are they going? It’s a surprise, 
even for Dad!

#12 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE GRANDMOTHER NIGHT
Annie is spending the night at her grandmother’s house. So is her pet bunny, Snowball. 
Grandmother nights are full of  fun things like baking cookies, braiding hair, and telling 
bedtime stories that always give them sweet dreams. Annie can’t wait to see what surprises 
Grandmother has planned for tonight!

#13 ANNIE & SNOWBALL AND THE WEDDING DAY
Annie wants her dad to find someone to love. Then her dad meets a woman 
named Martha and falls in love. Before long, Martha feels like part of the 
family, and it's time for a wedding! It's a big change to have a stepmother, but 
Annie knows that all their new family needs is love.
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LITTLE FOX GOES TO THE END OF THE WORLD
Marshall Cavendish Publishers

One day, while chasing a butterfly, Little Fox strayed farther and  farther 
from her home.  “Come back, Little Fox, called her mother, “or you may get 
lost.”  But Little Fox was tired of playing near the mouth of her den.  “Some 
day,” she said, “I’m going to travel to the end of the world.” “Oh,” said her 
mother. “Is the end of the world very far?”  As Little Fox’s imagination 
soars, she tells her mother how she will outsmart bears, tigers, elephants, 
monkeys, and even crocodiles.  But finally, she’ll sail home, because “I shall 
miss you.”  The text, originally published in 1976, assumes new life with 
fresh illustrations by Laura J. Bryant.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): British, Translation, Audio, Film, 
Merchandise
Marshall Cavendish: Asian rights
Sold: Japan, Dowakan Shuppan
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KICKERS SERIES

KICKERS #1: THE BALL HOGS 
Knopf

Nine-year-old Ben is brand-new to soccer, but he’s a good athlete and 
knows he’ll do well on the Bobcats, his team in the local Kickers soccer 
league. If he can only work around his obnoxious teammate Mark, the ball 
hog, Ben is sure he’ll score his first goal. But Coach Patty, and Ben’s own 
teammates, show him a little something about teamwork. And suddenly it 
dawns on him: he’s a ball hog, too. Can he change his ways before the 
Bobcats lose their shot at the Kickers play-offs?
Rights: Knopf: All rights

KICKERS #2: FAKE OUT 
Knopf

The Kickers soccer league is heating up, and Ben’s team, the Bobcats, has two 
losses, one win, and one tie. Ben knows he can pull his team out of its slump 
and right into the league play-offs with his new move: the fake-out. He practices 
the tricky footwork every chance he gets. But every time he tries it on the field, 
he flubs up, loses the ball, and hurts his team. Meanwhile, everyone else is faking 
him out. Is Ben out of his league?
Rights: Knopf: All rights

KICKERS #3: BENCHED 
Knopf

It’s a race to the Kickers soccer league play-offs. Nine-year-old Ben is pretty 
sure that if the Bobcats win two of their last three games, they’ll earn a 
tournament spot. Then the whistle blasts, the red card waves, and Ben is out
—benched for dangerous moves. Not only that, he’s barred from the next 
game, too—a key bout against the Rabbits. How can he possibly help his 
team to the play-offs from the sidelines?
Rights: Knopf: All rights

KICKERS #4: GAME-DAY JJITTERS 
Knopf

Filled with on-the-field soccer scenes, black-and-white artwork, and sports sta-
tistics throughout, this short novel—ideal for newly independent readers, ath-
letes, and all sports fans—follows nine-year-old Ben and his fourth-grade team, 
the Bobcats, as they race to the Kickers League playoffs. Ben knows he’s one 
of the team’s strongest players, but he’s been struggling with the jitters. He’s 
just freezing up on the field. Can he pull through for his teammates now that 
they really need him?
Rights: Knopf: All rights
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BABE CONQUERS THE WORLD 
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills Press

When Babe Didrikson Zaharias set herself a goal, she was bound to achieve 
it. From a very young age, she was determined to become the greatest 
woman athlete of the 20th century. Through her world-record setting 
performance at the 1932 Olympic Games and her later dominance of 
professional golf, her never-take-no-for-an-answer attitude brought her an 
unprecedented mixture of fame and scorn. 
Rights: Calkins Creek: All  rights

LOSING IS NOT AN OPTION 
Laurel Leaf

Ron is watcher, it seems. He watches his pick-up basketball team–five guys 
trying to fit together on the court. In nine interwoven stories, award-winning 
author Rich Wallace brings a small-town high school to life through the 
sharp, spare voice–and the heart-pounding defeats and triumphs–of an athlete.
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights

ONE GOOD PUNCH 
Laurel Leaf

Ask anybody around East Scranton High School: Michael Kerrigan is almost 
too good to be true. But soon Mike’s seemingly perfect world is threatened, and 
with pressure coming from his parents, his childhood best friend, and his sort-of 
girlfriend, Mike is faced with a choice - a choice that will determine the kind of 
athlete, friend, and man he becomes.
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights

PERPETUAL CHECK 
Laurel Leaf

Randy is a chubby ninth grader with a Cub Scout hair cut who guesses M&M 
colors with his eyes closed and makes up words. He’s also a chess whiz who has 
defeated his older brother Zeke in nine of their last ten matches. Zeke is a high 
school senior, a soccer champ, and a chess natural who can beat just about any-
one if he decides to really concentrate. So why is his loser little brother the better 
athlete, the better chess player, and the first to have a girlfriend?
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights
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BOUND BY ICE: A TRUE NORTH POLE SURVIVAL STORY
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mill Press

A SPELL-BINDING QUEST TO FIND THE NORTH POLE
To tell this riveting true-life adventure, noted nonfiction authors Sandra Neil 
Wallace and Rich Wallace relied on excerpts from De Long’s journals, news-
paper accounts, and sketches from crew members to capture the courage and 
endurance of the men on this doomed journey.
Rights:  Eden Street: Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Commercial and 
Merchandise  Boyds Mills Press:  All others
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Ask anybody around East Scranton High School: Michael Kerrigan is almost 
too good to be true. But soon Mike’s seemingly perfect world is threatened, and 
with pressure coming from his parents, his childhood best friend, and his sort-of 
girlfriend, Mike is faced with a choice - a choice that will determine the kind of 
athlete, friend, and man he becomes.
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights

PERPETUAL CHECK 
Laurel Leaf

Randy is a chubby ninth grader with a Cub Scout hair cut who guesses M&M 
colors with his eyes closed and makes up words. He’s also a chess whiz who has 
defeated his older brother Zeke in nine of their last ten matches. Zeke is a high 
school senior, a soccer champ, and a chess natural who can beat just about any-
one if he decides to really concentrate. So why is his loser little brother the better 
athlete, the better chess player, and the first to have a girlfriend?
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights
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Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills Press
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PLAYING WITHOUT THE BALL 
Laurel Leaf

Some might think Jay was cheated. By his mother, who walked out when 
he was six. By his dad, who took a job a couple thousand miles away and let 
him stay above a bar in a one-room apartment. But just when senior year 
seems a waste, life begins to click again. Jay may not know what he wants next 
out of life, but he’s beginning to get a clue about how to play the game.
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights

WICKED CRUEL
Knopf

Everyone’s heard an urban legend before. They’re stories that get passed 
from kid to kid, and nobody can quite remember where the story originat-
ed. But one thing’s for sure: nobody can ever prove whether the story is 
true. These three stories—all set in the same New England town—
address that very question: How much of an urban legend is rumor, and 
how much is fact? Creepy and perfect for Halloween, these stories are 
sure to delight anyone looking for a good spine-tingler.

Rights: Eden Street: Film 
Knopf: All others

WRESTLING STURBRIDGE 
Laurel Leaf

Stuck in a small town where no one ever leaves and relegated by his wrestling 
coach to sit on the bench while his best friend becomes state champion, Ben de-
cides he can’t let his last high school wrestling season slip by without 
challenging his friend and the future.
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights

SPORTS CAMP
Yearling

Riley feels like the smallest kid at sports camp. In fact, he is. He just turned 
eleven in April, but most kids here are twelve, and a few are even thirteen—and 
gigantic. It’s hard enough for a shrimp like Riley to fit in. He just doesn’t want 
to be the weak link as his bunk competes for the Camp Olympia Trophy.
Rights: Yearling: All rights

SHOTS ON GOAL 
Laurel Leaf
It’s soccer season, and sophomore Bones Austin and his team are struggling to 
make it to the district play-offs--against all odds. To make matters worse, 
Bones has a crush on the girlfriend of his best friend, Joey. Bones and Joey 
are forced to learn a little something about teamwork, even when hard times 
seem to be tearing them apart.  
Rights: Laurel Leaf: All rights 
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SANDRA NEIL WALLACE

MUCKERS
Knopf

Felix O’Sullivan’s world is crumbling around him: the mine that employs most of 
town is on the brink of closing, threatening to shutter the entire town. But Felix 
has got his own burdens to bear: his older brother, Bobby, died in the war, and 
he’s been struggling to follow in his footsteps ever since. That means assuming 
Bobby’s old position as quarterback, and leading the last-ever Muckers team to 
the championship. But the only way for the hardscrabble Muckers team to win 
State is to go undefeated, and tackle their biggest rival, Phoenix United, which 
would be something of a miracle. Luckily, miracles can happen all the time 
on the field.
Rights: Eden Street: Film
Knopf: All others

LITTLE JOE 
Knopf

It’s a cold December night and Fancy, the Stegner family’s cow, is about to give 
birth. Out pops Little Joe, a huge bull calf, and with him comes nine-year-old 
Eli’s first chance to raise an animal to show at next fall’s county fair. Over the 
next ten months, Eli, and Little Joe, learn some hard lessons about growing up 
and what it means to take on bigger responsibilities, especially when it comes to 
taking care of another living thing. But one thing Eli is trying not to think about 
is what will happen to Little Joe after the fair: it’s auction time, and he’ll have 
to sell Little Joe!
Rights: Knopf: All rights

BABE CONQUERS THE WORLD 
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills Press

When Babe Didrikson Zaharias set herself a goal, she was bound to achieve 
it. From a very young age, she was determined to become the greatest 
woman athlete of the 20th century. Through her world-record setting 
performance at the 1932 Olympic Games and her later dominance of 
professional golf, her never-take-no-for-an-answer attitude brought her an 
unprecedented mixture of fame and scorn. 
Rights: Calkins Creek: All rights
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BETWEEN THE LINES: HOW ERNIE BARNES WENT FROM 
THE FOOTBALL FIELD TO THE ART GALLERY
Paula Wiseman Books/Simon& Schuster

BETWEEN THE LINES is a story of inspiration spirit and of an American 
original who pursued his dream.  This enchanting picture book includes 
pieces of artwork created by this little know artist who captured the truth and 
beauty of the world he saw around him.
Rights:  Eden Street: Film, TV, Dramatic, Commercial and Merchandise
Simon and Schuster:  All others

BOUND BY ICE: A TRUE NORTH POLE SURVIVAL STORY
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mill Press

A SPELL-BINDING QUEST TO FIND THE NORTH POLE
To tell this riveting true-life adventure, noted nonfiction authors Sandra 
Neil Wallace and Rich Wallace relied on excerpts from De Long’s journals, 
newspaper accounts, and sketches from crew members to capture the 
courage and endurance of the men on this doomed journey.
Rights:  Eden Street: Motion Picture, TV, Dramatic, Commercial and 
Merchandise  
Boyds Mills Press:  All others
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PORKY AND BESS
by Ellen Weiss and Mel Friedman
Random House

Porky is messy…morning, noon, and night.  Bess is perfect in every way imagin-
able—from her well-appointed cupboard to the figure eights she skates at the 
local pond.  But somehow these two unlikely friends complement each other like 
tea and toast.  So when Porky finds himsel in a  pickle—he can’t finish writing 
his poem, and the secret ingredient from his favorite recipe is missing—who is 
there to lend a hand?  Bess, of course!
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Film and Merchandise
Random House: All others

I LOVE YOU, LITTLE MONSTER
Little Simon

In this humorous board book, a parent’s little monster can do no wrong. Mama 
always loves her Little Monster, even when he is being quite the monster. A lullaby 
for every mother with nerves of steel, this sweet, funny read-aloud gem sings to the 
joys of a rambunctious child with a mind of his own.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Television, Motion Picture, Commercial,  
Merchandise 
Little Simon: All others

THE STINKY GIANT
by Ellen Weiss and Mel Friedman
Random House

Pepper and Jake love herding sheep in the little valley where they live. But there’s a 
problem—a big problem. Urk, a giant who lives on a nearby mountain, is big and stinky 
and doesn’t care that dumping dirty laundry water in the nearby stream causes a flood 
dwn below every single week. So Pepper and Jake hike to Urk’s mountaintop lair to 
confront him. But there’s no reasoning with a giant, especially one who gives cryptic 
puzzles to solve. If the kids can solve it, Urk will move away. If not, Pepper and Jake 
(and their sheep) will be the featured ingredients in Urk’s next bowl of smelly soup! 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance, Merchandise
Random House: All others
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THE TAMING OF LOLA: A SHREW STORY
Abrams Books for Young Readers

Little Lola the shrew is a troublemaker, and a mean one at that! Her constant 
whining has shredded her family’s nerves. Her siblings are fed up, and her parents 
have just plain given up. She always gets her way. But the real trouble begins when 
Lola’s cousin Lester comes to stay with her family. Turns out he’s meaner than she 
is! Suddenly Lester is the one getting special treatment, just because he demands it. 
Lola and Lester find themselves in screaming matches over the silliest things. Will 
Lola ever learn her lesson? Will Lester learn his?
Rights: Abrams Books: All rights

WHATEVER YOU DO, I LOVE YOU 
Simon & Schuster

Sweet, rhyming text from Ellen Weiss and charming illustrations from Sam Wil-
liams bring Little Monster to life in this sweet and humorous story about the 
special bond between parents and their own “little monsters.”
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Television, Motion Picture, Commercial, 
Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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ANGEL ON THE SQUARE 
HarperCollins

It is a golden time for the aristocracy of St. Petersburg. The  daughter of a lady-in-
waiting, Katya Ivanova is safe behind palace walls where she  her tea with the Tsar’s 
daughters. The royal family feels like her own. But outside  the palace, a devastating war 
sweeps through Europe, and deep unrest takes root in Russia. As the flame of 
revolution ignites in a country where the rich have always ruled, Katya’s once-certain 
future dissolves.

THE IMPOSSIBLE JOURNEY 
HarperCollins

One Russian night, Marya and Georgi’s parents disappear. Despite high  risks, Katya 
and Misha had spoken against the government. The children, alone  and desperate, fear 
the worst. All it takes is one crumpled letter to give Marya and Georgi hope and send 
them on a dangerous mission to reunite their family. They must steal away in the dark 
of night, and find passage to the great Siberian wilderness. Even if they suc-ceed in 
getting away, their journey will have only just begun.

BURYING THE SUN
HarperCollins

Leningrad seems as though it will always be bright. And then, on June 22nd, Germany 
turns its forces against its old friend, and all at once Russia is at war. As the enemy army 
draws closer, winter approaches, and with it comes a darkness and hunger that will stalk 
the once-luminous city. At fourteen, Georgi is too young to join the army. Still, he is 
determined to do something —  anything — to help his family, and his city, through 
this terrifying time.

THE TURNING
HarperCollins

A Russian ballerina dreams of leaving Leningrad - forever. A member of the 
Kirov Ballet Corps, Tatiana hopes to be chosen for the troupe’s Paris tour where 
she will try to escape the watchful eye of KGB agents and defect to France. But 
leaving is harder than it looks. She becomes tangled in her country’s struggle for 
democracy, and her dream of a better life in Paris is soon challenged by hope 
for her country’s future. Tatiana must make a choice, and there will be no  turning 
back.
Rights (The Turning,/Burying the Sun): Eden Street: All
Rights  (Angel  on  the  Square, The  Impossible  Journey):  Eden  Street:   
Performance
HarperCollins: All others
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The STARVATION LAKE Series 
Golden Books

WELCOME TO STARVATION LAKE
Starvation Lake Elementary is just a regular school. Except that it’s due north by an 
icy lake, lost in a swirl of snow most of the time. And it lacks one thing most schools 
have—a decent library. The fourth grade is putting on a fund-raiser, but it seems 
sure to fail. Can four guys in a detoured van save the show?

RICH AND FAMOUS IN STARVATION LAKE

It’s been snowing for twenty-three days in Starvation Lake, but a fourth-grade con-
test is heating up at the school. It’s the boys against the girls. Who can raise the most 
money? Both sides have strange plans. One plan involves a new kind of candy. 
The other includes a trip to the local funeral home!

ARE THERE BEARS IN STARVATION LAKE??

Starvation Lake’s fourth-grade class is going on an overnight at a nature center. All the 
kids are excited... except Baylor. This will be the worst two days of his life. He hates 
the cold. He always feels sick. He doesn’t even like nature. And did someone just 
say there are bears in Starvation Lake?

A HAUNTED HOUSE IN STARVATION LAKE

Dawn Zonder is finally starting to feel at home in Starvation Lake with all her new 
friends when she finds out she might have to move again. If only Dawn could con-
vince her family to stay in Starvation Lake for good. But the only house the Zonders 
can afford is the old Grader place. It’s more than just run down—it’s haunted!

Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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ALL MY NOBLE DREAMS AND THEN WHAT HAPPENS 
Simon & Schuster

Rosalind is caught between two worlds as Gandhi’s nonviolent revolution takes 
hold in this standalone companion to SMALL ACTS OF AMAZING 
COURAGE. When her father’s military position provides Rosalind with the 
opportunity to meet the Prince of Wales, she has the chance to tell him about the 
injustice she witnesses in the streets of India. Rosalind desperately wants to do 
what is right, but will she have the courage to, and what will be the 
consequences?
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Calendars, Commercial, Film, Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others

AFTER THE TRAIN
HarperCollins

Peter Liebig can’t wait for summer. He’s tired to classrooms, teachers, and the  
endless lectures about the horrible Nazis. The war ended 10 years ago, and his  
town of Rolfen, West Germany, has moved on nicely. Despite it’s bombed-out 
church, it looks just as calm as ever. But when Peter stumbles across a letter 
he  was never meant to see, he unravels a troubling secret. 
Rights: Eden Street: Performance, Audio, Commercial 
HarperCollins:  All others

THE BOY WHO WANTED TO COOK 
Sleeping Bear Press

La Bonne Vache, The Good Cow, is a little restaurant in the south of France. It 
takes its name from and is famous for its boeuf a la mode, a delicious beef stew. 
Ten-year-old Pierre spends as much time as possible in the restaurant’s kitchen, 
hoping for a chance to demonstrate his cooking skills. But his parents shoo him 
away and he is not allowed to cook. One day Pierre meets a visitor who is on his 
way to eat at the restaurant. At last, Pierre sees his chance to prove himself. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Foreign, Audio, Commercial, Motion Picture  
and Television
Sleeping Bear Press: All others

CHU JU’S HOUSE 
HarperCollins

Chu Ju is happy at home, working alongside her parents on the family farm. But, the 
law forbids couples in China from having more than two children, and Chu Ju’s par-
ents think that they need a boy to help them out on their farm. When the new baby 
turns out to be another girl, Chu Ju reluctantly leaves home, hoping that her absence 
will free her parents from the law’s restrictions. Will she be able to get by on her 
own? And will she ever be able to leave her old life behind?
Rights: Eden Street: All
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THE DISAPPEARED
Dial Books for Young Readers

The Disappeared. Los Desaparecidos. This is the name given to those who 
opposed Argentina’s dictatorial government and were kidnapped to silence 
them. With her hometown of Buenos Aires ensconced in the political night-
mare, Silvia devises a plan to save her missing brother. Will Silvia’s 
scheme reunite her family? Or cost these devoted siblings their lives? 
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

FRUITLANDS
HarperCollins

Young Louisa May Alcott and her family bravely venture into the wilderness. Louisa’s 
father is determined to realize his vision of a perfect life: one where people live in 
peace with each other and  with nature, surviving off the land. Louisa keeps a journal in  
which she vows to try to uphold her father’s high ideals. But her family’s journey can’t 
erase her own dreams, doubts, frustrations, and fears. With the words “This is to be 
my secret diary,” Louisa begins recording a very different version of events. 
Rights: Eden Street: Performance
HarperCollins: All others

HOMELESS BIRD
HarperCollins

 

Like many girls her age in India, thirteen-year-old Koly is getting married. But 
there’s been a terrible mistake. The husband chosen for her is too young, and he’s 
terribly sick. As tradition dictates, it’s already too late to turn back. On Koly’s wedding 
day, her fate is sealed. Koly finds herself cast out into a current of cruel tradition. Her 
future, it would seem, is lost. Yet this rare young woman, bewildered and brave, sets 
out to forge her own exceptional future. And a new life, like a beautiful tapestry, 
comes together for Koly—one stitch at a time.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Performance
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: German, Elefanten; Spanish, Editorial Everest; Chinese  (Mainland), Yilin 
Press; Chinese (Taiwan), Eastern Publishing Co.; Japa-nese, Hakusui-Sha;  
Thai, Matichon; Korean, Bomulchango. 

IN ANDAL’S HOUSE
Sleeping Bear Press
As a young boy in Gujarat, India, Kumar sometimes feels like he lives in two 
worlds. First, there is the old world: here people and their choices are determined by 
prejudices and bigotry. But then there is the second, modern world: in this world Kumar 
can be friends with whomever he chooses. And now, Kumar is invited to the house of 
his high-caste classmate Andal. But there in Andal’s house, Kumar’s two world collide 
in a very unpleasant way. Kumar is left questioning his place in Indian society. 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Audio, Foreign, Film, Merchandise
Sleeping Bear Press: All others
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K IS FOR KABUKI
By Gloria Whelan & Jenny Nolan
Sleeping Bear Press

From the comic relief of Kyogen theater to the meditative powers of a Zen garden, 
an A-to-Z title written on two levels invites young readers to travel to Japan 
and explore its rich history, traditions, and role in today`s world.
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance & Commercial
Sleeping Bear Press: All others

THE INDIAN SCHOOL
HarperCollins

Raven and her brother Star Face are brought to the remote mission school for 
Indian children after a smallpox epidemic threatens their tribe. But Raven will 
not be tamed by stern Aunt Emma and the white people’s ways. Before long 
she befriends timid Lucy, and teaches both her new friend and Aunt 
Emma that there is much to be learned from her people.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance, Translation
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: Italian, Mondadori

JAM AND JELLY BY HOLLY AND NELLIE 
Sleeping Bear Press

Times are hard and winter is very cold in northern Michigan. Without a 
warm coat, Holly might not be able to start school. Can Mama figure out a 
solution before the spring flowers turn to winter snows?
Rights: Sleeping Bear Press: English Language
Eden Street: All others

THE LISTENERS
Sleeping Bear Press

Ella May is a slave on a Southern plantation. Each night, Ella May and her friends 
secretly listen outside the windows of their master’s house in the hopes of 
gleaning information about their fates and those of their loved ones.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Translation, Performance & Commercial 
Sleeping Bear Press: All others
Sold: Japanese, Mitsumura Kyoikutosho 
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LISTENING FOR LIONS
HarperCollins

Thirteen-year-old Rachel Sheridan is left an orphan after influenza takes the lives of her 
missionary parents in  British  East Africa. When cruel neighbors take her in, Rachel suspects 
their intentions may not be honest. Soon, she becomes involved in a shocking plot that 
takes her away from her beloved East Africa on a lonely and treacherous jour-ney across 
the ocean. Surrounded by greed and lies, Rachel must rely on her spirit and  
extraordinary wit to weather her incredible adventure.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance
HarperCollins: All others

MACKINAC BRIDGE: THE STORY OF THE FIVE MILE POEM
Sleeping Bear Press

Set in the late 1950s, this is the story of a young boy whose father operates a ferryboat 
between Michigan’s Upper and Lower peninsulas. As young Mark witnesses the build-
ing of the new Mackinac Bridge, he is torn between family loyalty and eager anticipa-
tion. As his father struggles with the flow of progress, Mark dreams of future bridges 
he will build.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Performance, and Commercial
Sleeping Bear Press: All others

MEGAN’S YEAR 
Sleeping Bear Press

Megan spends her summers traveling around the Irish countryside with her family. They 
move from place to place, hauling their camper behind their old car. But they aren’t on 
vacation. Megan and her family are Travelers. As part of their summer life, Megan’s father 
works odd jobs, from fieldwork to roofing houses. Megan loves her life and the freedom 
that comes from traveling the open road. But at summer’s end, the family moves to the city 
of Dublin into a cramped house. And as the seasons pass, Megan counts down the days 
until she can return to her summer life.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Motion Picture, Television and Commercial 
Sleeping Bear Press: All others

THE MIRACLE OF SAINT NICHOLAS
Bethlehem Books

Alexi’s Babushka tells Alexi what Christmas was like when she was a little girl. 
One year, soldiers came to Babushka’s town and closed her church because they 
didn’t want people to believe in God. But as soon as the soldiers shut the church 
doors, everything inside the church disappeared. What a great mystery! As 
Babushka’s story unfolds, the citizens of Zeema learns about the wonderful 
miracle of Saint Nicholas.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance
Bethlehem Books: All others 
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MIRANDA’S LAST STAND
HarperCollins

Growing up under the gaze of a painting of her father heading off to fight and die 
in the Battle of Little Big Horn, Miranda shares her mother’s hatred for the Indians. 
Miranda’s feelings change when she and her mother join Buf-falo Bill Cody’s traveling 
Wild West Show, and Miranda befriends a Sioux girl. Together they encounter many 
legendary Ñágures of the Old West—including the gun-toting Annie Oakley, and Sitting 
Bull himself -- and Miranda learns to let go of the anger she has held on to for so long. 
Rights: Eden Street: All

NEXT SPRING AN ORIOLE
Random House

It’s  Libby Mitchell’s tenth birthday. It is also the day that she and her parents climb 
into a covered wagon and set off on a journey that takes them from their home 
in Virginia to the deep woods of Michigan. At the end of their wagon ride lies 
their new home—a place that is rugged, wild, and full of promise.
Rights: Random House: All

NIGHT OF THE FULL MOON
Random House

Fawn has just returned with her  family from the winter hunting ground. 
Fawn’s bright clothes and her stories of Potawatomi life intrigue Libby. On the 
night of the full moon, Libby sneaks away from home to attend a native ceremony 
with Fawn. When government soldiers ride into the camp and force the 
Potawatomis from their land, they mistake Libby for one of the tribe, and she is 
forced to go too.
Rights: Eden Street: Film, Performance
Random House: All others

PARADE OF SHADOWS
HarperCollins

Sixteen-year-old Julia Hamilton is restless and determined not to be left behind by 
her father on his next expedition. When he unexpectedly agrees, Julia wonders: will 
this be her chance at adventure and romance? Traveling across the sands of the 
ancient world, Julia meets a French antiques collector, a British horticulturist, and a 
dashing young student – each harboring secrets as elusive as a mirage. As she learns 
more about her companions and the dangerous world she’s in, Julia must decide 
whom she can trust...and what she is willing to fight fo .
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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SEE WHAT I SEE
HarperCollins

Kate Tapert sees her life in paintings.  She makes sense of the world around her by 
relating to what she adores: art.  Armed with a suitcase, some canvases, and a 
scholarship to art school in Detroit, Kate is ready to leave home and fully immerse 
herself in painting. All Kate needs is a place to stay. That place is the home of her 
father, famous and reclusive artist Dalton Quinn, a father she hasn’t seen or heard 
from in nearly ten years.  When Kate knocks on his door out of the blue, little does 
she realize what a life-altering move that will turn out to be.  
Rights: Eden Street:  Audio, Film and Television, Commercial and  
Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others

SMALL ACTS OF AMAZING COURAGE 
Simon & Schuster

It is 1921, six months after the end of World War I, and Rosalind awaits her father’s 
return. The heart of this penetrating story is Rosalind’s coming of age set against the 
hardship of life for the Indian people, Rosalind’s daily life in India, the rise of Gandhi 
and Rosalind’s coming to make her own decisions and become her own person. 
Rights:  Eden  Street:  Foreign,  Audio  (Licensed  to  Listening  Library),  
Commercial  and  Merchandising,  Dramatic,  Motion  Picture,  Television,  
Theme Park 
Simon & Schuster: All others

QUEEN VICTORIA'S BATHING MACHINE
Paula Wiseman Books/Simon & Schuster

Queen Victoria loves to swim, but can't figure out how to get to the water without 
her devoted subjects seeing her swimming suit. It's Prince Albert to the rescue with 
an invention fit for a queen!
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Foreign, Dramatic, Merchandise
Simon & Schuster: All others

THE SHADOW OF THE WOLF
Random House

The Woods of Southern Michigan are getting crowded, so Libby Mitchell and 
her family load up their covered wagon and move north. They settle on the 
shores of Lake Michigan—right next to the Indian camp where her friend Fawn 
lives! Libby and Fawn soon find out that greedy men are trying to cheat the In-
dians out of their land. Now the girls must think of a way to stop them before 
the people and animals who call the forest their home lose it forever. 
Rights: Eden Street: Film, Performance and Commercial
Random House: All others
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SUMMER OF THE WAR
HarperCollins

It’s the summer of 1942. AT her grandparents’ island cottage in Michigan, 
fourteen-year-old Belle excitedly awaits the arrival of her worldly older cousin, 
Caroline. Belle’s expecting French sophistication and style. But Caroline brings 
much more than that: she carries the troubling reality of the war that is ravaging 
Europe. While World War II rages on over seas, a very different war begins between 
two very different girls who will be forever changed by their summer on Turtle 
Island.
Rights: Eden Street: Performance, Audio, Commercial
HarperCollins: All others 

SMUDGE
Sleeping Bear Press

The monastery of St. Ambrose is situated on the Irish island of 
Morcarrick. Here, monks old and young live quiet lives spent in prayer and 
service. One day the Abbot decides that Brother Bede, their finest 
illuminator of manuscripts, will illustrate the Christmas story. Unfortunately, 
young Brother Cuthbert has been chosen to assist Brother Bede in this 
project. Cuthbert is impatient, lacks discipline, and even worse . . . is known 
for making mistakes. His nickname is “Smudge.” How can someone so ill- 
suited assist in the creation of the greatest book of all? 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Foreign, Audio, Motion Picture,  
Television and Commercial 
Sleeping Bear Press: All others 

THE WANIGAN
Random House

Annabel Lee had never even heard of a wanigan. But she and her mother are 
now living and working on the floating cook-shack while her father and the 
other loggers move their timber down the river to the mills at Lake Huron. It’s 
a perilous journey, especially for a delicate 11-year-old who’d rather read 
poetry than live in the company of loggers. But the river soon reveals its 
beauties, and by the time the wanigan nears Lake Huron, An-nabel can’t 
imagine waking up without a brand-new surprise each morning. 
Rights: Eden Street: All
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YUKI AND THE ONE THOUSAND CARRIERS
Sleeping Bear Press

Yuki’s father has been called to Edo and she, along with her mother, must 
accompany him in this royal procession. To ease her homesickness, Yuki cap-
tures her thoughts and impressions in haiku. Whelan describes a journey of 
discovery through the observant eyes and thoughtful verses of a young girl. 
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Film, and Commercial
Sleeping Bear Press: All others
Sold: French, Le Sorbier

YATANDOU
Sleeping Bear Press

Eight year old Yatandou lives in a Mali village with her family and neighbors. And 
though she is only eight years old, Yatandou must sit with the women from her 
village and pound millet kernels. As they work, the women dream of a wonderful 
machine that can grind the millet and free them from their pounding sticks. Yatan-
dou must help raise the money to buy the machine, even if it means parting 
with something she holds dear.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Foreign and Performance
Sleeping Bear Press: All others

WAITING FOR THE OWL’S CALL
Sleeping Bear Press

Eight-year-old Zulviya, along with all the women of her family, earn 
their living in Afghanistan by weaving rugs by hand, but Zulviya  
also finds beauty in the landscape of her home, which provides the 
inspiration for her work.
Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Performance & Commercial  
Sleeping Bear Press: All others
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THE SECRET OF ROVER
Amulet Books/Abrams

Life is sweet for twins Katie and David until a strange new nanny 
arrives to care for them while their parents are abroad.  When their 
parents mysteriously disappear, it turns out the nanny is in on the 
kidnapping plot.  The kidnappers want to get their hands on Rover, a 
top-secret spy device invented by Katie and David’s parents and 
their Uncle Alex, and the whole family is in grave danger. Katie and 
David have only one hope:  their uncle whom they have never met. 
Reaching him means escaping their nanny and racing north from 
their home in Washington, D.C. ,with time running out and the 
kidnappers hot on their trail. This thrilling tale of two resourceful 
kids caught up in a dangerous game of cat and mouse will have 
readers racing to the end.
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Television, 
Commercial, Merchandise
Abrams: British
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INCH AND ROLY AND THE SUNNY DAY SCARE
Simon Spotlight

Roly sees something in the grass, but she does not know what it is. Roly, Inch, 
Dragonfly and Beetle try to identify it. Is it a tunnel, or perhaps a hill? Maybe it is a 
snake! In the end, after much panic, Roly identifies the mysterious object, and all the 
bugs receive a refreshing surprise!
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Calendar, Dramatic, Non-Dramatic, Graphic  
Novel, Merchandise
Simon & Schuster: All others

INCH AND ROLY AND THE VERY SMALL HIDING PLACE
Little Simon

Inch and Roly and their friends are hiding, but they will have to be careful – this is a 
very small hiding place! In this story full of gentle humor, Roly Poly and her friends 
squeeze into a hole to hide from a bird. But it turns out that being smushed together in 
the hole is not so much fun!
Rights:  Eden  Street  (text  only):  Calendar,  Dramatic,  Non-Dramatic,  
Graphic Novel, Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others

MELISSA WILEY

INCH AND ROLY MAKE A WISH
Little Simon

It is a quite day.  Inch and Roly and their friends Dragonfly and Beetle are looking 
for something to do.  They can walk to the wishing well and wish for something to 
do! Join these adorable friends as they find ways to make many more wishes in this 
sweet story.
Rights:  Eden  Street  (text  only):  Calendar,  Dramatic,  Non-Dramatic,  
Graphic Novel, Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
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LITTLE HOUSE BY BOSTON BAY 
HarperCollins

Charlotte lives with her family near the bustling city of Boston. What an exciting 
time she has! There’s Mama’s garden to tend to, Papa’s blacksmith shop to visit, 
and lots of brothers and sisters to play with. But best of all, Charlotte is a brand-
new American girl, born just one generation after the United States of America 
was formed.

THE ROAD TO ROXBURY 
HarperCollins

Meet Charlotte Tucker, the little girl who would grow up to be Laura Ingalls 
Wilder’s grandmother. The war of 1812 is over, and Charlotte thinks life in Rox-
bury is back to normal. Will and Lucy have moved in with her family, and Char-
lotte adores looking after Lucy’s baby. Before long, however, Charlotte feels like 
her world has been turned upside down. Baby William seems to have taken over 
her house. To make matters worse, Charlotte has a new teacher at school -- will 
her life ever be the same again?

ON TIDE MILL LANE 
HarperCollins

Winter is coming, and while Charlotte is busy helping Mama take care of the house 
and care for her baby sister Mary, she’s also worried about her friend Will who is 
marching north with the militia. Then comes a sign that the war may be over! Is 
Will still safe? When will he be home? And how much longer must his sweetheart, 
Charlotte’s teacher, wait for him?

ACROSS THE PUDDINGSTONE DAM 
HarperCollins

Eleven-year-old Charlotte has always lived on Tide Mill Lane and can’t imagine her 
home being anywhere else. She is delighted when a school for young ladies opens 
nearby. The prospect of a new baby brother and the sudden reappearance of a 
long-lost relative combine to complete Charlotte’s world. But a new dam connect-
ing Roxbury and Boston turns Tide Mill Lane into a noisy, messy construction site, 
and Charlotte’s parents are worried about what this will mean for their family.

Rights: HarperCollins: all rights

THE CHARLOTTE YEARS

MELISSA WILEY
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LITTLE HOUSE IN THE HIGHLANDS 
HarperCollins

It’s 1788 and Martha lives in a little stone house in Glencaraid, Scotland. Her fa-
ther is Laird Glencaraid, which means Martha must behave like a young lady even 
when she would much rather run around the Scottish hillside!

DOWN TO THE BONNY GLEN 
HarperCollins

Martha is frustrated because Mum has said she’s too old to be playing on the 
moors now, and she must have a governess. First there’s Miss Norrie. All she must 
to do is teach Martha sewing and etiquette. But Martha’s high spirits are too much 
for her, and she leaves in a hurry. Martha thinks that’s the end of that, but then 
another governess shows up. Her name is Miss Crow, and Martha is sure she’s 
going to be even worse!

THE FAR SIDE OF THE LOCH 
HarperCollins

In The Far Side of Loch seven-year-old Martha is lonely and restless. The Stone 
House was filled with people during the holidays, but now the cousins have gone 
home, Martha’s father is traveling, her brothers are at school, and her older sister, 
Grisie, is too busy brooding over her embroidery to pay any attention to Martha. 
Her new pet hedgehog makes things a bit more fun, and then Father comes home 
with some thrilling news and suddenly Martha’s house is bustling with excitement!

BEYOND THE HEATHER HILLS 
HarperCollins

In this fourth book in the Martha Years series, ten-year-old Martha journeys to 
the bustling city of Perth to visit her newly married sister Grisie. This is Martha’s 
first time beyond the familiar heather hills and this city on the River Tay is more 
excit-ing than she could have ever imagined!

Rights: HarperCollins: all rights

THE MARTHA YEARS
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LITTLE HOUSE BY BOSTON BAY 
HarperCollins

Charlotte lives with her family near the bustling city of Boston. What an exciting 
time she has! There’s Mama’s garden to tend to, Papa’s blacksmith shop to visit, 
and lots of brothers and sisters to play with. But best of all, Charlotte is a brand-
new American girl, born just one generation after the United States of America 
was formed.

THE ROAD TO ROXBURY 
HarperCollins

Meet Charlotte Tucker, the little girl who would grow up to be Laura Ingalls 
Wilder’s grandmother. The war of 1812 is over, and Charlotte thinks life in Rox-
bury is back to normal. Will and Lucy have moved in with her family, and Char-
lotte adores looking after Lucy’s baby. Before long, however, Charlotte feels like 
her world has been turned upside down. Baby William seems to have taken over 
her house. To make matters worse, Charlotte has a new teacher at school -- will 
her life ever be the same again?

ON TIDE MILL LANE 
HarperCollins

Winter is coming, and while Charlotte is busy helping Mama take care of the house 
and care for her baby sister Mary, she’s also worried about her friend Will who is 
marching north with the militia. Then comes a sign that the war may be over! Is 
Will still safe? When will he be home? And how much longer must his sweetheart, 
Charlotte’s teacher, wait for him?

ACROSS THE PUDDINGSTONE DAM 
HarperCollins

Eleven-year-old Charlotte has always lived on Tide Mill Lane and can’t imagine her 
home being anywhere else. She is delighted when a school for young ladies opens 
nearby. The prospect of a new baby brother and the sudden reappearance of a 
long-lost relative combine to complete Charlotte’s world. But a new dam connect-
ing Roxbury and Boston turns Tide Mill Lane into a noisy, messy construction site, 
and Charlotte’s parents are worried about what this will mean for their family.

Rights: HarperCollins: all rights

THE CHARLOTTE YEARS
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 THE PRAIRIE THIEF
Margaret K. McElderry/Simon and Schuster

If anyone had asked Louisa Brody last week what she thought her life would 
be like today, she’d never have thought it would look like this: Her dear pa, 
accused of thievery, is locked thirty miles away in jail. She’s living with the 
awful Smirches, her neighbors and the very family that went and accused 
her pa of the horrendous crime. And there is one very cantankerous – and 
magical – secret in the hazel grove. With her life flipped upside down, it’s 
now up to Louisa, her sassy friend Jessamine, and that cranky secret to 
save Pa from a guilty verdict before it is too late. 
Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Film (Dramatic and Non-dramatic),  
Merchandise
Simon and Schuster: All others

FOX AND CROW ARE NOT FRIENDS
Random House

Fox and Crow can agree on two things: their love of cheese and loathing of 
each other. These cagey animals will do whatever they can to outwit their 
sworn enemy and claim sole possession of the prized cheese they keep 
finding. But they are too caught up in their plotting and planning to 
realize they’ve picked the wrong house to steal from.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance and Commercial 
Random House: All others
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#1 DAISY AND THE MAGIC LESSON
At Mistress Lily’s Fairy School, Daisy is learning to be a fairy helper to humans—and 
she makes the most wonderful new friends!

#2 POPPY AND THE VANISHING FAIRY
Mistress Lily is gone for the day, and Poppy hopes she’ll hurry home. Then Mistress 
Lily doesn’t come home on time—something must be wrong!

#3 ROSE AND THE DELICIOUS SECRET
Everyone is delighted with delicious treats start appearing overnight at Mistress 
Lily’s school. Everyone except Cook, that is—he doesn’t want to lose his job. Can 
Rose get to the bottom of  it?

#4 MARIGOLD AND THE MISSING FIREFLY
Marigold’s new pet firefly, Flash, is the perfect companion. But when Flash goes 
missing, Marigold is heartbroken.

#5 DAISY AND THE FIRST WISH
Daisy loves helping humans, but then she meets a little girl who makes an impossible 
wish. Daisy’s wand can’t give Nina what she wants, but maybe she can find another 
way.

 Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Audio, Performance, Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others

THE FAIRY BLOSSOMS SERIES
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THE GODDESS GIRLS SERIES

#1 ATHENA THE BRAIN 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Athena has always been above average. She’s never quite fit in at Triton Junior High, but who 
would’ve guessed that Athena is actually a goddess? Principal Zeus’s daughter, to be exact. 
When she’s summoned to Mount Olympus Academy, Athena thinks she might actually fit in 
for the first time in her life. But in some ways, school on Mount Olympus is not that differ-
ent from down on Earth, and Athena is going to have to deal with the baddest mean girl in 
history—Medusa!

#2 PERSEPHONE THE PHONY 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

As Persephone’s mother encourages her to do, she often “goes along to get along” instead of  
doing what she really wants. But when she meets Mount Olympus Academy bad-boy Hades, 
she finally feels she has found someone with whom she can be herself. He’s the first person 
who actually listens to her, and she finds herself  liking him, despite the fact that the other 
goddessgirls think he’s bad news. But if  he makes her feel so special—and so comfortable—
can he really be all that bad?

#3 APHRODITE, THE BEAUTY 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

Aphrodite delights in helping mortals in love, but she’s pretty annoyed at the con-
stant attention she gets from the godboys at Mount Olympus Academy. When she de-
cides to give Athena a makeover, she’s a bit unprepared for the result. She didn’t count 
on all the interest Athena’s new look would get. And she certainly never thought she’d 
find herself  jealous of  one of  her best friends! 
Can she put her jealousy behind her and help him find true love?

#4 ARTEMIS THE BRAVE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

Artemis may be the goddess of  the hunt, but that doesn’t mean she always feels brave. Will 
she find the courage to talk to Orion (the new mortal “star” at school), to make him see her 
as more than a pal and to ace Beast-ology class? 

Rights: Eden Street: Translation, Film, Television and Merchandise 
Simon & Schuster: All others
Sold: Indonsesia, Serambi Ilmu Semesta; Spanish, Editorial Di Que Si; 
Greek, Compupress; Turkish paperback, Alfa Basim Yayim Dagitim; 
German, Egmont; Korean paperback, Random House Korea; French 
Language, Ada
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#5 ATHENA THE WISE 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Athena isn’t the only new kid at Mount Olympus Academy . . . When a mortal named Heracles trans-
fers to the academy, Athena understands what he’s going through. She started at MOA a few months 
ago. Not only does Heracles need help fitting in, he also has to complete twelve “labors” or be kicked 
out of  school! When her dad, Principal Zeus, asks her to secretly look after the new boy, Athena winds 
up capturing mythical beasts and shoveling poop. It will take all of  her famed wisdom to sort out her 
own problems and help Heracles succeed! 

#6 APHRODITE THE DIVA 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

After a teeny misunderstanding in class, Aphrodite is failing Hero-ology. To raise her grade, she con-
cocts a brilliant plan—an extra-credit project for match making mortals. This brings her face-to-face 
with fierce competition—an Egyptian goddessgirl named Isis. Now the race is on to see which of  them 
can match make Pygmalion—the most annoying boy ever! Will Aphrodite wind up making a passing 
grade after all? Or will she end up proving she’s a diva with more beauty than brains?

#7 ARTEMIS THE LOYAL 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

It’s time for the annual Olympic Games at Mount Olympus Academy and the four goddessgirls are 
not happy—especially Artemis. Even though she’s better at sports than most of  the godboys, she can’t 
compete because the Games are boys only. No fair! If  that wasn’t annoying enough, some of  the com-
petitors are pushy giants, she has mixed feelings about a mortal boy named Actaeon and she’s at odds 
with her twin brother, Apollo. Can Artemis win back his trust—and find a way to win on the field, too?

#8 MEDUSA THE MEAN
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

Queen of  the mean . . . or misunderstood? Medusa Gorgon is definitely not part of  the popular crowd. 
With snakes for hair and an even snakier personality, no one at Mount Olympus Academy is clamor-
ing to be BFFs with her. But deep down, Medusa just wants to fit in. And she thinks the key to all her 
problems is immortality—something that most of  her classmates and her own sisters have. The Im-
mortalizer promises to make that dream come true. But at what price?

GODDESS GIRLS SUPER SPECIAL: THE GIRL GAMES 
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

The four most popular goddessgirls at MOA, Artemis, Athena, Aphrodite and Persephone, are finally 
getting a chance to hold a girls-only Olympic Games! But organizing visiting athletes like those crush-
stealing Amazons isn’t easy. Artemis is trying too hard to do everything herself, Athena’s in trouble over 
a winged horse named Pegasus and Aphrodite and Persephone are fighting over a lost kitten named 
Adonis. Will everything come together in the end? 

#9 PANDORA THE CURIOUS
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 
Is Pandora about to open up a box of trouble?  One of the few mortals at Mount Olympus 
Academy, Pandora is famous for her mega quizzical nature – not that she thinks there’s anything 
wrong with being curious, of course!  Her curiosity kicks into high gear when a godboy named 
Epimetheus brings a mysterious box to school.  Pandora can’t help but take a peek inside when it 
unexpectedly lands in her lap.
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#10 PHEME THE GOSSIP
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

As the goddess girl of  rumor and gossip, Pheme prides herself  on being “in the 
know” and having the most up-to-date info on anyone and everyone at Mount 
Olympus Academy. To make sure that people really get her VIP messages, her words 
tend to linger in cloud letters above her head—just in case people don’t catch what 
she says! But not everyone is thrilled with Pheme’s insider knowledge on everything 
MOA—including the Goddess Girls.

#11 PERSEPHONE THE DARING
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Orpheus was devastated when he lost Eurydice to the Underworld, so he 
asks Persephone to help get her back. Though it means breaking some very serious 
Underworld rules, Persephone pushes Hades to return Eurydice to the living world. 
But restoring Orpheus’s one true love might jeopardize Persephone’s own chances 
with her biggest crush...

#12 CASSANDRA THE LUCKY
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Meet Cassandra, the newest student at Mount Olympus Academy! She has an amaz-
ing talent—but will her new friends believe her?

#13 ATHENA THE PROUD
by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams

Athena's arrogance gets the best of her when her attempts to improve King 
Minos's labyrinth have unexpected -and disastrous- results!
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#10 PHEME THE GOSSIP
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams 

As the goddess girl of  rumor and gossip, Pheme prides herself  on being “in the 
know” and having the most up-to-date info on anyone and everyone at Mount 
Olympus Academy. To make sure that people really get her VIP messages, her words 
tend to linger in cloud letters above her head—just in case people don’t catch what 
she says! But not everyone is thrilled with Pheme’s insider knowledge on everything 
MOA—including the Goddess Girls.

#11 PERSEPHONE THE DARING
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Orpheus was devastated when he lost Eurydice to the Underworld, so he 
asks Persephone to help get her back. Though it means breaking some very serious 
Underworld rules, Persephone pushes Hades to return Eurydice to the living world. 
But restoring Orpheus’s one true love might jeopardize Persephone’s own chances 
with her biggest crush...

#12 CASSANDRA THE LUCKY
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

Meet Cassandra, the newest student at Mount Olympus Academy! She has an amaz-
ing talent—but will her new friends believe her?

#13 ATHENA THE PROUD
by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams

Athena's arrogance gets the best of her when her attempts to improve King 
Minos's labyrinth have unexpected -and disastrous- results!
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#14 IRIS THE COLORFUL
When Principal Zeus entrusts her with the job of fetching some magic water, 
Iris is tickled pink—until she realizes she’ll have to get the water from the gray, 
gloomy River Styx in the Underworld! 

#15 APHRODITE THE FAIR
Eris is a goddess girl who has a penchant for causing trouble. So when her 
brother, Ares, is celebrating his thirteenth birthday, she can’t let the occasion 
go by without a little mischief. After all, she is the goddess of discord and 
strife! Aphrodite is determined to make sure Ares gets the attention he 
deserves, but can she handle what Eris has planned?

#16 MEDUSA THE RICH
When Medusa suddenly becomes able to turn objects into gold just by 
touching them, she is thrilled. Gold, gold, everywhere! But it’s not just objects 
that become golden—it’s also food, and, even people! Her new ability turns 
out to be more dangerous than delightful, but can she do anything to reverse 
it?

#17 AMPHITRITE THE BUBBLY
A new mergirl shows up at Mount Olympus Academy—and Poseidon just 
might be her perfect match in this seventeenth Goddess Girls adventure. 
Amphitrite is a mergirl with a big crush on Poseidon—but will his quirks make 
her fall out of like?

#18 HESTIA THE INVISIBLE
Hestia feels unseen at Mount Olympus Academy in this eighteenth Goddess 
Girls adventure.

SUZANNE WILLIAMS
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#19 ECHO THE COPYCAT
Echo is a forest-mountain nymph and the new girl at Mount 
Olympus Academy. She is a little nervous, so she tries to mimic 
all of the gestures, expressions, and slang of the cool MOA 
students. While imitation is supposed to be the best form of 
flattery, Echo’s chattiness doesn’t exactly endear her to her fellow 
classmates—in fact, it has the opposite effect! Will she be able to 
find a way to be herself and become friends with the students 
around her?

#20 CALLIOPE THE MUSE
Calliope, the muse of epic poetry, has trouble putting her bright 
and fun ideas into action in this twentieth Goddess girls 
adventure!

JOAN HOLUB

By Joan Holub 
and Suzanne Williams

Published by Aladdin Books
December, 2016

Ages: 8-12
Size:  7.6” x 5.1”, 224 pages

Authors Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams put a modern spin on 
classic myths with the Goddess Girls series. Follow the ins and outs 
of divine social life at Mount Olympus Academy, where the most 
privileged goddessgirls and godboys in the Greek pantheon hone their 
mythical skills.

Rights:
Eden Street: Foreign, Film and Television, and Merchandise  
Aladdin: All others

Pallas, the daughter of Triton and messenger of the sea, enrolls at 
Mount Olympus Academy in this twenty-first Goddess Girls 
adventure!
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PALLAS THE PAL
Goddess Girls #21

#21 PALLAS THE PAL
Pallas, the daughter of Triton and messenger of the sea, enrolls 
at Mount Olympus Academy in this twenty-first Goddess Girls 
adventure!

#22 NYX THE MYSTERIOUS
The mysterious Nyx, Goddess of Night, enrolls at Mount Olympus 
Academy in this twenty-second Goddess Girls adventure!

#23 MEDEA THE ENCHANTRESS
Princess Medea and a boy named Jason go on a quest for the Gold-
en Fleece in this twenty-third Goddess Girls adventure!
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#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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#5 SLEEPING BEAUTY DREAMS BIG
Sleeping Beauty -- who just goes by her middle name, Rose -- has always been a 
daredevil. But according to her fairy tale, after her twelfth birthday Rose must 
avoid all sharp objects. That isn't easy at Grimm Academy, where enchanted items 
can also be dangerous. Rose will have to stay wide awake to keep out of trouble-
and to find her magic charm!

#6 GOLDILOCKS BREAKS IN
Goldilocks is so eager to make friends at Grimm Academy, she's even 
tempted to accept an invitation to join E.V.I.L. -- it's just nice to be 
included! But she doesn't want to be a villain. Can Goldie get inside the 
secret society and do some good?

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise 
Scholastic: All others

#7 SNOWFLAKE FREEZES UP
Snowflake isn’t sure which fairy tale character she is. But with her magical 
powers causing lots of trouble, she’s definitely on thin ice! So just in case 
she might be a villain, Snowflake is chilly to her classmates. Can she keep 
her cool until she knows her whole story, or will her social life at Grimm 
Academy be permanently frozen?

JOAN HOLUB

By J oan Holub
and Suzanne Williams

Published by Scholastic 
August 30, 2016

Ages:  8-12 
Size:  192 pages

Gretel loves hiking in the woods near Grimm Academy, even though her 
brother, Hansel, is always warning her to be careful. But when she decides to 
explore Neverwood Forest, where anyone with half a brain would never go, 
Gretel finds herself tripped up by the E.V.I.L. Society! Can Gretel push back 
and foil their dastardly plan?

Rights:  
Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, and Merchandise 
Scholastic: All others

Joan Holub  is the award-winning author of  more than one hundred and thirty 
books for young readers, including Zero the Hero, Vincent Van Gogh: Sunflowers and 
Swirly Stars, and Shampoodle. She lives in North Carolina. Along with Suzanne 
Williams, Joan Holub is the co-author of  the Goddess Girls Series.

Suzanne Williams  is the award-winning author of  more than thirty-five books 
for young readers, including Library Lil, Ten Naughty Little Monkeys, and the Prin-
cess Power and Fairy Blossom series. She lives near Seattle, Washington. Along with 
Joan Holub, Suzanne Williams is the co-author of  the Goddess Girls Series.

GRETEL PUSHES BACK
Grimmtastic Girls #8
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Gretel joins the Grimmtastic quest for justice in a world where the E.V.I.L. 
Society must be stopped... and finds a candy cottage along the way.
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#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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#1 ZEUS AND THE THUNDERBOLT OF DOOM 

For 10 year-old Zeus, life on the Greek island of Crete is mega boring. Except for   
stormy days when sizzling lightning bolts chase him around. He’s been zapped 
dozens of times! And each time, a voice whispers to him: You are the one. What 
could it mean? He’d like to escape those pesky electric shocks. And he also longs 
for adventure. With the help of the annoying Bolt and a talking stone amulet, 
young Zeus sets off on the adventure of a lifetime:  a journey to find his destiny 
as king of the gods.

#2 POSEIDON AND THE SEA OF FURY 

The merciless Cronus and his Titan buddies are in hot pursuit of Zeus, Hera, 
and Poseidon, who plan to travel across the treacherous boiling sea in order to 
save a fellow Olympian. They have a boat, but they also have a problem: 
Poseidon can’t swim and is terrified of the water (well, really of the creatures 
that lurk in its depths). Can Poseidon overcome his fears and help his fellow 
heroes escape Cronus and his cronies?

#3 HADES AND THE HELM OF DARKNESS 

The Heroes in Training are entering the Underworld. The Underworld usually 
isn’t really meant to be a fun place – but tell that to Hades! He loves the dark 
and the stinky smell of sulphur. However, there is one thing that Hades is not a 
fan of: dogs. And when Zeus and his fellow Olympians encounter Cerberus – a 
snarling, three-headed dog – Hades must conquer his fears and tame the hound 
so everyone can continue into the Underworld and deposit their Titan prisoner, 
Oceanus, back where he belongs!

Rights: Eden Street: Audio, Foreign, Film and Television, 
Merchandise
Aladdin: All others
Sold: Turkey, Beyaz Balina Yayim; French, Ada

#4 HYPERION AND THE GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 

Phew, it’s hot! Under the titan Hyperion’s rule, the sun is burning even 
brighter than normal and scorching everything in northern Greece—
including the villagers! The Olympians are forced to play a sizzling 
“game” of Dodge the Sunbursts as Hyperion hurls giant fireballs that 
could fry them to pieces! Armed with some clues, Zeus, Poseidon, and 
Hades set out to figure out why in the world Hyperion has been making 
things so hot. 

THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams

SUZANNE WILLIAMS
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THE HEROES IN TRAINING SERIES

#5 TYPHON AND THE WINDS OF DESTRUCTION 

After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-selves on 
a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that Cronus has 
swallowed, but they’re also in search of magic seeds that will help rejuvenate the 
earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, thanks to Hyperion. But a 
wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other ideas. Can the Heroes in Training 
withstand the storms that are coming their way?

#6 APOLLO AND THE BATTLE OF THE BIRDS by 

After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined to help 
restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to find a special 
shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the Olympians find the 
armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by birds - thousands of killer, 
scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears in the chaos, it look like he 
might be more connected to the Olympians than they think. Is he friend... or foe?

#7 ARES AND THE SPEAR OF FEAR 

After overcoming many challenges, Zeus and his fellow Olympians arrive at the 
temple at Delphi—only to find a giant snake guarding the entrance! Beyond the 
python, Pythia appears. Trapped in the temple by the python’s magic and mere 
presence, Pythia urges the Olympians not to worry about her, for they are 
urgently needed on another quest. The Olympians are now out to find the Spear 
of Fear. A group of Amazonian women currently have it, but it really belongs to 
Ares, the God of War. 

#8 CRONUS AND THE THREADS OF DREAD 

A giant spiderweb in the sky with the words “Surrender Olympians” shows 
Zeus and his friends that they are in for another battle. Dodging the silky and 
sticky webs, the Olympians find themselves scattering in all directions to avoid 
getting caught. But those dangerous webs actually contain a hidden gem—
Athena’s magical object. 

JOAN HOLUB
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scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears in the chaos, it look like he 
might be more connected to the Olympians than they think. Is he friend... or foe?

#7 ARES AND THE SPEAR OF FEAR 

After overcoming many challenges, Zeus and his fellow Olympians arrive at the 
temple at Delphi—only to find a giant snake guarding the entrance! Beyond the 
python, Pythia appears. Trapped in the temple by the python’s magic and mere 
presence, Pythia urges the Olympians not to worry about her, for they are 
urgently needed on another quest. The Olympians are now out to find the Spear 
of Fear. A group of Amazonian women currently have it, but it really belongs to 
Ares, the God of War. 

#8 CRONUS AND THE THREADS OF DREAD 

A giant spiderweb in the sky with the words “Surrender Olympians” shows 
Zeus and his friends that they are in for another battle. Dodging the silky and 
sticky webs, the Olympians find themselves scattering in all directions to avoid 
getting caught. But those dangerous webs actually contain a hidden gem—
Athena’s magical object. 

JOAN HOLUB
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#9 CRIUS AND THE FRIGHT OF NIGHT

Zeus and the Olympians are off to find Apollo’s twin sister, Artemis, who was 
captured by the Cronies and separated from her brother. But Titan Crius, who rules 
the area, has Artemis under a special spell that is making her sleep, which doesn’t 
make a rescue easy! Can the Olympians manage to sneak away from Crius and save a 
sleepy Artemis, or are they in for a tough awakening?

#10 HEPHAESTUS AND THE ISLAND OF TERROR

Fresh off their adventure with Crius’s Cronies, the Olympians set out for the island of 
Lemnos. There they meet Hephaestus, the leader of the island who they quickly realize 
is actually one of them—the Olympian they were meant to find. But Hephaestus isn’t 
so sure he wants to leave with the Olympians. After all, life is pretty good on Lemnos, 
and he loves being in charge of the Sintians, who inhabit the island. Hephaestus 
suggests that if he does choose to go with the Olympians, he could be their leader. But 
what about Zeus? Not everyone is convinced he is still up for the job...

#11 URANUS AND THE BUBBLES OF TROUBLE

The Olympians find themselves in the middle of a battle between two big-time Titans. 
On Cronus’s orders, Titan Oceanus dives into the sea and causes it to turn even 
stormier. Zeus throws his thunderbolt high and causes a huge battle in the sky between 
the Titans. As Uranus’s stars begin to fall in the ocean, the huge splash makes a wave of 
bubbles that heads for the shore of the island where the Olympians and their ship are 
trapped. And Zeus has a feeling those bubbles mean trouble…

#12 PERSEUS AND THE MONSTROUS MEDUSA

Perseus and the Olympians face off against the Monstrous Medusa in this Heroes in 
Training adventure.
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#5 TYPHON AND THE WINDS OF DESTRUCTION 

After battling fireball-throwing Titans, the young Olympians find them-selves on 
a double quest: Not only must they find more Olympians that Cronus has 
swallowed, but they’re also in search of magic seeds that will help rejuvenate the 
earth after the terrible drought that plagued the lands, thanks to Hyperion. But a 
wind-throwing giant named Typhon has other ideas. Can the Heroes in Training 
withstand the storms that are coming their way?

#6 APOLLO AND THE BATTLE OF THE BIRDS by 

After a horrible drought, Zeus and  his fellow Olympians are determined to help 
restore the land as they try to figure out their current mission, to find a special 
shield called an aegis. Thanks to some grateful villagers, the Olympians find the 
armor they need. But they are suddenly swarmed by birds - thousands of killer, 
scary birds. And when a mysterious boy appears in the chaos, it look like he 
might be more connected to the Olympians than they think. Is he friend... or foe?

#7 ARES AND THE SPEAR OF FEAR 

After overcoming many challenges, Zeus and his fellow Olympians arrive at the 
temple at Delphi—only to find a giant snake guarding the entrance! Beyond the 
python, Pythia appears. Trapped in the temple by the python’s magic and mere 
presence, Pythia urges the Olympians not to worry about her, for they are 
urgently needed on another quest. The Olympians are now out to find the Spear 
of Fear. A group of Amazonian women currently have it, but it really belongs to 
Ares, the God of War. 

#8 CRONUS AND THE THREADS OF DREAD 

A giant spiderweb in the sky with the words “Surrender Olympians” shows 
Zeus and his friends that they are in for another battle. Dodging the silky and 
sticky webs, the Olympians find themselves scattering in all directions to avoid 
getting caught. But those dangerous webs actually contain a hidden gem—
Athena’s magical object. 
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#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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#9 CRIUS AND THE FRIGHT OF NIGHT

Zeus and the Olympians are off to find Apollo’s twin sister, Artemis, who was 
captured by the Cronies and separated from her brother. But Titan Crius, who rules 
the area, has Artemis under a special spell that is making her sleep, which doesn’t 
make a rescue easy! Can the Olympians manage to sneak away from Crius and save a 
sleepy Artemis, or are they in for a tough awakening?

#10 HEPHAESTUS AND THE ISLAND OF TERROR

Fresh off their adventure with Crius’s Cronies, the Olympians set out for the island of 
Lemnos. There they meet Hephaestus, the leader of the island who they quickly realize 
is actually one of them—the Olympian they were meant to find. But Hephaestus isn’t 
so sure he wants to leave with the Olympians. After all, life is pretty good on Lemnos, 
and he loves being in charge of the Sintians, who inhabit the island. Hephaestus 
suggests that if he does choose to go with the Olympians, he could be their leader. But 
what about Zeus? Not everyone is convinced he is still up for the job...

#11 URANUS AND THE BUBBLES OF TROUBLE

The Olympians find themselves in the middle of a battle between two big-time Titans. 
On Cronus’s orders, Titan Oceanus dives into the sea and causes it to turn even 
stormier. Zeus throws his thunderbolt high and causes a huge battle in the sky between 
the Titans. As Uranus’s stars begin to fall in the ocean, the huge splash makes a wave of 
bubbles that heads for the shore of the island where the Olympians and their ship are 
trapped. And Zeus has a feeling those bubbles mean trouble…

#12 PERSEUS AND THE MONSTROUS MEDUSA

Perseus and the Olympians face off against the Monstrous Medusa in this Heroes in 
Training adventure.

JOAN HOLUB

#13 HERMES AND THE HORSE WITH WINGS
When Hermes starts to fly, Zeus knows they have found another Olympian for 
their group—and Hermes lets Zeus know their next adventure will be to “find 
the force that sings.” Since Pythia never tells them exactly the right words (her 
glasses tend to get a little foggy), they figure out that they are supposed to find 
“the horse with wings.” With the help of a reluctant Hermes and another new 
boy named Ron, the Olympians are off in search of a winged horse —with a few 
surprises along the way!

#14 DIONYSUS AND THE LAND OF THE BEASTS
Zeus and his friends discover another Olympian who might be able to help in 
their quest to defeat King Cronus in this Heroes in Training adventure.
What kind of magical powers does this Dion kid actually have?  And will he be 
more of a help – or a pain – in their ultimate quest to defeat King Cronus once 
and for all?
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Zeus and the Olympians are off to find Apollo’s twin sister, Artemis, who was 
captured by the Cronies and separated from her brother. But Titan Crius, who rules 
the area, has Artemis under a special spell that is making her sleep, which doesn’t 
make a rescue easy! Can the Olympians manage to sneak away from Crius and save a 
sleepy Artemis, or are they in for a tough awakening?

#10 HEPHAESTUS AND THE ISLAND OF TERROR

Fresh off their adventure with Crius’s Cronies, the Olympians set out for the island of 
Lemnos. There they meet Hephaestus, the leader of the island who they quickly realize 
is actually one of them—the Olympian they were meant to find. But Hephaestus isn’t 
so sure he wants to leave with the Olympians. After all, life is pretty good on Lemnos, 
and he loves being in charge of the Sintians, who inhabit the island. Hephaestus 
suggests that if he does choose to go with the Olympians, he could be their leader. But 
what about Zeus? Not everyone is convinced he is still up for the job...

#11 URANUS AND THE BUBBLES OF TROUBLE

The Olympians find themselves in the middle of a battle between two big-time Titans. 
On Cronus’s orders, Titan Oceanus dives into the sea and causes it to turn even 
stormier. Zeus throws his thunderbolt high and causes a huge battle in the sky between 
the Titans. As Uranus’s stars begin to fall in the ocean, the huge splash makes a wave of 
bubbles that heads for the shore of the island where the Olympians and their ship are 
trapped. And Zeus has a feeling those bubbles mean trouble…

#12 PERSEUS AND THE MONSTROUS MEDUSA

Perseus and the Olympians face off against the Monstrous Medusa in this Heroes in 
Training adventure.
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#1 CINDERELLA STAYS LATE
A Grimmtastic girl named Cinderella is starting her first week at Grimm 
Academy on the wrong foot. Cinda's totally evil stepsisters are out to make her 
life miserable. The Steps tease Cinda, and make her look bad in front of her 
new friends, Red, Snow, and Rapunzel! But when Cinda overhears the Steps 
plotting a villainous deed, Cinda, her new friends, and a pair of magical glass 
slippers have to stop them--before the last stroke of midnight!

#2 RED RIDING HOOD GETS LOST
Red Riding Hood is thrilled to try out for the school play--too bad she has 
stage fright! After a grimmiserable audition, Red decides to focus on helping 
her friends Cinda, Snow, and Rapunzel save Grimm Academy from the 
E.V.I.L. Society. But when Red gets lost in Neverwood forest, she needs her 
magic basket and a grimmazingly dramatic performance to figure out what's 
going on!

#3 SNOW WHITE LUCKS OUT
No matter how many lucky charms she wears, Snow White can't catch a 
break. She's especially worried that her stepmom, Ms. Wicked, is a member 
of the E.V.I.L. Society. Snow and her friends Red, Cinda, and Rapunzel are 
trying to stop E.V.I.L.'s plans to destroy Grimm Academy, but Snow seems 
to be jinxing all their efforts. Her luck might change if she can find her own 
truly magical charm -- before it falls into E.V.I.L. hands!

#4 RAPUNZEL CUTS LOOSE
Rapunzel's magical fast-growing hair can be a nuisance, especially when an accident 
gives it magical powers she can't control! But Rapunzel can't let her grimmiserable 
hair woes distract her -- she and her friends, Cinda, Red, and Snow are trying to save 
Grimm Academy from the E.V.I.L. Society. Once Rapunzel tracks down her magic 
charm, she won't let a bad hair day get in the way of stopping E.V.I.L.!

Scholastic
Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise
Scholastic: All others
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SUZANNE WILLIAMS
THUNDER GIRLS SERIES

#1 FREYA AND THE MAGIC JEWEL

When eleven-year old Freya hears that prophecy from her mag-
ical jewel, she isn’t sure what to make of it.  Doomsday?  She will 
find the key? Mere seconds after that prediction, she receives 
a mysterious invitation to Asgard Academy from the powerful 
Odin, who commands her to “bring her magic” to Asgard. With 
encouragement from her twin, Frey, Freya reluctantly heads out 
on their new adventure. But Freya’s first challenge begins be-
fore she even steps foot in Asgard. While trying to navigate the 
treacherous BiFrost Bridge, she drops her magical jewel off the 
bridge, and a sneaky pair of dwarves take her jewel down to the 
world of Midgard! Without that jewel, Freya thinks she is pow-
erless. But with the help of her pd-mates at Asgard, Freya dis-
covers a world that is bigger and more mysterious than she ever 
imagined!  There, she learns the true terror that Ragnarok – the 
doomsday her jewel warned her about – could mean for Asgard 
Academy if she and her new friends, the Thunder Girls, don’t 
stop it!
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#1 THE PERFECTLY PROPER PRINCE
Princess Lysandra finds sewing, napping and decorating the palace to be extremely
boring. She wants adventure!

#2 THE CHARMINGLY CLEVER COUSIN
Princess Fatima doesn’t care much for her brother-in-law, Ahmed. His cousin Yusuf  
is much more charming with his elegant mustache and impressive magic tricks. Yet 
when Ahmed goes to visit his dying father—and never returns—Fatima starts to 
worry. 

#3 THE AWFULLY ANGRY OGRE
Princess Tansy knows that whenever something terrible occurs in her kingdom, the 
ogre gets the blame. Yet anyone who challenges him is turned to stone! Tansy’s two 
oldest brothers have been forbidden to fight the ogre, but they’re determined to try.

#4 THE MYSTERIOUS MOURNFUL MAIDEN
Princess Elena is delighted to find a treasure on the beach: a beautiful comb that 
makes her frizzy hair feel soft. However, she soon starts dreaming of  a green-haired 
maiden, who cries that she can’t live without her comb. The princesses all want to 
help. But will they be able to find the maiden before it s too late?

#5 THE STUBBORNLY SECRETIVE SERVANT
The princesses are having a ball visiting Lysandra’s sister, Gabriella, and brother-in-
law, Jerome. And they can’t wait for Jerome’s handsome brother, Prince Jonathon, to 
join them. But when he never arrives, everyone panics. 

#6 THE GIGANTIC GENUINE GENIE
At the bazaar, Princess Fatima buys a beautiful bottle that supposedly holds a real 
genie. But it turns out that Jasper the genie is powerless—and no bigger than a 
caterpillar! 

Rights: Eden Street: Foreign, Audio, Film, Merchandise 
HarperCollins: All others
Sold: Japan, Poplar

THE PRINCESS POWER SERIES
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EDWIN AND EMILY
Hyperion

Emily loves to play—whether outdoors in the snow, or indoors with her big 
brother, Edwin. Edwin knows lots of new, exciting games, and is happy to teach 
them—as long as Emily plays fair. So how does Emily get hold of Edwin’s 
clothes, his toy car, and half of his candy bar? This sibling duo’s funny adven-
tures are a delight to read in any season.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

EMILY AT SCHOOL
Hyperion

“Can’t you read?” said a boy in a striped T-shirt. He pointed to a name tag on the 
desk. “Alex,” he said. “that’s me. I’m new, and you are sitting in my chair.” Emily 
frowned. “I know how to read,” she said. “I just didn’t look at the name tag.” 
Emily found her desk. It was right in front of Alex’s desk and next to Jenny’s 
desk. Last year she and Jenny had been in the same class. Emily smiled at Jenny. 
Then she looked back at Alex and stuck out her tongue.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

LIBRARY LIL
Dial

An original tall tale about a gutsy librarian who turns a town of TV watchers and a  
motorcycle gang into readers.
Rights: Dial: All rights

MOMMY DOESN’T KNOW MY NAME 
Houghton Mifflin

Mommy calls Hannah all sorts of names except her own, leaving Hannah to 
wonder if Mommy really does know who she is.
Rights: Houghton Mifflin: All right

THE MARVELOUS MIND OF MATTHEW MCGHEE, AGE 8 
Simon & Schuster

Meet Matthew. He’s your typical third grader. Then one day something very unusual 
happens to Matthew: He discovers he can control people with his mind. This is the 
best superpower any kid could ever ask for—or so Matthew thinks, until his power 
starts to spin out of con-trol!.
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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THE WITCH CASTS A SPELL
Dial

All the ghoulish folks in town, and one curious little girl, head for the Halloween party at 
Mummy’s house. Text is set to the tune of “Farmer in the Dell.”
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

OLD MACDONALD IN THE CITY
Random House

In a unique take on the familiar song, Old MacDonald is a food vendor in a city 
park, and whenever his back is turned, his cart is overrun with animals—from one 
horse to ten ants.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

MY DOG NEVER SAYS PLEASE
Dial

Tired of having to mind her manners, clean her room and wear shoes, 
Ginny Mae wishes she could trade places with the family dog.
Rights: Eden Street (text only): All rights

TEN NAUGHTY LITTLE MONKEYS

Ten little monkeys jumping on the bed . . . and tripping over teddy bears, 
slipping on banana peels, and falling off the dock! Those naughty monkeys sure 
love to monkey around! But just WHO is causing all this monkey business? 
Rights: Eden Street (text only): Performance and Merchandise

THIRD GRADE FRIENDS: JOSH TAYLOR, MR. AVERAGE
Scholastic

Hilary is the wall-ball champion. Gordon is the brainiac who aces every subject. And Josh…
well, Josh isn’t really the best at anything. In fact, he’s pretty average all around. But that’s 
about to change. Josh is sure he can be great at something, too. And Hilary and Gordon want 
to help their friend find a special talent. But nothing is working! And with school elections 
coming up, Josh is really bummed. He wants to be Class Representative more than anything. 
But who would ever vote for Mr. Average?
Rights: Eden Street: All rights

THIRD GRADE FRIENDS: HERE’S HILARY!
Scholastic

Hilary is a total mess. She’s the queen of clutter. And you can usually tell what she’s eaten 
because she’s wearing it on her shirt! But Hilary doesn’t mind. That is, until her teacher gets 
upset that she’s late to school—again. But how will Hilary ever clean up her act when she 
can’t even clean out her desk? That’s where the secret plan comes in. It’s the deal that Hilary 
makes with the class geek, Gordon, to try to get her life in order. It’s a weird plan, but it’s 
worth trying. After all, third grade cannot get any messier than it already is!
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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worth trying. After all, third grade cannot get any messier than it already is!
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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Hilary is the wall-ball champion. Gordon is the brainiac who aces every subject. And Josh…
well, Josh isn’t really the best at anything. In fact, he’s pretty average all around. But that’s 
about to change. Josh is sure he can be great at something, too. And Hilary and Gordon want 
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worth trying. After all, third grade cannot get any messier than it already is!
Rights: Eden Street: All rights
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MADELEINE'S LIGHT
Boyd's Mills Press

Camille Claudel, the famous sculptor, has come to work at Madeleine’s 
family inn, far from the distractions of Paris. Madeleine, who has secret 
aspirations as an artist herself, is fascinated by this remote and somewhat 
unfriendly guest. Slowly the persistent girl and the secretive sculptor form 
a bond that leads to beautiful surprises for both artist and child. In this 
uplifting story, with charming illustrations by Robert Dunn, Natalie 
Ziarnik imagines how Madeleine Boyer, a real girl, became the inspiration 
for La Petite Châtelaine (The Little Lady), one of Camille Claudel’s finest 
creations.
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MADELEINE’S LIGHT:  A STORY OF CAMILLE CLAUDEL

Camille Claudel, the famous sculptor, has come to work at Mad-
eleine’s family inn, far from the distractions of Paris. Madeleine, 
who has secret aspirations as an artist herself, is fascinated by 
this remote and somewhat unfriendly guest. Slowly the per-
sistent girl and the secretive sculptor form a bond that leads to 
beautiful surprises for both artist and child. In this uplifting sto-
ry, with charming illustrations by Robert Dunn, Natalie Ziarnik 
imagines how Madeleine Boyer, a real girl, became the inspira-
tion for La Petite Châtelaine (The Little Lady), one of Camille 
Claudel’s finest creations.
Rights: All rights Boyds Mills Press

A LULLABY OF SUMMER THINGS

In the spirit of such bedtime favorites as Emily Winfield Martin’s Day 
Dreamers, here is a quintessential end-of-day by the beach lovingly 
captured and perfect for reading aloud. 
This simple, lyrical picture book is as warm, reassuring, and filled 
with joy as a vacation at the beach. Readers will join a little girl and 
her siblings as they wind down from a perfect day--hanging up tow-
els, eating dinner, and getting ready for bed--each activity sparking a 
memory of their day--playing catch with the dog, chasing waves, and 
looking at sailboats along the shore. And when the lights of the family 
beach house go off--”In the dusky evening light, a sleepy house says 
goodnight”--young listeners will be lulled to sleep themselves.
Rights: 
Eden Street: Motion Picture, TV, Performance and Commercial
Random House: All others


